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TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES: -

In November of 1980 we sent you a copy of the Engineering and
Environmental Study of DDT Contamination of Huntsville Spring Branch,
Indian Creek, and Adjacent Lands and Waters, Wheeler Reservoir, Alabama,Sprepared under contract by Water and Air Research, Inc. (W.A.R.) for

S the Mobile District.

0In a detailed review of the report data in preparation for testimony
conjunction with a legal case, W.A.R. found that an error had been

made in the calculation for the total number of tons of DDT in Hunts-
ville Spring Branch (PSB) and Indian Creek (IC). According to Dr. Jemes
H. Sullivan, Project Manager for W.A.R., this error resulted from two
causes: (1) a misinterpretation of the units for some of the data
received from the Tennessee Valley Authority and (2) some wrong data
being entered into the computer program that calculated the total DDT
present. This error impacts all references to the total amount of DDT
present at any particular location in the HSB-IC system. However, it
has no impact on concentrations of DDT in sediments or on any of the
impacts of DDT on fish or other species.

Th,. main difference between the old and new figures is the total,
837 tons originally vs. 475 tons now. Another difference is that the
new figures show that the majority of the DDT is in the channel, not
the overbank. The relative amount of DDT in each stream reach has
changed very slightly as follows:

Stream Reach Old Data New Data
Upstream of Dodd Rd. in HSB 95.9% 97.8%
Dodd Rd. to IC 3.1% 1.4%
Indian Creek 1.0% 0.8%

W.A.R. has considered the possible impact of these new figures on
the clean-up alternatives proposed in 1980. Their conclusion is that
there is no change. The most significant facts that led to the
selection of these alternatives were: (1) that fish were highly con-
taminated in all parts .of the HSB-IC system and even in the Tennessee

LLJ River, (2) that a significant amount of the fish contamination
appeared to be resulting in situ from very low sediment concentra-
tions, and (3) that the concentrations of DDT in sediment in all
parts of the HSB-IC system were well above that which would result in

C.3 fish concentrations above 5 ppm. Hence, the alternatives that deal
with clean-up of all contaminated parts of HSB-IC are still valid.
This is not meant to imply that other alternatives could not be
developed that might be appropriate, only that the error found in the
original work does not impact the alternatives developed at that time.
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In response to our request, W.A.R. prepared pages to be inserted

in the report. These pages incorporate all ehanges resulting from

correction of the sediment DDT calculation error as well as the errata

sheets dated January 1981. [he c-iclosed revision pages -;hould replace

all pages in the original document with corresponding part- numiers.

We regret the error; however, we feel that it does not alter the

basic conclusions of the 19;O report. If you have any questions about

these revisions, please call Dr. Diane Findley at 205/694-3857 or

FTS 537-3857.

Sincerely,

Willis E. Ruland
Chief, Environment and Resource:s

Branch

Enclosure
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3.3 VULATILIZkTIUN FROM SUIL, WATER MNU UTHEli SURFAC.ES

Tkie major means of pesticide entry into the atnmosphere are:
o spray drift durinig application;
o volatilization from treated surfaces; and
o movement of wind blown dust particles (Spencer, 19/5).

Putertial volatility ot the various OUT isomers and ciegraaation prociucts
is related to their vapor pressures but actual volatilization rates w.1ll
depena on elivironmental conditions arid all factors that mouify the
effective vapor pressure (Spencer, 1975). Vapor pressure or potential
volatility is greatly aftectea by the interactions with soil. Adsorption
of ULT aepenas upon its concentration in soil, soil water content and
soil properties (Spencer, 1970). Liuenzi and bearo (1970) reported that
the initial UuT volatilization rate was inversely related to soil organic
mdtter content.

The o,p' arid p,p' isomers of DDT, OUD, and [DOE are generally only slight-
ly soluble in water (bowman et al., 1960). As a result they tend to
accumulate at either air-wat-er oF soil-water interfaces. This tendency
results in an accelerated volatilization of DuTk from such systems. This
tendency, however, is offset by adsorpmtion of DL)TR to soil and colloiaal
materials. Bailey anl White (19b4 and 1970) and White and Mortland
(1970) observed that soil or colloid type, temperature, nature of tne
cation on the exchange sites and the nature of the OUT formulation all
directly influence adsorption.

in water-OUT systems, water and UDT vaporized independently of each other
by diffusion (Hartley, 1969; Hamaker, 1972; Spencer et al., 1973). UDT
exhibits a high affinity for concentrating at the wa7e-r-air interface
(bownan, et al., 1959, 1964 and Acree et al., 1963). This ennanced
volatiliza'ti7n was termed co-distillatTWnTAcree et al., 1963).

Losses by volatilization from soil will aepeno on pesticide co:,centration
and vapor density relationships at the soil surface. [Luenzi and Beara
(197U) reported that the initial DOT volatilization rat-. was inversely
related to soil organic matter content.] Volatilization rate decreases
rapidly, however, as the concentration at tlhe soil surface drops and,
thereafter, becomes dependent upon the rate of movement of the pesticide
to the soil surface (Spencer, 197U; Spencer and Cliath, 1973; Farmer
et al., 1972 arid 1973). Vapor pressure of pesticides at the soil surface

-s a--major fac-or influencing volatilization rate. The vapor pressure of
OUT in soil increases greatly witn increased [UT concentration and tem-
perature but decreases substantially when the soil water content de-
credses below one molecular layer of water (Spencer and Cliath, 1972).
Further, the soil water content markedly influences the vapor pressure.
Spencer and Cliath (1972) reported the relative vapor pressure of OUT in
Gila silt loam was 21 times greater at 7.5 percent than at 2.Z percent
soil water content.

Spencer and ;lath (1972) reported the relative vapor pressure and vola-
tibility of DUNTH (see Table 1-2).
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Taule 1-2. Saturation Vapor Densities ana Apparent Vapor Pressures uf UUT
and Related Compounds at 30"C

Vapor uensity Vapor Pressure1

CnemicdI (ng/L) (mm tig x IU-1 )

p,p'-UUT 1J.6
o,p' -UUT 1U4 55.3
p,p' -DUE 109 64.9
p,p'-ubU 17.2 1U.2
o~p' -OUL (104)2 (61.6)2
o,p'-UUU (31.9)3 (18.9 3

1Calculated troin vapor density, w/v, with the equation: P = w/v • RT/M.

2At,1osphere probably not saturated with o,p'-UUE. UbE in sand column was

mainly p,p'-UUE.

3 Atmosphere probably not saturated with o,p'=UUL}. The sand column was
prepared with p,p'-UDULJ, which contained sufficient o,p'-uUu as an impurity
to produce this vapor density.

source: Spencer and Cliath, 1972.
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The composition of vapor at 3UC in equilibrium with technical buT
applied to silica sand, a non-adsorbiriq surface, at a rate of 1-2 percent
is listed in Table 1-3 (Spencer and Cliath, 1972).

Table 1-4 presents the vapor densities of UDTR and the percentage of the
total vapor made up of each constituent as related to application rdte of
tecinicdl U)T to Gila silt loam.

Little information is available regarding volatilization from plant
surfaces. Une would assume vapor percentages would be similar to those
presented in Table 1-4 until only p,p'-DUT remained.

Actual estirmates of volatilization from soils have rarely been made
utilizing field conditions. Spencer (1975) did estimate a rate of 5 to
1U kg/ha/year for surface residues of DDT in the temperature range of
25-3U*C based on available published laboratory data. Soil incorpordted
residues would volat'llize at a much lower rate.

A study by Ware et al. (1977) measured DUTR loss from ,oil by volatiliza-
tion over a one year period from a desert plot and over 76 days from a
cultivated cotton field. The aesert area lost 8U percent over 12 montns
white the irrigated, cultivated cotton plot only lost 20 percent during
tne 76 day perioa. These estimates are indicative of the range of loss
rates under a variety of field conditions.

3.4 PERSISTENCE .N SOIL

A riumber of investigators nave estimated the persistence of DuT in soils
(see Table 1-5 for a compilation). These estimates range from less than
a year to some 30 years. It is difficult to predict degradation rates
since many factors influence persistence. These factors include soil
type, organic mlatter content (Liechtenstein and Schulz, 1959;
Liechtenstein et al., 196U; Bowman et al., 1965) moisture level, pm,
temperature, c'uTtvation, mode of a~pplTFation and soil organisms
(Lichtenstein, 1965).

3.5 WATER SULU8ILITY

The solubility of DUT in water is reported to 1.2 parts per uillion
(ppb)(doeman et al., 1960; Harris, 1970). Gunther et al. (1968) noted,
however, that nat-ural waters contain salts, colloida-T -terials and
suspended particulate matter which may increase the apparent solubility
of OUT.

4.U UUT UEGRAUATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT

In order to describe the degradation of OUT in the environment, the
subject will be Droken down into several subsections for review. An
overall rmetabolic pathway is shown in Figure 1-2 in an ,effort to describe
the picture concisely,

1-7
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TaDle 1-3. Vapor Composition in Association with Tecnnical huT at 30C

Vapor Uensity Conc. in Tecei
Chemical ng/L ,of Total UuT k%)

p,p'-UDT 13.b 8.u 74.b
o,p'-UDT AI4 61.7 ?.1
p,p'-UUL 24.1 14.$ 0.8i
o,P'-UU. 26.9 16.0 0.07

TOTAL lb8.b

Source: Spencer arid Cliath, 1972.

-14
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. ,.. Table 1-4. Vapor Uensity of p,p'-UuT, o,p'-uuT, p,p'-UUE, and o p'-ULL
•as 'elated to Concentration of Tecnniral DUT in btila Silt
"Loali at 7.t Percent dater Content anr j30C

Tecn.
uuTeI Vapo- Ders'ty (n,/L) V'ipor uensity (o of Total)
Cone. p,p,- o,p'- p,p m  o,p, p,p'- o,p'- p,p'- o,'-
(g9.'g) our L, T JUL uuE Total UUT OUT UUE bUL

2.5 1.11 l.lb 0.43 --- 2.7U 41.1 43.0 15.9 ---
5 2.b5 ý.Z2 U.6b --- 3.47 43.4 4U.6 11.0 ---

lU b.U7 5.2b 1.08 --- 12.41 48.9 42.4 8.7 ---
zU 13.ý5 iI.ýQ ý.94 01.45 29.Zb 47.8 40.7. 10 1.540 12.1W Ž1.40 3.03 0.7U 27.24 3R.5 b7.5 8.1 1.9
0 13.37 J2.74 3.42 u.97 50.50 26.5 64.8 6.8 1.9

120 13.6ý 67.U 5.41 l.b4 87.67 15.5 7b.4 b.2 1.9

iTechnical OUT containing 74.6 percent p,p'-UL;T, 21.1 percent c,p'-lJUT,
U.81 percent p,p'-UDt and 0.07 percent o,p'-UDE.

Source: Spencer ana Cliatri. 1972.
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Table I-b. Estimates of Halt Lives and/or Disappearance RatEs tram Soil

Estimate Reference

lb years Kiiyerwiayi and Terriere (1972)
1U% remaineo after lb years Lichtenstein et dl. 19/91)
U.9 years pM=4 laboratory conuitions
li.3 years pm~b.5 uUT + (uL Eksteat (1975/76)
3-lu years menzie (1972)
WU years Yule (1973)
2-15 years martin (ibb)
&-4 years Metcalf and Fitts (1969)
J3A reliainea after 17 yedrs Nasn and woolson (19t)Z
4-3u years (mean of 1U years) to Ldwaras k 196b)

eliminate 951 of applied
3U year persistence Dimond et al. (i97U)
<1 year for surface deposits
1U+ years if incorporateo b-8" into soil Freed (197u)
15 years Chisholm and MacPhee (i972)
7 hours (anaerobic se,,age sluuge) jensen et al. (1972)

"0'%
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4.1 DOGRAUATIUN IN SOILS UNUER AEROBIC CONuITIONS

Commercial DUT consists of a mixture of about 84 percent p,p'-UDT and
15 percent o,p'-UUT (Lichtenstein et al., 1971). The major part of the
following discussion will be in reg-ard-to the pp'-UuT.

Many investigators have reported the deyradation of DOT in a variety of
soils and/or pseudu soils. p,p'-IUT is readily aehydrochlorinated to
give the major deLomposition product, p,p'-UDE (5aker and Applegate,
1970; Castro and Yoshida, 1971; Licntenstein et al., 1971; Kuhr et al.,
1972; Snith and Parr, 1972; Gliath and SpenceT-', M2; Kiigemagi an
Terriere, 1972; Frank et al., 1974a; uuenzi and Beard, 1976; Ekstedt,
1975/76; Johnsen, 1976T)under aerobic conditions. The o,p'-DUT degrades
to the corresponding o,p'-DDE isomer.

Other degradation products have also been reported. .DUO (Kiigemagi and
Terriere, 197?; Frank et al., 1974a), UbP (Kiigemagi and Terriere, 1972)
arid dicofol (Lichtenste'Tnet al., 1971; Kiigemagi and Terriere, 1972)
have been detected in a fe•wi•s-tances. These derivatives were not
detected in the bulk of the literature. If they were reported, usually
trace quantities (Lichtenstein et al., 197i) were measured. The work of
Kiigemagi and Terriere (1972), o-wev-er, revealed relatively high levels
of UDU and dicofol. Although dicofol per se had been applied, these
authors suggested its presence might have 'Wen partially as a result of
uLT aegradation in orchard soils.

Other reports (Snith and Parr, 1972; Guenzi and Beard, 1976) have dis-
cussed the effects of temperature, soil water and ph on UUT stability.
-Guenzi and Beard (197b) reported that DDT degradea to DUE at increased
rates at higher temperatures. When UUT was mixed with 1aber silty clay
loam at a rate of 10 ppm and incubated at various temperatures for
140 days, the following percentage conversions were detected:

Temp._,C % D. T % DDE

30 82.1 6.7
40 74.5 12.5
50 53.2 21.6
60 38.3 34.8

No other UDT related chemicals were detected. By comparing these data to
data generated using sterilized soil, it was reported that this conver-
sion to UDE was predominantly a chemical process (84 percent at 30" and
91 percent at 60') rather than a biological process. Rates of DUE form-
ation in sterile soil containing 1/3 bar moisture were much higher than
in air dry soil.

Smith and Parr (1972) reported that DBT was stable in soil treated with
anhydrous ammonia (pHl >10). They further indicated that the threshold ph
for dehydrochlorination of DDT to DUE in a model system using microbeads
was 12.5 w'ith extensive conversion at 13.0.

Ekstedt (197b/76) reported a higher retention of OUT arid DDE in soils of
pH b.U-6.b than in soils of lower pH (3.6-5.3). The higher pH soils
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averaged 94 percent of the original OUT applied 17 weeks after addition,
compared to 79 percent OUT in the more acidic soils. The iýGre acicic
soil possessed less Dot as well. Soil type aid not appear to influence
these rerults.

Johnsen (197u) has reviewed tne suoject in depth aria tne reader is
referred to tnis article for further details.

4.2 UEGKAUATiON iN S01LS UNDEx M•EkOGIC CUNDITIONS

The degradation of OUT under anaerobic conditions is well-aocuniented.
Prior to work in soil systems a number of reports appearing in the late
19tU's (cited uy Parr et al., 1970) inoicated a more rapid aegraoation of
JUT in anaerobic microBa-systems than in aerooic systems.

Parr et al. (1970) incubated UUT in glucose-fortifiea, moist (1/3 bar)
Crowley silt loam arid Arch loamy fine sand eitner aercoically in
CU2 -free air ur anaerobically in Ar, 42., arid "2 +C02 (8O:2U). LADT
degradation followed the order Ar > N) > N2 i-Cu- (0 :2U) >
CU free air. The major product of degradarion was DUD and to a lesser
extent DUE. While flooding uf the Crowley soil proviaed an anaerobic
environment it only led to 41 percent OUT degradation while moist soil
incubatea in N,) or Ar resulted in 96 percent degradation. Tnese
authors also cautioned against using laboratory aata as a predictor of
field degradation.

Burge (1971) demonstrated that glucose or ground alfalfa added to soil
accelerated the anaerobic disappearance of DOUT. This investigation
reported furtner that addition of a steam distillate from alfalfa will
also increase anaerobic OUT disappearance. When volatile components of
the steam distillate were compared with glucose, the following order of
effectiveness was found: acetaldehyde = isobutyraldenyde > ethanol >
glucose >> methanol. The anaerobic disappearance of OuT was inhibited by
autoclaviny the soil but could be re-establisneo by innoculating the
autoclaved soil with viable soil. DDT was converted to D0O although
considerable UUT disappeared from the system and could not be dccountea
for. Burge (1971) indicated tnat neitner DUO nor DUE were lost from his
experimental system and thus DOT must be disappearing by some other
niec nan i sm.

Cdstro arid Yoshida (1971) reported the degradation of DOT in Philippine
soils. They compared aerobic and anaerobic conditions in several soil
types. Soth UDT and UDO were degraded much more rapidly under floodea
(anaerobic) conditions than under aerobic conditions aria in soils with
high organic :,iatter content. UDD accumulated in flooded soils and no
other (UT related components were detected. The authors stated that DuD
was more stable than DOT under tnese conoitions but that after 6 months,
even the D0U residue had declined sunstantially. Castro and Yoshida
(1971) pointed out, after comparing sterilized and non-'sterilized soils
that losses trhrough volatilization are small when compared to losses
through microbial degradation.

*. ,4
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Smith and Parr (1972) described the chemical stability of ULuU under
selected alkaline conditions. UUD remained stable for extende, periods
"of time at ph=IU out it was rapidly converted to DU, at pH=lJ ana then
disappeared with time.

Parr and Smith (1974) reported the relatively slow degradation of LUT
under moist anaerobic ana flooded anaerooic conditions in an Everglades
mucK soil amended with alfalfa meal. DOT degrauation was increased in
the floooed anaerobic environment subjected to continuous stirring. The
authors suggested that the lack of substantial degradation might be the
rusult of: (I) the adsorption of 0I0 so that it was unavailable for
microbial or chemical degrauation; and/or (2) the lack of orgdnisms
capdble ot degrading UuT.

Castro and Yoshida (1974) reported that both organic matter and the
nature ot its constituents influence the anaerobic biodegradation of JUDT
to DUO. They aemonstrateo that the process was microbial rather than
clhemical and that degradation was stimulated by the addition of several
organic mdtter inmendments. The Kind of organic matter was only important
to degradation in certain soil types and not in all.

Guenzi and Beard (197baj' incubated Raber silt loam contaminated with
10 ppm OUT under anaerobic conditions at various temperatures. Results
after 7 days of incubation are summarized below:

Temp. % OUT % ODD % DDE

"- . -30 80.0 12.34 0.8
4U b3.b 19.5 2.1
5U 44.2 38.8 3.4
60 9.8 43.6 4.1

The anaerobic degradation pathway was DOT DUD DOMU. Only minor
aniounts of DUE were formed and they remained stable throug:iout the
study.

4.3 UEGRAUDTIUN BY SEWM(2E SLUDUE

In late 1972 a previously unreported metabolite of OUT was reported by
to research groups (Albone et al., 1972a; Jensen et al., 1972). Both
groups incubated OUT in biolo'iW7lly active anaerodb5T-ewage sludge. In
addition to detpcting ODD, UBP, UDOMU, the formation of DuUN was con-
firmed. Neither group could speculate on whether the mechanism ot
formation was chemical or biological.

4.4 DEGkADATIU|N IN SEDIMENTS

Albone et al. (1972) evaluated the fate of DUT in Severn River Estuary
sediments. In situ sediments having a temperature range of 5-25C caused
less D)UT degradation than did incubating the same sediment under water in
the ldboratory at 25%'. The same degradation products, mainly ODD, were
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detected in both systems. These authors reported evidence that another

metauolite, bUM, was present but were unable to confirm its presence.

4.5 DEGRAUATIuri bY SPECIFIC MICRO6IAL PUPULATIONS

Tile metabolism of OUT by microorganisms has been investigated by a number
of r- sedrchers. Pdtil et al., (1970) reported that 20 microbial cultures
wnicri had been shown to eyraoe dieldrin were also able to degraae UUT.
Tnese organisms were incubated in stationary test tubes at 3UC for 3u
days. Ten of the bacterial isolates degraded UUT to a dicofol-like
compound; 14 of tne isolates degraded DOT to DUA ina possibly other
acidic materials. None of the cultures produced JUE. Perhaps even more
surptising was the formation of UDu by 17 of tie isolates all under
aerobic conditions.

Pfaender and Alexander (1972) exarainea tne ability of extracts of
Hxdroqenonionas sp. cells to degrade DDT. Cell-free extracts (5 mg
protein/m) were incubated in 30 ml of 0.1 M phospnate buffer at p-i 7.0
for 4 days at 30°C under a nitrogen atmosphere. DDT was converted to DDD,
UUMS, UbP, and DuE under these anderooic conditions. p-Chloropnenyl-
acetic acid was isolated after adding whole cells and oxygen; this result
indicated phenyl ring cleavage. These authors also demonstrated that a
strain of Arthrobacter could grow on p-chloropnenylacetic acid converting
it to p-chloropneriylglycoaldehyde. These studies reveal the possible
extensive degradation of DOuT under the proper conditions.

4.6 UEL.RAuATIUN bY FUNGI

Tne degradation of OUT by fungi has been reported (Anderson et al., 197U;
Focht, 17ý7). Anderson et al. (1970) isolated several furgiftr-:, an
agricultural 1oai, soil a11diound thdt Mucor alternans partially degraded
UUT in a period of two to four days. ha-Ke culture: of M. alternans
degraded OuT into three nexane-soluble arid two water-so1fible metabo'lites,
none ot which were identified at the time. These compounds were not DUD,
DUE, 0DA, DbP, of dicofol, or DUMS. Attempts to demonstrate this DDT
degrading capacity in field soils, nowever, were fruitless.

Focht (1972) described the isolation of a fungus capable of degrading UDT
metdbolites to CO2 , water and chloride. The isolate was a hyaline
moniliceae fungus. Incubation of this organism with DUm resulted in
growtn of the fungus and thle oreakdown of DOM to CO, H2 U, and HCL.
It was pointed out that the complete degradation of DDT occurred only
under nearly optimal conditions.

4.7 DEGRADATIUN BY ALGAE

OUT degradation by algae has been studied in both marine (Keil and
Priester, 1969; Patil et al., 1972; Bowes, 1972; kice and Sikka, 1973)
and fresh water forms R'oo're and Dorwara, 1968; Miyazaki and
Thorsteinson, 1972; Neudorf arid Khan, 1975).
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orders of magnituae and ranges. For example, Lake Michigan was reported
to contain 1-5 ppt uuT in the water which resulted in predaceous cono"
salmon accumulating DDT levels of 5 to 10 ppm (keinert, 1970). Factors
affecting rates and extent of biomagnification are numerous and include:
water composition, temperature, how the organism is exposed, as well as
the age and size of the organism. Most of the factors affecting bio-
accumulation also aftect toxicity to aquatic organisms and are discussed
in more detail in the next section.

Some examples of biomagnification in various aquatic organisms have been
reported by Socergren and Svensson (1973), Johnson et al., (1971), Yadav
et al., (1978), oedford and Zabik (1973) arid Macek rid-Torn (1970). An
extensive listing of bioconcentration factors taken from EPA's "kmbient
Water Quality Criteria" for DOT may be found in Table 1-6.

Sodergren ana Svensson (1973) evaluatea the kinetics pf uptake of LuT and
degradation in nympris of the mayfly Lphemera aariica. Using a continuous
flow system for UUT exposure, a maximum and constdnt UDT level in the
nymphs w.as reached after 4 to 5 days exposure. This indicates that an
equilibrium between uptake ana excretion had been established. The mag-
nification factor (ratio of DOUT concentration in organisms to UDT con-
cent ation in water) from 4 to 9 days exposure was on the order of
3x1i• for DUT + uUE + UUU, and the kinetics of uptake appeared to fit a
first order rate equation. DUE was the major UUT metabolite found in
most of the organisms.

Biomagnification and degradation of DUT in fresnwater invertebrates was
studied by Johnson et al. (1971), also using a continuous flow apparatus.
Table I-7 shows the orga'nisms studied and the biomagnification factor
after 1, 2, and 3 days exposure to approximately 100 ppt DDT in the
water. Rate of uptake was very rapid with tne Cladoceran, Daphnia magna,
and the mosquito larvae, Culex pipiens, exhibiting the greatest aegree of
biomagnification and having residue levels over 100,000 times that
present in the water. No maximum accumulation level was reported in any
species. Again the major DUT metabolite was DUE (see Table 1-8) and in
the mayfly nymph, Hexagenia bilineata, 85 percent of the residue was
UVE.

Yadav et al. (1978) reported the uptake, degradation and excretion of OUT
in the t-res--water snail, Vivipara heliciformis. Aquaria maintained under
static conditions were used to expose snails to three [UT concentrations,
U.UUS, U.U1 and U.U5 ppm resulting in biomagnification factors of 3U0,
325 and 7b, respectively. DUE arid UuU were the major metabolites, with
slightly higher levels of UUL than UUU in the 0.005 ppm treated snails,
while OUd was the major metabolite in the 0.01 and 0.05 ppm treated
snails. Snails from tihe 0.05 ppm aquaria excreted 94 percent of the
accumulated UUT in 9 days when transferred to "clean" water. It should
be noted here that UDT concentrations exceeaed the water solubility.
Under these conditions some of tire UUT may have precipit-ated out of solu-
tion or would possibly be present in suspension. Although the organisms
would still be exposed to OUT the conditions are not the same as they
would be if UuT were in solution.

Preceding Page~lank
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Table 1-6. dioconcentration Factors for UUT and Metabolites

bioconcentration Time
Urganism Factor (days) Reference

Coontail, 1,950 3U Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Ceratophyl turn demersum

Cladophora, 21,580 3U Eberharot, et al. 1971
Cladophora, sp.

Uuckweed, 1,210 30 Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Lemna minor

Water milfoil, 1,870 Ju Eoerharat, et al. 1971
Myriophyllum sp.

Curly leaf pondweed, 14,2b0 3U Eoerhardt, et al. 1971
Potamogeton cripus

Narrow-leaf pondweed, Y81 30 Eberharat, et al. 1971
Potamoqeton foliosus

Sago pondweed, b,360 3U Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Potamogeton pectinatus

Soft stem bulrusrn, 495 JO Lberhardt, et al. 1971
Scirpus validus al -

Bur reed, 62J 3U Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Sparganium eurycarpum

Bladderwort, 2,200 30 Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Utricularia vulgaris

Mussel, 2,40; 21 Bedford and Zabik, 1973
Anodonta grandis

Clams (five species composite), 12,5U0 5b Jarvinen, et al. 1977

Lampsilis siliquoidea
Lampsilis ventricosa
Lanlsmiona costata
Fsconaia flava
Lig.umnia rec-t

Cladoceran, 9,923* 14 Priester, 196b
Dapnnia 2agna

b3,5UO 21 Flamelink and Waybrant, 1976Zooplankton (mixed ),,i•

Uapnnia sp.
•Kerate-ela sp.
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Table I-b. Bioconcentration Factors for DUT and Metabolites (Continued, page 2)

bioconcentration Time
Urganisin Factor (days) Reference

Freshwater prawr, 7,00U field Kolipinski et a). 1971
Palaemonetes paludosus

Crayfish, b,ObU 30 Eberharat, et al. 1971
Urconectes purictata

Crayfish, 1,947 field Kolipinski, et al. 1971
Procarnbarus alleni

Mayfly (nymph), 4,075 5 Sodergren and Svensson,
Lphemera danica 1973

Dragonfly (nymph), 2,7U0 2U Wilkes and Weiss, 1971
Tetragoneuria sp.

8loodworr,, 4,750 30 Eberhardt, et al. 1971
Tendipes sp.

Red Leech, 7,52U 3U Eberhardt, et al. 1971

Erpobdella punctata

F lewite, 1,296,666 fiela keinert, 197U

Alosa pseudoharenrrs

Lake nerring, 2,23b,b66 field Reinert, 1970
Coregonus artedi

Lake whitefish 26U,000 field keinert, 197U
Coregonus clupeaformis

dloater, 2,87U,OuO field Re.nert, 1970
Curegonus .2y

Kiyi 4,426,6oo field Reinert, 1970
Coregonus kiyi

Cisco, 368,777 field Miles ana Harris, 1973
Coregonus sp.

Loho salmon, 1,503,571 field Lake Michigan Interstate
Oncorhyncnus kisutch Pestic. Comm. 1972

Rainbow trout, 181,000 108 Hatnelink and Waybrant,
Salmo gairaneri 1976 197b

*:- Rainbow trout, 11,607 field Miles and Harris, 1973
S ; Salmo gairdneri
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Table I-b. bioconcentration Factors for UDT ana Metabolites (Continued, page 3)

8ioconcentration Time
Urganism Factor (days) Reference

Rainbaow trout, 38,642 84 keinert and bergman, 1974
balmo gairdneri

Brown trout, 4b,357 field Miles and Harris, 1973
Salmo trutta

Lake Trout, 4b3,259 fielo Miles and Harris, 1973
Salvelinus namaycush

Lake trout, 1,1bb,333 fielI Reinert, 1970
Salvelinus namaycus~i

Lake trout, 47,428 152 Reinert and Stone, 1974
Salvelinus namaycusn

American smelt, 70,U00 field keinert, 19/U
Usmerus mordax

C•, p, 64U,UOU fiela Reinert, 1970
Cyprinus carpi..

Coation shiner (composite) 363,000 4U Hamelink, et al. 1971
Notrzpis cornutus
iiortnern redbeTly dace,
Chrosomus cos

Fatneaa minnow, 99,00U 220 Jarvinen, et al. 1977
Pimephales promelas

White sucker, 110,000 field Miles and Harris, 1973
Catostomus conmersoni

White sucker, 96,6b6 field Reinert, 197u
Catostomus commersoni

Trout-perch, 313,333 field Reinert, 1970
Percopsis omiscomaycus

Flagfish, 14,526 field Kolipinski, et al. 1971
Jordanella floridiae

Mosquitofisn 2i,411 field Kolipinski, et al. 1971
Gambusia affinis

Rock bass, 17,500 fiela Miles and Harris, 1973 ,
Nailopl ites rupestris

Ureen sunfisn, 17,50U 15 Sanborn, et al. 1975
Lepomis cyanellus
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Hummon (1974) studied the effects of DOT toxicity on reproductive rate in
the freshwater micrometazoan, Lepidodermella squammata using static con-
ditions. They found the reproductive lethality (RLU) at 9b hours for OUT

to be 3 ppm.' This indicates that 50 percent of the organisms ceasea to
reproduce when exposed to 3 ppm OUT for 96 hours. Ninety-five percent
kLC occurred at 9 ppm (96 hours). LC5U at 96 hours was 5 ppm UuT and the
LC9b at 9b hours was 1Z ppm DOT.

Rawash et al. (1975) and Maki and Johnson (19/5) both reported on the
toxic-ty ot LUT to the mi,:rocrustacean, Dan agn Straus. Maid and
Johnson (1975) determined the LC5U for UT ter14Fdays to be 0.67 ppb,
while 5U percent inhibition of reproduction occurred at U.5 ppb. In

, contrast, Rawash et al. (197b) reported LC5U values of 6.5 ppb after 24
iiours of exposureTTTie difference can be explained by the length of the
toxicity assay and/or experimental conditions.

Sanders and Cope (i968) determined the toxicities of UDT and several
other insecticides to three species of stonefly nyrphs, Pteronarcys
californica, Pteronarcella badia ana Claassenia sabulosa. U)T was the
least toxic cLf the chlorinateed-ydrocarbons tested. The LCSU's for the
three species of stonefly nymphs were 7 ppb, i.9 ppu and 3.5 ppb,
respEctively. They also otserved that (UT was 5 to 10 times more toxic
to smaller nymphs than larger ones.

Fredaeii (1972) studied the toxicity of technical and formulated iDT and
0UU (TUE) in river dwelling larvae of three rheophilic species of
Trichoptera, Hydropsyche morosa Hagen, H. recurvata Banks, Brachycentrus
lateralos (Say). Tables 1-11, 1-12, anid 1-13 li7st specific LC5U values
associated with specific temperatures, metabolites and formulations.
Gienerally, technical UUT was more toxic than formulated DOT. Tile LC50's
incredsed as the size of the larvae increased; DOT was also mrre toxic at
1U6C than ZU'C.

Rawasti et al. (1975) determined the LC5U for the fourth instar mosquito
larvae, Lu]ex pipiens L. The LC50 was obtained from a standard toxicity
curve covering the range of concentration from 0.05 ppm to 2.5 ppm. The
point at which 50 percent mortality occurred was approximately U.36 ppm.

Albaugh (1972) determined the effect of insecticide pre-exposure on DOUT
toxicity to the crayfish Procambarus acutus (Girard). Crayfish were ob-
tained from two areas in south Texas. Line area had little insecticide
use while the other area contained cotton fields that had been treated
with OUT, toxaphene, and metnyl parathion. The pre-exposed crayfish were
mor' resistant to OUT than the non-exposed crayfish with LC50's at
_48 Iours of 7.2 ppb and 3 ppb, respectively.

5.3 AQUATIC VEkTRBRATES

Post and Schroeder (1971) studied the toxicity of DOUT tn four species of
salmonids: brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), rainbow trout (Salmo
gairanerii), cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki) and coho salmon (Uncor-hnchus
kitCh). Toxicity limits (TLP-i rfroT -14 to 96 hours exposure were

Blank Pages
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Table I-il. Approximate Lethal L.oncentrations (ppm) of DuT for Trichoptera
Larvae (Hydropsyche morosa hagen anra H. recurvata Banks) in
Water Lirculated by 7ompressed Air at1171ar2 C. Montreal,
5 to 31 August, 1965

OuT
Temp. Exposure

Species ('C) lhr) LC5U LC90

H. morosa 11 31
61
62 ......

21 31 0109 U.40
bI O.Ub U.2U
be 0.05 0.1U

h. recurvata 11 31 0.09 U.3U
b1 0.03 0.09
62 0.02 U.03

21 31 0.40 0.40
61 0.06 U.2U
62 0.04 0.06

iThese uata were calculated from counts of larvae made immediately after 3-
ana 6-hour exposures to test solutions.

2 These aata were calculated fron counts of larvae made after b-hour
exposure to the test solution plus 18 hours in fresh water.

Source: Wredeen, 1972.
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Table 1-6. Uther Freshwater Toxicity Uata for UOT and Petabolites

Test Result
Organism Liurat ion Effect (ug/l) keference

Cladaciran, 14 days LCO u.67 Maki and Johnson, 197b

Cladoceran, 14 days 5Ca inhibition of to- 0.5U Maki aa Jolnson, 1975
0aphnia ma tal young produced

Scud, 120 hours LC50 0.6 Sanders, 1972
Uamuarus fasciatus

blass shrinp, 36 hours LC5O 4.5 Ferguson, et al. 196Eb
Palaeinoetes kadiakensis

(Glass shritrp, IX2 hours LC5U 1.3 Sarders, 1972
Palaenonetes kadiakensis

)tonefly (naiad), 30 days LC5U 72 Jensen and Gaufin, 19b4
kcroneria pacifica

.-C-. Stonefly (rialad), 40 days LL50 6 Jensen and (iaufin, 19b4
SamgPv teronarcys california

Planarium, Z4 days Asexual fission 250 Kouyouaijian and Lglow,
Polycelis felina inhibition 1974

Ccoho salmon, Reduced fry survival 1.09 mg/kg johnson and Pecor, 1969
tircorhynchus kisutcn in eggs

Ccho salmon (juvenile), 7 days Increased cough 5 Schauaburg, 1967
Oncorhynchus kisutcn frequency

Coho salmnn, 125 days Estimated median sur- 1.27 mg/kg Bihler and Shanks, 1972
Oncorh kichus kisutch vival time--160 days in food

Cuttnroat trout, --- Peducea sac fry >0.4 mg/kg Cuerrier, etal. 1907
SalAo clarki survival in eggs

Rainbow trout, 24 hours Uncontrol lea reflex 100 Peters and Weber, 1977
Salmogairoweri reaction

Ralnbow trout, 5 hours Cough response 52-140 Lunn, et.al. 197b
Salmo airdwi thresrold
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Table I-1S. Utter Freshwater Toxicity Uata for ujT aid metabolites (Continueý, page Z)

Test Result
Organism•Ou t ion Effect (ug/) ReTre rce

Rairn trout, --- Reluceo sac fry >0.4 mg/kg Cuwrrier, et al. 1%7
Salmo gairuneri zurvival in eggs

.Atlantic salmn 30 cays Ketaraed Dehavioral 5uUill and Sain-rs, 1974
(gastrulae),
Salnu salar cdveloprTnt and inpaired

balance of alevirs

Atlantic samon, e4 rfours Altereo temperature 5 Ogilvie and Amerson,
.alnm salar select ion 1Sb5

Mtlantic salmon, 24 hours Altermen tarature 50 igilvie and ;,iiller, 1976
Salmo salar selecuion for I nm.

Atlantic salmon, 24 hours Altered temperature 10 Peterson, 1973
Salmn salar selectica

brook trout, 24 hoiurs Lateral line nerve 100 Prderson, 1968
Salvelinus fontinalis hypersensitivity

Brook trout, 24 hours Visual conditioned 20 Prinerson aid Peterson,
So.Iveiinus fontinalis avoidance inhioition 1969

L'Ook trout, -- Reuced sac fry >0.4 raIkg Cuerrier, et al., 1967
Salvelinus fontinalis survival in eggs

brook trout, Z4 hours Altered taýTerature 20 6a.dner, 1973
Salvelinos tontinalis selection

Brook trout, L56 eays Slight red,,citon in 2 mg/kg Macek, 19o8
Salvelinus tontinfliS sac fry survival in fboo

brc trout, e4 .hours AItered talierature 10 Miller aid Ugilvie, 1975
Salvwlinus fontinalis selection

Brook trout, 24 hours Alterea ta-•rature 1OG Peterson, 1973
Saivelinus fontinalis selection

Lake trout (fry), --- R survival 2.9 n/kg BWrdick, et al. 1964
Salvelinus n csn in fry

Goldfish, 2.5 hours Loss of alance and 1,OOU Aubin and Johnsen, 1969
Carssius auratus decreased spontaneous

electrical activity of *.•
the cereoel Ifun
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- thinner shells titan controls. when UUE treatment was discontinued, the
"treated birds laid eggs which were still thinner than controls. After
11 months, treated birds laid eggs with shells averaging 7.4 percent
thinner than controls.

Results of similar feeding studies in screech owls (McLane and hall,
197Z) were comparable. After two breeding seasons with diets containing
1U ppm ODE, treated birds laid eggs with shells that were 13 percent
thinner tran untreated birds. Longcore et al. (1971a) also reported on
the effect of JUL on the eggshell composiio-n, black ducks were fed
diets containing 1U ppm and 30 ppm UDE and mallards were fec diets
with 1, 5, arid 10 ppm L)UE. Eggshells had increases in the percentages of
magnesium, sodium, copper and, decreases in Darium, strontium and
calcium.

Thin eggsnells contribute to cracking and reduced reproductive success,
but other effects are also noted when UDT is present in the diets of
birds. Porter and Wierreyer (1969) fed captive sparrow hawks a diet con-
taining dieldrin and OUT. The major effects on reproduction were in-
creaseu egg disappearance (by breakage and eating of the young by
parents), increased egg destruction by the parents, and reduced eggshell
thickness (8-10 percent thinner). Similarly, the feeding of DUE to
mallards at levels of 10 ppm and 40 ppm resulted in eggshell thinnin9
(13 percent) and cracking (Z5 percent) as well as ,narked increases in
mortality (35 percent) (Heath et al. 19b9). UUU and UUT also impaired
reproduction, but less severlytha--n DUE.

Quail fed aiets of DOT produced fewer eggs and eggs with thinner shells
(Stickel and Rhodes, 1970). Hatchability, however, was not significantly
altered.

In field tests, UuT was applied in oil at 2 los/acre over a four-year
interval on bottomland forest (Robbins et al. 1951). dy the fifth
spring, there was a 26 perrent decrease-n-Breeding bira populations.
Over the four year period, the Amnerican redstart, parula warbler and red-
eyed vireo suffered decreases of 44 percent, 4u percent, and 28 percent,
respectively.

Uallinacious species seem to be most resistant to most environmental pol-
lutants arid raptor species the most susceptible (Cooke, 1973). In North
America and Britain shell thir.ning is directly associated with population
decreases of raptor species.

In A classic paper, Anderson and Hickey (1972) studied over 20U0 eggs of
11 species in 14 geographic areas. They found the following results:

1) An apparent decrease in the golden eagle population in tne
Western North America since the 1890's.

2) Eggshell changes to be rare before 1939 and quite common for
sometime thereafter. This coincides with the advent and
widespread use of DOT as an insecticide.
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3) Shell-ttiinning had not occurred in 9 of 25 species. Uthers
showed varying decreases in shell thickness.

4) Shell weights decreased by 20 percent or more.
5) Nearly 8 spccies had regional declines in population and in some

cases the decline seemed to be continuing.

Hulbert (i975) discussed avian predator aepenuent species and noted that
evidence has accumulated relating organochlorine insecticides to
reproductive failures and population declines. Among those species cited
were the kestrel, peregrine, osprey, golden eagle, red shouldered hawk,
C•oper's hawK, Drown pelican and the black-crowned night heron.

Many resedrchers have attempted to determine tne cause of eggshell
thinning. The work of Kolaja and Hintorn (1977) is illustrative. It was
demonstrated toat eggshell tninning in mallard ducks could be correlated
witn a Jb percent reduction in ATPase activity in tne microsomal fraction
of eggstiell gland epithelium. Since this Ca-ATkase is associated with Ca
transport, it was suggested that this inhibition may be responsible for
thin eggsnells. In an earlier paper, Kolaja and Hinton (197b) haa noted
that OuT induced shell thinning was accumpanied by histopathologic
alterations in the shell gland of mallara ducks. Table I-1b presents a
summary listing of to.ic effects of OUT on various bird species.

5.5 MAMMALS

The data on toxicity to various mammalian species is limited. Aquatic
mammals tiiroughout the world accumulate substantial concentrations of
many different orqanochlorine pesticides (Stickel, 1973). Clark and
Prouty (1977) fed 1bb ppm ODE in mealworm bait to female big Drown oats
for 54 days. Thereafter, b were frozen, and 16 were starvea to death.
DUE increased in the brains ot starving bats; however, tremors and/or
convulsions, characteristic of neurotoxicity were not observed. The
brain DOE levels reached 132 ppm.

5.6 ALGAE AND FUNGI

Four species of freshwater algae have been reported as sensitive to OUT.
UDT levels ranged from 800 ug/l to U.3 ug/l and effects included altera-
tions to growth morphology and photosynthesis. These data are summarized
in Table 1-17.

Hookinson and Dalton (1973) evaluated the effect of DU1 on the growth ot
a variety of river fungi at two incubation temperatures. Generally, the
growth rates for the twelve fungal species were enhanced when DOT was
added (up to 6U ppm) to the medium. Results presented in Table 1-18 do
not indicate that a toxic level was reached.

6.0 EPA AMBIENT WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FUR DOT

EPA has proposed ambient water quality criteria for DDTR using guidelines
developed earlier (EPA, 1979; EPA, 1978).
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accorcance witri this section ot the Act, such food is considerea
by FUA to be actionable when:

1) tne pesticide residue level exceeds an established toler-
ance or is at or above an establishea action level; or

2) there is evidence clearly derrmonstrating that a pesticide
residue is present due to misuse, regardless of whether
there exists a tolerance or action level.

The FUA guidelines manual (FUA, 1978) g.ves the following general
criteria for sampling and analytical work to support recommendations for
action at the district level:

The following criteria, unless exceptions are specified in the
other criteria, are to Le met for all district recomnmenaations:

1) The sample collected was representative of the shipment in
dccordance with the sampling instructions contained in
Section 443 of the Inspectors Operations Manual; and

2) Tne exact portion of food preparea for analysis is specifiea by
the analyst and was in accordance with 40 CýR 180.1(j) or if
not appropriate, in accordance witn Pesticide Analytical manual
(PAM) Volume I, Section 141; and

3) An original and check analysis on the quantity of resiaue was
I performed and the results obtained from each are in reasonably

close agreement (Note: it is not practical to be more precise
in stating what constitutes "reasonably close agreement"
because this will vary according to pesticide, type of food,
analytical methoa and residue level. Tnerefore, it becomes a
judgemenit decision that has to be made on a case-by-case
basis.); and

4) The identity. and quantity of the resioue in either the original
or check analysis sample was confirmed by an appropriate
method; and

5) The analytical methods used for the original and check analyses
are contained in the PAM, Volume I or II or the AUAC book of
Methoas or are otherwise considered by DRG to be suitable for
FDA regulatory purposes; and

6) The district is satisfied that the analytical work supports the
reportea residue findings of the laboratory and is adequate to
sustain scrutiny in a court of law.

In FDA, 1979, the.regulations are further explained as follows:

Action levels for poisonous or deleterious substances are
established by the Food and Drug Administration (FUA) to
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control levels of contaminants in human fooa and animal feed.

The action levels are established aria revised accoroinS to
criteria specified in Title 21, Coce o• Federal Kequlanions,
Parts 109 and 509 and are revoKec when a reqgiaton estabiisri-
ing a tolerance for the same substance ana use oecome effective.

Action levels and tolerances represent limits at or aDove ý,nicn
FDA will taKe legal action to remove aaulteratea proaucts from
the market. Where no established action level or tolerance
exists, FUA may take legal action against the product at the
mininmdl detectable level of the contaminant.

Action levels arid tolerance are establishea Dased on tne unavoic-
ability of tne poisonous or ueleterious substance and do riot re-
present permissible levels of conta,,ination where it is avoid-
able.

The "Action Level" defined for UUTR in fish is 5.0 ppm. Ui2TK is defined
as the sum of UUT, DuE, and UDOr except "Go not count any of the tnree
founo oelow 0.2 ppm" (FUA, 1978).
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II. SITE SPECIFIL INFURMATIuN AND ANALYSIS

1.U - A HISTORICAL REVIEW uF UDT MANUFACTURE AND SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL
"IMPACT AT KEUSTUNI MkSENAL

1.1 MANUFACrUrIN PLANT hISTURY

Following lease negotiations with Redstone Arsenal the Calabarna Chemic:1l
Company beyan the manufacture of DOT In 1947. Accordino to a Department
of the Army report (CUIR, 1977) other concerns involved in the overall
operation were Solvoy Process Division of Allied Chemical and Dye Cor-
poration and John Powell and Company. Calabama, however, was on tne RSA
property anti responsible for unit operation;. Figure 11-I presents a
chronology of activities related to initiat on of the plant operation and
subsequent impact.

The plant was locate in the 5UO section of the Arsenal where process
wastewater enterea a drainaye ditch which discharged to Huntsville Spring
branch. There are no available records regarding DOT production at that
time. However, estimated wastewater volume was 1.5 mrgd. Treatment of
process wastes was not done and residual pesticide entered Huntsville
Spring branch, a tributdry to the Tennessee River. Wastewater was char-
acterized as snown in Table 11-1. The amount of DUT in tne wastewater
ranged up to U.5 mg/l mainly as particulates.

Seven years later it 1954 tne Olin Mathieson Chemical Company became the
lessee and continued OUT manufacture. No improvements for treatment ot
wastewaters were carried out until 1965 when a settling pond was con-
structed. During this time production was estimated at 1 to 2 million
pounds per montn (USPhS, 1964). Olin kept the facility operating on
7-day scheaule. By 19b6, 2,250,000 pounds were being manufactured
monthly which was near the 2.5 million production capacity of the plant
(USAEHA, 1969).

1.2 PMIUR CONTROL EFFORTS

A review of the chronology of waste treatment shows thit the settling
pond constructed in 1965 was enlarged two years later. Plant personnel
estimated that 12,000 pounds of DOT accumulated by sedimentation in four
months (USAEHA, 1965). Also at the time of the settling pond mocifica-
tion the ditch conveying wastewater from the plant was treated with
70 tons of lime and 400 pounds of FeSO4 and filled in. A new ditch was
constructea alongside. This modification was completed to meet water
quality standards that had been imposed by the Federal government. These
standards for OUT required that concentrations in wastewater dischargea
to Huntsville Spring Branch not exceed 10 ug/l. The original aitch
conveying wastewater had accumulated so much DDT that the ditch itself
was a source and posed a problem for Olin in r..eeting the standards.

In February 1970 Olin installed a carbon filter at the outlet of the
settling pond to keep the DOUT level at or below the 10 jg/l limit for
discharge (USAEIA, 1969). Sometime later the same year the Fedcral Water
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All Table II-i. Wastewater Characteristics from UL)T hianufdcture at RSA

Calcium chloride Monochlorubenzene

Hydrochloric acid Hypochlorites

UuT Chloral

Sulfuric and Sulfonic Acid

Note: OUT levels ranged up to 0.5 mg/l.

Source: Industrial Wastes Survey Redstone Arsenal, 1964 - USPHS.

1A.
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A

Quality Admirnistration placed a limit of 20 parts per trillion as the
amount of OUT that could be released in process water. Production of DOT
stopped by June 1970 as Olin could not treat their wastewater in a manner
that would reduce OUT to this level.

Two other pesticides were later manufactured at the site. TrichIoroace-
tonitrile (TCAN) was produced for less than a month and methoxycnlor was
produced for about six months. In early 1972, the plant was demolished.

Since that time extensive restoration of the site has been carried out.
Short term containment measures were completed in 1977. Tnese included . .
filling and sealing the old settling basin.- Si, visi,-ur-ain-ag-e-rounu
the old ,jlant site, and installation of two darns in the drainage ditch to
create .aaiment retention ponds. In January 1979, a water filtration/
carbon adsorption unit was installed to further treat the water leaving
the drainage ditch. Later in 1979 surface soils at the old plant site
were removed and placed in a state approved landfill located on the
Arsenal. Further restoraLion has included excavation and landfilling of
contaminated sediments in the old ditch, stabilization of old disposal
sites to preclude surface erosion, and installation and operation of a
subsurface water monitoring system. Based on tnese actions future
migration of UL)TR from i,:'senal property to Huntsville Spring Branch
should be negligible. -

1.3 HISTURICAL CHRONULUGY OF CONTAMINATIUN

The record of e !mts relating to Olin's facility and the spread of DOT in
the environment Thows that no aquatic surveys were conducted for 16 years -''. ,
following plant startup and operation. As an agricultural chemiical OUT 40a g
was widely used on lands within the drainage basin of the Tennessee
River. Pest control on crops such as cotton ana soybeans was carried out
by application of DDT and other organc;nlorine insecticides. There was
no data during the late 1940's of OUT impact on the environment via
bionmagnification and bioconcentration through fo..x webs. The risk to man
as far as health effects was considered insignificant.

By 1963 the Public Health Service and TVA were conducting surveys to de-
termine the extent of DOT migration and levels of the compound in water
and sediment. There was increasing evidence of toxic effects to the
biota (USPHS, 1964).

1.3.1 Water Quality Surveys

The utilities branch at Redstone carried out some of the early surveys.
Altoough no data are available, the general conclusion following water
and sediment analysis is that Huntsville Spring Branch wa! grossly
polluted and reflected the effect of industrial wastes from industry and S
Arsenal activities on water quality. Aside from wastes originating from
Huntsville, other firms on or near the Arsenal contributed wastewater to
Huntsville Spring Branch. Components included chlorine and caustics
(Stauffer Chemical), iron and nickel carbonyls (UAF), rocket propellants
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(Thiokol), ana otner resicues related to rocket research and production
(USCUE, 19b).

The pollution of Indian Creek and Huntsville Spring Branch (hSi) contin-
uea unabated and without apparent concern during the 1950's. increaslr11
frequency of fiso kills and otrner pollution relateu events in all proba-
bility led to sampling efforts to estanlis;i water quality levels. The
first of these was initiated by the Public Heiltn Service in 196J
(USPHS, 19b4). Tdb'e 11-2 presents data snowing tne levels of uUTR in
Indian Creek ana Huntsville Spring Brdnch. Some limited information on
Wheeler Reservoir near Decatur is also inclJdee. It should be remembered
that contamination of these surface waters also irncluded beryllium,
chromium, cyanide, cadmium, acias ano other unknown components related to
tne rocket research program at Redstone. These substances along with D'LT
wastewater lea to the biological aegraaation of the Indian Creek -

Huntsville Spring Branch system (CDIR, 1978c).

Sampling related to DUT residues was sporadic until late 1967 when the
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration establishea a station at
Mile Marker 5.4 on Huntsville Spring Branch. ionthly collect'oris were
nidae until May, 19b9. Whether these samples represented conipcsites or
grabs is not known. The values ranged from 0.3 to bO ug/l and incluaea
analyses for the firse four months of 1970 when the program evidently was
discontinued.

Following cessation of DOT manufacture no water samples were analyzed for
this resiaue until 1977. These results (Taole 11-3) snow lower UUT
values than during the 1960-1970 perioa. Relatively little significance
can be attributea to the oata since the saripling sites are riot compar-
able. Analyses also were conducted on Tennessee River water. As the
table shows, UUTk aid not exceed O.U5 uyi] ana most were less than
0.03 ug/l. Since DOT is only slightly soluble in water aria highly
sorptive on organic ana inorganic particulates the main sink is the
sediments in aquatic systems.

1.3.2 DDT Levels in Aquatic Sediments

Work on the DUT levels in sediments has principally been carried on by
various Federal agencies. These are the Public Health Service, TVA, the
U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (USAEHA) and the Chemical
Demilitarization and Installation Restoration group (CDIR), now
designated as the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency
(USATHAMA). Sampling and analysis of sediments was intermittent and was
begun in 1963. There seemed to be little to no coordination among
agencies with regard to station location or data sharing until perhaps
1978-1979.

A review of the available information presented in the accompanying
Tables 11-4 to 1h-6 shows a trend toward increasing levels froam Indian
Creek Mile 0 (I>M-0) to Huntsville Spring Branch Mile 5+ (HSBM-5+) near
the confluence of the DDT arainage aitch. Uirect comparisons are diffi-
cult as sample sites varied from midchannel to overbarik aria samples
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Taule I1-2. ,oncentrations of OUT inl Surface Water to 1970 (ug/l)

Date Location OUT DOE UJU DLOTK Uata Source S

11/63 Hism b.7 -.33 5.37 USP.HS

11/63 HtBSM 4.7 1.6 4.1 --- 5.7 USPhS
li/b3 1CM 4.6 0.06 -0.0o SPHS

12/63 HSbM 5.7 0.14 .-- - 0.14 USPHS

12/b3 HS5M 4.7 47 U... 47 USPHS

12/b}3 1CM 4.6 0.51 ... ... 0.51 USPHS
12/b3 HStM 5.7 0.05 --- 0.05 USPHS
12/b3 HSBM 4.7 13b .. .. 135 uSPHS
12/63 I(H, 4.7 8.6 --- 8.6 USPHS
12/b3 HS5M 5.7 0 ... ... 0 uSPHS
12/b3 HS0M 4.7 15.8 16.0 --- 31.8 USPhS

12/b3 1CM 4.6 2.6 3.6 --- 6.2 ,SPHS
12/b3 --- --- .06 USPHS
12/b3 TI4 305 .06 --- .02 USPHS12/U3 T~tm 3u5 .02 --- H

12/63 TkJM 305 0 . - -- u. 0 USPHS

12/b3 Tifi 30b 0.67 ... ... 0.67 USPHS

1/64 HS8'1 5.7 0 ... ... 0 USPHS

i/b4 HSBM 4.7 11.0 3.4 --- 14.4 USPHS

1/f4 ILM 4.b 4.6 3.0 --- 7.0 USPHS

1/b4 HSBI.i 4.7 0.14 0.08 --- 0.22 USPHS

i/b)4 1CM 4.6 1.8 1.4 --- 2.2 USPHS
1/b4 uB4 4.7 0.3b 0.0 --- 0.37 USPHS
1/64 1CM 4.b 0.04 1.1 --- 0.15 USPHS

1/64 Tkil 305 0.30 U.12 --- u.42 USPHS

1/b4 TRM 30b 0.07 0.14 --- 0.21 USPHS

9/65 HSBr1 4.7 74.0 2.2 2,2 7. USPHS

9/t5 1CM 4.b 0.8 0.6 --- 1.4 USPHS

9/b5 HSbM 5.7 3.3 U A --- 3.4 USPHS

9/bb HSBM 4.7 83.6 1.87 1.92 87.39 USCOE
9/b5 HSBM 4.7 27.96 1.08 0.97 30.01 USCOE

9/b5 HSBM 4.7 10.32 2.90 3.00 116.22 USCOE

9/65 HSBm 5.75 3.34 0.12 --- 3.4b USCOE

9/6b 1CM 4.6 1.3 0.53 2.51 4.34 USCOE

9/b5 1CM 4.b 0.55 0.83 3.11 4.69 US"O0E
9/b5 1CM 4.6 0.52 0.24 1.Ob 1.82 USCUE._. C 4 FWQA*

10/67 HSbM 5.4 6.6 -- - --- --- FWQA*

11/07 HSBM 5.4 6.4 --- --- --- FWQA*

12/b7 hSBM 5.4 2.1 ... ..-- FWQA*

1/68 HSBM 5.4 2.6 ... -.- FWQA*

2/68 hSBM 5.4 2.9 -... .. .-- FWQA*

3/68 HSbM 5.4 2.3 --- --- FWQA*

4/68 HSbM 5.4 2.b --- --- --- FWQA*

5/b8 HSBM 5.4 2.3 --- FWQA*
b/68 HISbm 5.4 3.2 ---- QA

H- .-RI D P L 9
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Table ili-2. Concentrations of OUT in Surface Water to 197U 1,ug/1)
(Continued, page 2)

Uate Location DUT UuE ODb DUTk LData Source

7/68 HSBN 5.4 1.2 ... ... ... FWQA*
6/6d HýýM 5.4 1.1 FWy4*

5/bg hSUM 5.4 4.6 --- FWA*'
lu/oB HSBiM 5.4 15.1 --- FWQA-
11/bb mSbFi 5.4 6.1 ---. . ... FWUA* A
12108 HSBM 5.4 2.1 ... ... ...- FWQA*
1/bY H5b8i 5.4 4.4 --- FWLpA*
2/69 H S BN 5.4 1.3 FWLQA*
3/1t9 H5 , ý. 4. 5.3 ---. . ... FWQA*
4/b9 HSBNI 5.4 8.2 ... ... ...- FWQA*
/t9 ,-iSb,'N 5.4 1;.3 ... ... ... FW(QA*

1/70 HiBi ,i b.4 4.7 --- FWOA*
24/7U H Sb,1 5.4 3.6 ---
3/70 HSBMN 5.4 --- FWQA3.6
4/70 HSOM 5.4 3.6 -.-- ---.. FWQA*

*All FWQA data reported as averages.
R.dnge of values from 0.3 to bO ug/l.

Source: USPH-5, 19b4; USPHS, 1965; USCOE, 196b; FWQA, 1970

HIR
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Table 11-3. Concentrations of Dur in Water Subsequent to 197U-"

Uate Location DOUT UUE DUU OUTk Uata Source I.1

7/77 TKM 102-567 No detectable residue -

Nfr detection limits stated. TVA.

1U/77 I;M 1 0.16 0.13 0.3d 0.63 TVA

IU/77 I CM 0 0.04 0.07 0.18 0.29 TVA

10/77 TkM 32U <0.01 0.01 0.03 >0.0 4-<j.05 TVA

10/77 TRM 311 <0.01 <0.01 <O.01 <0.03 TVA

IU/77 TkO 285 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.03 TVA

10/77 Tkii e77 <O.U1 <0.01 <0.01 (0.03 TVA

10/77 TRM 272 <0.01 <(.01 <0.01 (Q.03 TVA

10 and It-West and <1.0 ug/l (19 samples) COIR
11/77 Nortn Uoundary

1977 IC at Triana --- 9 USAEF-A

11/77 IC at Moutn --- --- --- 0.3 TVA

11/77 IC I Mile --- --- 0.6 TVA
above Mouth

11/77 TOM I Mile --- --- --- 0.04 TVA
below IC

11/77 BFCM U.5 <0.11 0.026 0.072 >0.108-<0.118 TVA

11177 TRI*1 333 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.03 TVA

11/77 IC <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 (0.03 TVA

11/77 hSB <U.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.03 TVA

Note: Values in u9/l.

Source: TVA, 1977; USAEHA, 1978; CUIR, 1978a & b.
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Taole ii-4. Concertrations of OUT in Indian Creek bedfinents,
"',ile Stgment 0-8, Analyses during 1963-1978

bate Hii le Marker UDT ODU 0DU DUTR Uata Source

12/iJ i.u 0.8 0.d --- 1.6 USPHSS.o ii .b b.I --- 17.6 USPiS

4.b 17.0 6.u --- 23.0 TVA
7.7b 2.U 0.7M --- 2.72 USPhS

9/b: 4.o 9.3 1.2 2.1 12.6 USPHS

9/73 I.U 0.8 --- --- USAEHA

IU/77 0 U.06 0.14 U.24 O.4b TVA
U.91 1.2 --- --- USt-EmA
0.91 11.65 ---... ... USAEHA
0.91 28.9U ....--- .. US-EhA
U.91 41.U8 -.--- --- USAtHA
U.91 40.48 --- USMLHA
0.91 30.80 ---.. . . USE.HA
0.91 41.47 ... .. USALHA
0J.9i 38.38 ---. ... ... US~tHA

0.91 33.89 23 .. ... .. USAEHA
U.91 35.47 0 --- --- USPEHASU~.91 33.23 ... .. USAEHA
U.91 3.03 ---. ... ... USAEHA

1.U U.16 0.13 0.34 0.63 TVA

11/77-
3/78 1.0 --- --- - 28.31 CDIk

1.38 ---. . ... 38.14 LC IR
2.2 --- --- 7U.3b CON
Z.4 .9.41 CUOW
4.b --- 13.35 CDIR
5.33 ... . --- 4.58 CDIk

6/78 4.b --- --- 0.1i TVA(b)

9/78 2.2 0.81 2.9 7.9 11.61 TVA(a)
2.4 0.06 0.53 1.b 2.39 TVA
3.9 0.16 1.9 2.2 4.26 TVA

Nute: Concentration in ug/gm.

Source: TVA, 1963; USPhS, 1964; USPHS, 19b5; USAEHA, 1977; TVA, 1977;
CUIk, 1978(a) & (b); TVA, 1978(a); TVA, 1978(b).
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Table I1-5. Concentrations of UDT in huntsville Spring branch Sediments,
Mile Segment U-2.5, Analyses during 1964-1916

I
bite Mi le Niarker UuT DUE ULUb UuTR uatd Source

10-

12/63 2.5 432 l1.o --- bud vSPh•

2.!a 40U ... TVA A
Z.5 2,buO ... USPrS

9/75 2.5 14.71 3.12 14.02 32.4b LJ'Pr:

9/73-
.,/'1 2.45 3 .5 --- - -'

12/77 U.36 9 ---.--- -7-7
IU .bb --- --- --.- UMa-

1.31 590.8• .3 0.1 U9 i-

1977 1.- --- --- -,4 TVA

3. 210 240 4- ,78

3j.b

12/77 2.u 2.0 19 7-- UTAVMn"

1977 .1() 32.5 -.0 7b TVA

b/7b U ---... 27.7 TVA(a)".
U.5b5 ---... 23.9 TVA(a) .,

1.7) --. - .. 9.6 TVA(a,I .u 0.28 0.31 U.19 u.7t! EPA >

1.7 (2,400 -.-- -.- . TVMka)
2.0 6... ... .. 2,940 TVA

2.5 Z,100 240 44U 1,780 Epm .

9/76 1.7 2:'Z 19 76 31b TVA(U) .-
lIl(a) U.35 Z..O 7b 7b. 3.5 Tvk '.
1.7ku) <0.04 O.Ob 0.b U: .1') TVA .
1.7(c) O.O15 0.O45 u.Uj9 U. U" TVA :

.56.u u.47 1.5 7.17 TvA .

Note: Concentration in ug/gai.

(a) Core = U-6"
(b) L.ore = b-lý" '•

tc) Lire = 12-18" '.r

Source: rVA, i903; USPH:ý, 1964; USPH.I, 197t; USiEHA, 197/; TVA, 1977;. "
TVA, 197b(a); TVA, 1978(u); EPA, 1976; TVA,.il9O9(b).
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"Table I1-b. Concentrations of DUT in Huntsville Spring brancn Sediments,
Mile Segment 2.6-5.b, Analyses during 1963-1978

Date Mile Marker OLT DUE DUO UUTR Uata Source

1u/b3 2.55 432 136 568 USPHS

1/b3 4.7 6,500 ... USPHS

12/63 2.55 2,500 ------ USPHS

12/b3 4. 7 13,400 --- --- USPHS

9/65 t.3 605.84 384.00 1,847.05 2,836.89 USPHS

4.7 0.65 --- USPHS

12/77 4.0 39.8 --- --- USAEHA
4.2 19.5 .........- USAi _rIA
4.2 919 TVA
4.3 5.11 --- --- USPHS
4.5 934-

5,441 .........- TVA
"4.7 1,865 TVA

4.7 128.54 -.--- --- TVA
5.3 18,434 ---..... USAEHA
5.6 0.38 ---...--- USAEHA

9/78 3.0 3.0 5.7 10.3 19.0 TVA
3.0 530 97 390 1,017 TVA
3.U 11 ..--- --- TVA
3.2 163 58 351 572 TVA
3.5 5.2 2.6 10 17.8 TVA
3.5(a) 910 430 2,200 3,540 TVA
3.5(b) 690 310 1,600 2,600 TVA
3.5(c) 540 640 2,800 3,980 TVA
3.5(a) 120 2.1 9.3 131.4 TVA
3.5(b) 0.30 0.29 1.1 1.69 TVA
3.5(c) <0.04 0.05 0.07 0.16 TVA
3.65 50 64 190 304 EPA
3.7 0.49 0.75 2.5 3.74 TVA
3.75 0.079 0.050 0.038 0.167 EPA
4.U 0.64 4.7 11 16.34 TVA
4.0 0.13 O.b5 1.3 2.08 TVA
4.0 1,017 --- -- TVA
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Table 11-6. Concentrations of DOT in Huntsville Spring Brdnch Sediments,
Mile Segment 2.6-5.6, Analyses during 1903-1978 (Continued, -- "
page 2)

Date Mile Marker OUT DuE DUDO OTR Data Source

9/78 4.2(a) 63 12 54 129 TVA
4.2(b) 18 1.1 4.4 23.5 TWA
4.2(c) 5,700 360 1,700 7,760 TVA
4.2(d) 24,000 1,700 2,60U 28,300 TVA
4.2(a) 12 4.4 12 28.4 TVA
4.2(o) 3 0.44 4.3 7.87 TVA
4.2(c) 490 2,UUU 410 2,900 TVA
4.2 1,280 230 880 2,390 TVA
4.2(c) 430 160 920 1,510 TVA
4.3b(c) 820 62 190 1,072 EPA
4.b 700 110 490 1,300 TVA
4.5 27 5.7 19 51.7 TVA
4.5 1b.34 --- --- --- TVA
4.b IOU 19 96 215 TVA
4.7(a) 940 97 1,100 2,137 TVA
4.7(b) 10,000 720 2,100 12,820 TVA
4.7(c) 5,000 250 1,200 6,450 TVA
4.7 0.81 --- --- --- TVA
4.7 116 20 135 271 TVA
4.7 0.20 0.16 0.45 U.81 TVA
4.8 <0.1 <0.1 <U.I <0.3 TVA
4.8 1,500 180 490 2,170 TVA
4.8 0.1 --- --- . TVA
5.0(a) 2,3U0 670 4,300 7,270 TVA
5.0(b) 36 2.7 3.6 42.3 TVA
5.0(a) 2,900 6bU 2,900 6,460 EPA
5.0 62u 86 350 1,056 EPA
5.5 0.12 0.042 0.058 0.220 EPA

HSt Loop 75 10 52 137 EPA

Note: Concentration in ug/gm.

(a) Core = 0-b"
(b) Core = b-12"
(c) Core = 12-18"
(d) CGre = 18-24"

3ource: USPHS, 19b4: USPHS, 1965; USAEHA, 1977; TVA, 1978; TVA, 1978a;
TVA, 1979b; EPA, 1978.
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themselves varied from grabs with dredygs to coring uevices. However, no)
"significant trend w~itth time is apparent in this data.

As might oe expected tre nignest %-4elIs ot DUT are in Huntsville Surirng
drancn sedimients. Concentrat'o'!s oi02> over 28,000 u,!gm were rt-porte(

in 197o (TVA, 197%D. In urLouer 197Y, concentrations up to O.Ju opm
were founo in the Tennessee K'iver belcq :ndian CreeK (Table 1i-,',.

1.3.3 Fisn an• iildlife

Sporadic sainpling of tihe biota has been ,.one .- ith the majority occurring
fron the mid-197U's. Concerns during the first aquatic surveys carrieo
out in the 19.6u's originated from fish kills which appeared to oe in-
creasing in Hýý arid 1C. In 1964 TVA conducted in situ bioassays with
fathead minnows. in an 18-hour test all fisn died. Toxic efTects at
this tine -erq attributed to the discnarge Tror the Stauffer caustic-
chlorine plant and tne GenerJi Aniline and Film Corp. Anotner brief
suriey Dy USPHS in 1964 showen that below area tOOU) where UU! anc other
inoustrial wastes enter Huntsville Sprinu Branch tne stream was devoid of
fisn ano bottom organisms.

Peak annual oopulation estimates for a number of water birds, raptors,
ana maammals at Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge from 1943 to 197' are
presented in Tables 11-6 and 11-9. Declines for several species occurred
during the peroo of tne old OuT plant operation. For instance,
reductions in Uuuble-crested Cormorant populations were observed in the
early 196U's. By 19b3 the cormorant population at Wheeler had been
reduced to zero. Since 1973, the species has been reported again, though

. in mooest numners (Huntsville Times, 1979). It is not known whether this
or other observed trends resulted frum DUT contamination at Wheeler. As
is discussed in more detail in section 5.4, areawioe or regionwiue trends
may significantly impact local populations, particularly for migrating
species.

In May of 1964 the Patuxent 1.ildlife Research Center collecteu crows and
various mammals near the Arsenal. Analyses for UDT were made on muscle
and fat tissue. Values ranged in bird muscle from 6.9 to 119.3 ppm in
7 samples. As might.be expected, higher levels were found in fat with a
maximum•f U 1,602.9 ppm. Table II-10 presents tnese results. The sample
size overdll was small, but tne evidence for bioaccumulation clearly is
apparent.

As evidence of long term effects of organochlorine compounds increased,
the surveys in tne 1970's focused on OUI residues in fish and wildlife.
In September, 1970, the Alabama Department of Conservation reported DUT
residues in fish collected in Wheeler Reservoir and vicinity to be above
FDA limits of 5 ppm. Those species that exceeded the standard were
channel catfish, smallmoutn bass and wh.ite bass. All species analyzec
contained OUT. Liottom feeders, rough and sport fishes were included.
Fisn from G~untersville Reservoir and Pickwick contained DOT levels
ranging to 2.97 ppm. In Wilson Reservoir the highest concentration was
observed in channel catfish and smallmouth bass. Levels of UUTR were
8.5b and 6.42 ppm, respectively (see Table 11-11).
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Taole 11-7. Concentrations of DOT in Tennessee River Seciments

(Values in ug/gm)

Mi le Concentration in ugl/yn Data

Date MarKer joT ubL buU UbTr Source

7/77 11?.5 0.UU1 u.002 U.UU2 u.OU5 TVA(c)

193.0 U.0U2 0.003 0.0OL 0.007 TVM(c)

283.0 o.gub 0.011 0.006 0.023 TVA(c)

294.U 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.01 TVA(C)

309.5 U.UU3 O.U04 0.,U4 0.u1 TVA(C)

1U/7/ 272.0 0.01 0.03 U.02 U.00 TVA

277.0 <U.01 0.03 O. O'j <u.07 TVA

285.0 <0.01 O.Ub U.04 <0.11 TVA

311.U 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.1 TVA

360.u 0.12 O.1U 0.14 U.3b TVA

11/77 333.U <0.01 <(.0 <(0.01 <0.03 TVA

333.0 0-0.114 CUIR

SE 0.49 USAEmA

Causeway*
12/77 SE of 8.67 USAEHA

"Causeway
11/77 NW of 2.49 USAEHA

Causeway
NW of 2.30 USAEHA

Causeway

*Wheeler Reservoir Cdusreway - Designated as North-South Roaa across

Inaian Creek near Mile 6.

Source: TVA, 1977; TVm, 1978(c); CUIk, 1978(a) & (b); USAEHA, 1977

(Urinking Water Surveillance Program).

Note: TVA, 1978(c) reports 7177 concentrations as mg/g. Personal

Conmiunication witn Jim Bobo 10/80 indicates concentration was

as ug/g.
1

.4

,5

.4
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Table 11-15. UUT Residues in Whole Fish Collected Between 1977-79 (FUO)

"Concentration in ppm
Species Location DuT UUE 00U DDTR

Multiple 1 TkM-322 0.58 4.11 5.93 10.62
Multiple 2 TRh-322 0 43.8 161.3 2u5.1
Multiple 3 TRU-322 0 1.9t 3.15 5.1
Multiple 4 TRFM-32Z 0 58.1 130.65 i88.75
Multiple I TRi.I-321 0 29.b 49.9b 79.55
Multiple ? TRM-321 0 16.5 29.2 45.7
Multiple 3 TRM-321 0 13.75 48.95 62.7
Multiple 4 TRM-321 0 1b.45 48.95 64.4
Multiple 5 TRM-321 U 3.86 5.89 9.75
Multiple 6 TRM-321 0 b9.35 1h9.15 178.5
Bass TRM-285 --- 0.23 u.24 0.47
Sauger TRI-1-625 --- U.16 O.U9 0.25
Sucker TR1-285 --- 0.15 0.09 0.24
Catfish TUR14-285 --- 2.42 1.27 3.b9
Carp TRM-285 --- U.17 0.16 0.33
bream Tkrl- 285 --- 0.O U.05 0.11
Carp TRM-273 --- 0.73 0.61 1.34
Sauger TkM-273 --- 0.65 0.60 1.2D
Catfish TKH-273 --- 1.09 U.70 1.79
Catfish TkM-311 5.4z 10.94 17.b 33.96
bream Tk;:-311 0 0.32 0.jb 0.7
Carp U14-311 0 U.38 0.20 0.58
Bass TUN-311 0 1.54 1.14 2.68
Crappie TRM-311 0 O.42 U.bO L1.02
Catfish TKM-320 0 9.18 11.75 2U.93
Bream TkM-320 0 1.84 2.61 4.45
Carp TRM-320 0 5.75 11.30 17.05
Bass TKN-320 0 7..US 12.01 i9.U6
sauger TRM-320 U 5.07 9.7 14.77
Catfish TRM-277 0 3.88 3.94 7.82
Sucker TRM-277 0.51 3.86 2.bb 7.03
Crappie TkM-277 0 O.03 0.02 0.05
Bream TkM-277 0 0.04 0.02 0.06
Sauger TRM-277 0 0.23 0.24 U.47
Bass TkM-277 0 0.78 0.65 1.43
Catfish Mallard Creek 0 3.77 5.b2 9.39

Source: FDA, 1979a.

Note: in some cases DOT concentration was shown as 0, in other cases no
value for ULT was shown.

Blank Pages
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4
Tdble 11-16. uUT Residues in Uucks Collected in Wheeler Wildlife Refuge

1978

Uaue of Collection: Uate of Results: 4
22 Jan 78 21 Sep 78

OU.T p2m

IUaawall Hen 1.55 g

Lbaawal 1 Drake 90.83

Mallard Hen 94.60.

wood Duck Drake 39.74 1

Mallard Hen 18.66

Mallard urake 0.051

Mallard Drake 32.43

Mallard Hen 0.28

Mallard Drake 2.45

Gadwall Drake 1.22 - S

Source: U.S. Army,. 1978.
Note: Whole body analysls.
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Table Hi-18. UuT-kelated Compounas in Fresh and Frozen Fish Filets

• .•From Triana, Alabama, January 1979

Source ano Species Lab DOT hOD DUE DUTk

Frozen Freezer Fish:

kedriorse-Lanier COC 0.13 0.41 0.6 1.i
TVA <0.3 0.32 0.5 1.U

buffalo-Malone CDC 0.8 62.b 21.6 o4.9
TVA <2.U 53.0 16.0 7u.0

buffalo-Fletcher CUC 1.0 39.8 10.8 bl.6
TVA Q2.0 27.0 b.7 3b.7

Catfisn-Cauale CUC 14.8 2U0.b 58.u 274.4
TVA 12.0 200.U 50.0 262.U

White Bass-Fletcher CUC 0.2 2z.b 7.7 30.5
TVA <2.0 21.0 6.6 ?8.6

Wnite uass-Titinons CDU 0.12 2.3 2.4 4.82
TVA <0.3 2.7 2.4 5.25

Wnite bass-Vaughn CDC 1.2 43.0 18.1 62.3
TVA <2.0 7.1 2.8 11.9

Fresh Fish:
bigmoutth Buffalo CDC 1.2 78.8 30.0 110.0

TVA <10.0 9b.0 32.0 132.0
Carp CDC 3.9 152.4 bb.2 214.5

TVA <10.0 99.0 3U.0 134.0
Snrallmouth Buffalo CDC 13.4 157.8 b6.9 228.1

TVA <10.0 98.0 29.0 13?.U
Redhorse CDC 0.0 11.b 7.5 19.1

TVA <2.5 7.8 5.1 14.1b
Shortnosed Gar LChi 10.3 321.1 118.6 450.0

TVA <10.0 150.0 45.0 200.0
Spotted Gar TVA <13.0 210.0 69.0 285.5

CUC=Center for Disease Control Laboratory.
TVA=Tennessee Valley Authority Laboratory

Note: Samples were split between 'he two labs, except for the spotted
gar sample that was only analyzea by TVA.

Source: TVA, 1979D; CDiC, 1979.
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Looplankton samples collected in tne Tennessee River during late
sunmier/early autumn were dominated by cladocerans; rotifers ano cyclopoid
copepods were also abundant. Phytoplankton samples collected in tne
Tennessee River at the same time were mostly dominated by blue-green
algae, with significant percentages of diatoms and green algae also
present. See Appendix V for occurrence ano abundances of phytoplanKton
arid zooplankton taxa collected in this study.

2.1.2 Huntsville Spring Branch and Redstone Arsenal Area

Huntsville Sprin Brancr--Huntsville Spring branch originates at a spring
locateo ott-site, witnq1, tne city of Huntsville, and runs tnrougn
Redstone Arsenal into tne Tennessee River. The stream occupies a mature
floodplain, which is largely inundated due tc the Wheeler Uam. Toward
the lower end of HSb, between Indian .reek and H;btM 1.4, tne water
inundates the flooaplain for a depth of several feet. There is no
aquatic or wetland vegetation here except for black willows and
buttonrbushes scattered along the snoreline (see Figure II-Z). An algal
bloom was visually observed during the suainer, 1979, field surveys.
Progressing upstream, the water becomnes shallower and large stands of
buttonbush (Cephalaimthus occidentalis) can be found. Some of the
buttonbush stanos are completely overgrown and dominated by climbing
hemnpweed, Mikania scanvens. A few otner aquatic plants occur within the
buttonbush swalmps, Tnic-uuiTng Hiuiscus militaris and Luowigia sp. Muskrat
are abundant in these buttonbusn swamps.

Upstrea!i of HSBm 3.5, large stands of floodplain and bottomland swamp
forests occur. It is useful to consider these two habitats as two ends
of a continuum defined by frequency and depth of inundation. The swamp
association is flooded to a 2 foot depth, for as wluch as a year, or
longer. This induces the characteristic buttressing of the bases of
swampland trees. The floodplain association is usually flooded only long
enough for stormwater surges. Since flooaplain topography is not uni-
form, gradations between these two extremes exist. An example of this is
transect 1, (Appendix VI) where the ground is apparently too wet to
support the nmre mnesic floodplain species, and is not wet enough to allow
swamp vegetation to dominate. It is therefore heavily dominated by red
maple, which can occur anywhere along the wetland continuum. Transects 4
and 7, (Appendix VI) are representative of the floodplain forest
association, while Transect 8, (Appendix VI) is representative of the
bottomland swamp forest.

The floodplain forests were found to be as-nong the mc.t diverse of tne
forpst associations on the Redstone Arsenal, supporting at least 2U
spt.ies of trees, (Appendix VI). They are dominated by green ash, red
maple, blue beecn, American elm a-' hacKberry. Ground and shrub cover is
sparse, and includes poison ivy, violets, peppervine (Ampelopsis
arborea), and lizard's tail (Saururus cernuus).

The bottoniland hardwood swamp was found to be the least diverse associ-
ation, ceing thoroughly dominated, where transected, oy water tupelo,
Transect 8, (Appendix VI). Some of the water tupelo are quite large, the
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Table 1;-25. Birds of the Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge
(Continued, Page 10)

COMMON INA4E SCIENTIFIC NAME SP S F W

Vesper Sparrow Pooecetes granineus u c c

Lark Snarrow Chondestps nrAemmcus r r

Bachman's Sparrow Aimophila aestivalis r r r

Dark-eyed Junco Junco hyemalis u r c c
Tree Sparrow Spizella arborea u u

Chipping Sparrow Spizella passerina c c c c

Field Sparrow* Spizella pusilla c c c c
Harris' Sparrow Zonotrichia querula x

White-crowned Sparrow Zonotrichia leucophrys u c c

White-throated Sparrow Zonotrichia albicollis u C c

Fox Sparrow Passerella iliaca u c c
Lincoln's Sparrow Melospiza lincolnii r r r
Swamp Sparrow Melospiza georgiana c C C

-. Song Sparrow Melospiza melodia u c c

Lapland Longspur Calcarius lapponicus r u

1 Taken directly from USDI, 1979a

2 SP - Soring

S - Summer

F - Fall

W - Winter
a - abundant

c - common

u - uncommon

o - occasional

r - rare

x - accidental Blank Pages

-- nests locally
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Table 11-26. Mammals Possibly Occurrina in the Wheeler National Wildlife

Refuge'.

COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME

Opossum Dipelphis marsuoialis

Southeastern Shrew Sorex lonqirostris
Least Shrew Crytotis 5 |

Shorttail Shrew B*arina brev1cauda

Eastern Mole Scalopus aquaticus

Keen Myotis Mt'o iskeeni
Little Brown Myotis Myotis lucifugus
Gray Myotis MyotiS qrisescens •
Indiana Myotis My ots ý Todais
Silver-Haired Bat Lasion cteris noctivagans

Eastern Pipistrel Pipistrel us subf avus

Red Bat Lasiurus borealis

Big Brcwn Bat Eptesicus fuscus

Hoary 3at Lasiurus cinereus
Seminole Bat Lasiurus seminolus
Evening Bat Nycticeius humeralis
Eastern B4 g-Eared Bat P1lecotus rafinesquei
Mexican Freetail Bat Tadarida brasiliensis
Northern Black Bear Ursus a. americanus
Raccoon Procyon lotor -.
Longtail Weasel Mustela frenata .

Mink Mustela vison

River Otter Lutra canadensis
Spotted Skunk Spiogale putorius

Striped Skunk Mephtitis mephitis

Coyote Canis latrans

Red Fox Vu1pes fu7va a

Gray Fox Urocyon cTinereoargenteus
Florida Panther Felis concolor coryi

Bobcat Lynx rufus
Woodchuck Marmota monax

Eastern Chipmunk Tamias striatus"

Eastern Gray Squirrel Sciurus carolinensis
Eastern Fox Squirrel Sci~urus niger

Southern Flying Squirrel Glaucomys volans

Beaver Castor canadensis
Eastern Harvest Mouse TZ-throdontomys humulis
Oldfield Mouse Peromyscus polionotus"j
White-Footed Mouse Peromyscus leucopus

Cotton Mouse Peromyscus ossypinus

Golden Mouse Peromyscus nuttallii
Eastern Woodrat Neotoma floridana
Rice Rat 6ryzomys al'ustris

e,
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Table 11-27. Endangered, Threatened and Special Concern Plants Possibly
Occurring on Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge

ALABAMA FEDERAL
SPECIES FAMILY STATUS1 STATUS?

Trill1ium pusillurn Liliaceae E NL

Panax quinguefo, ius Araliaceae E NL

Neviusia alabamensis Rosaceae E NL

Carex purpurifera Cyperaceae T NL

Trillium erectum var. sulcaturi Liliaceae T NL

Leavenworthia torulosa Brassicaceae T NL

Stylophoruni diphyllum Papaveraceae T NL

Athyriurn pycnocarpon Aspidiareae SSC NL

Lycopodium flabell1iforme Lycopodiaceae SSC NL

Ophiogl~ossum engelmannii Ophioglossaceae SSC NL

Orchis spectabilis Orchidaceae SSC NL

Plantanthera peraMOEna Orchidaceae SSC NL

Cotinus obovatus Anacardiaceae SSC NL

Jeffersonia diphylla Berberidaceae SSC NL

Gymnocladius dioica Fabaceae SSC NL

Oxalis grandis Oxalidaceae SSC NL

Actaea pachypoda Ranunculaceae SSC NL

Anemone caroliniana Ranunculaceae SSC NL
Veronica anoacalis - agutc copuafca SSC NL

Valeriana pauciflora Valerianaceae SSC NL

2 From Freeman, et al., 1979.
2USDI, 1979b.
3E=Endangered; TuThreatened; SSC=Species of Special Concern; NLvNot Listed.
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Table 11-28. Endangered, Threatened and Special Concern Invertebrates
Possibly Occurring on Wheeler National Wildlife R.efuqe

ALA13A!'A FEDERAL
SPECIES STATUSI STATUS2

Arthropoda: Crustacea

Palaemonias alabamnae SSC NL

Mol lusca: Gastropoda

Ilarstonia olivacee PE N

Mollus,-a: Bivalvia

Pegias fabula E, PE NL

fluadrula c. cylindrica E NL
Fusconaja cuneolus E E

Fusconaja cor E NL

Fusconaia barnesiana E NL

Lexingtonia dolabelloides E NL

Plethobasuts cicatricosus E. PE E

Plethobasus cooperianus E, PE E

Pleurobema clava E, PE NL

Pleurobema ovi forme E NL

Pleurobema plenum E

Hemisterna lata E NL

Ptychobranchus subtentum E 14L

Oromus dromas E E

Actinonaias 1. ligamentina E, PE NL

Actinonalas pectur-osa E NL

Oboraria subrntunda E NL

Oboraria retusa E, PE NL

Potumilus laevissimus E NL

Toxolasma 1. lividus E NL
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Table 11-28. Endangered. Threatened and Special Concern Invertebrates Possibly

Occurring on Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge (Continued, Paqe 2ý

ALABAMA FEDERAL

SPECIES STATUSI STATUS2

Moll'jsca: Bivalvia

Toxolasmna cylindrellus E E

Medionidus conradicus E NI

Villosa fabalis E NI

Villosa t. taeniata E NI

L Tpsilis orbi cula.td SSC E

Lanvsilis ovata E NI

Eploblasmra triquetra E NI

Truncilla truncat2ý T NI

Epioblasma brevidens T NI

Cuvnberlandia monodonta SSC NI
Plethobasus cypyu SCN

- Ptychobranchus fascinlaris SSC NI

I From Boschung [ed.], 1976.
2 From USDI, 1979b.
3 E=Endangered; T=Threatened; SSC=Species of Special Concern; NL=Not Listed;
PE=Possibly Extinct or Extirpated from Alabama.
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this species can tolerate the present high levels of pollution in
Huntsville Spring Branch. The Olive Hydrobiid n'ay well be extinct.

The 31 species of bivalves listed were drawn from Stansbery (In:
BosLcng, et al., 1976. Most of the species have a range or Wibitat
description-lhisted solely as "Tennessee River System", so it is
impossible to accurately determine the presence or absence of these taxa
within the project study area. However, most have been collected only a
few times, often only before the extensive system of TVA dams were
installed on the Tennessee River. These darns, plus cultural pollution
(eutrophication, siltation), are frequently cited (Stansbery, 1976) es A

the causes of the extinction or extirpation of Alabama's extraordinarily
large unionid fauna. Since all three factors are pronounced w;thin the
study area, it is unlikely that any of these bivalves exist there today.
None were collected in the macroinvertebrate surveys of Indian Creek,
Huntsville Spring Branch, and the Wheeler Reservoir adjacent to the
Redstone Arsenal.

Four sensitive taxa of fish (see Table II-2') are found in the area in
and around the Redstone Arsenal. The Tuscumbia darter, Etheostoma
tuscumbia, occurs in several springs and their spring runs surrounding
the Redstone Arsenal, although it has not been collected within
Huntsville Spring Branch or within the Arsenal. The flame chub,
Hemitr~mia flammea, is moderately common north of the Tennessee River,
typically ih-abitfng limestone springs and their runs, including several
surroundinq the Arsenal. It has been extirpated from Huntsville Spring
Branch, however, and it is not now known to occur anywhere within the
Arsenal. The southern cavefish, T yphlychthes subterraneus, is an .--... Z'.o 1P 1( . -

obligate troglobite (cave dweller) found in subterranean waters in the .. _:.
Tennessee and Coosa River drainages. "Outside Alabama it has the most
extensive range of any North American troglobitic firh" (Ramsey, In:
Boschung, 1976). It has been found in Muddy Cave. The whiteline-
topminnow, Fundulus albclineatus, "probably extinct as a species, is
known only frcnm specimens captured in (Huntsville) Spring Creek" (Ramsey,
In: Boschung, 1976).

The hellbender, found over a large area of the eastern United States,
occurs in Alabama only in the Tennessee River System. Although it has
not been collected from the Arsenal's waters, it occurs in the nearby
Flint River and Walker Creek. It prefers large, free-flowing streams
with rocky bottoms and clear watc:- (Mount, In: Boschung, 1976).
"Impoundment, channelization, and pollution-are detrimental to hell-
benders" (Nickerson and Mays, 1972). It is therefore not likely to occur
within the project area. In Alabama, the Tennessee cave salamander,
Gyrinophilus pelluceus, is known from several caves in Jackson, Madison
and Limestone Counties. However, it has not been collected from within
the Arsenal.

In Alabama, the range of the eastern spiny softsheli, Trionyx spiniferus
spiniqerus, is the Tennessee River System. It may not occur Qithin the
Arsenal, since its "optimum habitat is a free-flowing creek or stream
with a sand-ground bottom. The impoundment of the Tennessee River
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Table 11-29. Enddngered, Threatened and Special Concern Vertebrates
Possibly Occurringj on Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge

SCINTIICI A EALABA
MAA FEDERAL-

SCE'TFI LAECC-VCN NAME LISTING1  L IS 7 N G

FISH3
Etheoston'a tu cu :b i Tuscumbid Darter T3  NL
Holmi trem.c f l~iri3~ Fl ame Chub SSC NL
Typnilchthys subterraneus Southern Cavefish SSC NL
Fundulus albolineatus Whiteline, Topminnow SSC ilL

AMPHIBIANS
Cryp tobranchus a. al]) aniensis Heilbender T NL
Gyrinophilus calleucus Tennessee Cave Salamander SSC NL

REPTILES
Allicator mississi.p.iensis American Alligator T E
Trionyx spinferu s~inferus Eastern Spiny Softshell SSC NL

BIRDS
ýjla chrysaetos Golden Eagle E NL
Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald Eagle E E
Pandion haliaetus Osprey E NL
Falco peregrinus Peregrine Falcon E NL
Dendrocopos borealis Red-cockaded Woodpecker E E
Florida caeruijea Little Blue Heron SSC NL
Mycteria americana Wood Stork SSC NL
Nycticorax ~s~rxBlack-crowned Ni ght Heron SSC NL
Accipiter striatus Sharp-shinned Hawk SSC NL
Accipiter cooperi Coooer's Hawk SSC -NL
Bu~teýTln atus Red-shouldered Hawk SSCNL
F~a Tco Ec1uriu bta r iu s Merlin SSC NL
77nryomanewickii Bewick's Wren SSC NL
Limnithlypis swa,,nsonii Swairisons 'Warbler SSC NL
Aimc_:h' 7a aes~tiv~a7is_ Bachman's Sparrow SSC NL

MLAMM~AL S
Myoti 2!risescens Gray Myotis E E

Myo.tis sodalis Indiana Myotis E E
Ursus a. americanus Northern Black Bear E NL
Fel-is Ecnc`57T6 coryi Florida Panther E E
Soarex I. lonifrostris Southeastern Shrew SSC NL

Myti . austroriparius Southeastern Myotis SSC NL
my 0t is T. Tuc(ýýf _u us Little Brown Myotis SSC NL
MyOti's keenii septriondlis Keen's Myotis SSC NL
fTeosius -rafinesguii Rafinesque's' Big-eared Bat SSC NL
Mlicrotus o. ochrogaster Prairie Vole SSC NL

1 From Boschung, (ed.], 1976
2 From USD1, 1979b.
3 E=Endangered; T=Threatened; SSC=Species of Special Concern; NL=Not Listed.
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throughout its lenoth in Alabama has been detrimental to the eastern
spiny softshell, and there are no recent records of the species from the
Tennessee River." (Mount, In: Boschung, 1976).

The Golden Eagle, Aqui.a crysaetos, is seen rarely in Alabama in the
winter. It does not breed in Alabama. It inhabits wila country, especi-
ally mountains and large forests. It eats a variety of rodents and large
birds. Its rarity in Alabama is attributed to illegal shooting (Keeler,
In: Boschung, 1976).

The Bald Fagle, Haliaeetus leucocephalus, once 4as coiirron in the
Tennessee River Valley, nesting there in the summer and even wintering
there. No recent nests, however, have been found in Alabama. Fish are
its main food, supplemented by carrion, small mammals, birds and snakes.
Its decline is attributed to pesticides, illegal shooting, and harassment
(Keeler, In: Roschung, 1976).

The Osprey, Pandion haliaetus, was formerly a fairly comion breeding bird
in the Tennessee Valley. It has been rare during the past decade, and,
although it has apparently been making a slow comeback since DOT was
banned, it still does not breed in the Tennessee Valley (Keeler, In:
Boschung, 1976). This species feeds entirely on fish, making it
especially susceptible to DOT poisoning.

The Peregrine Falcon, Falco pereqrinus, rare in Alabama in winter and on
migration, formerly bred along the Tennessee Valley. it feeds primarily
on birds, especially waterfowl and shorebirds, thus exposing itself to
pesticide poisoning. This is the factor blamed for its catastrophic
decline. No recent breeding records are known from Alabama (Keeler, In:
Boschung, 1976).

The Little Blue Heron, Florida caerulea, is a resident cf the w.<tlands
within the Tennessee Valley, including the project area. This species of
special concern, a semi-aquatic wading bird, feeds mainly on frogs,
crayfish and small fish. Being exposed to the DOT contamination, it may
be accumulating DOT.

The Sharp-shinned Hawk, Accipiter striatus, is a locally common,
permanent resident of the northern portion of Alabama, and winters
throughout the State. It feeds in open woodlands, primarily on small to
medium-sized birds, but occasionally takes mice, frogs, lizards and
grasshoppers. Pesticides are given as the probable reason for its
decline (Keeler, In: Boschung, 1976).

The Cooper's Hawk, Accipiter cooPeri, was a common, year-round resident
of Alabama, especially in moderateTy wooded areas. It feeds primarily on
birds, but will also eat rabbits, rodents, amphibians, reptiles and
insects. This species also appears to be declining, probably due to the
use of pesticides (Keeler, In: Boschung, 1976).

The Red-shouldered Hawk, Buteo lineatus, "was the most common and wide-
spread of all soaring hawks in Ala ntil about 1970. Since then the
population has experienced a rapid decline .... Habitat destruction and
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pesticides are factors inf!.ec i rig tie declining population" (Keeler, In:
•iosching, 197o).

bewick'TS •ren, Thryomdnes bewickii, breeds uncommonly in the Ternessee
River Valley dno the mountains ot Alabama. Its nunolers nave aeclined
drasticallv tnrouuhout the Southeast since 19bb. Tne cauSeS are pooriy
understood, although, since it feeds primarily on insectc, pesticides ;,•

nave beptn a factor. habitat changes do not appear to be a tactor in the

aecline. North Alabdma is on the periphery or its rargýe tKeeler, In:
Boschung, i97b).

ýWdlnson's warbler, Lininothlypis swainsonii, is an uncommon surximer resi-
dent in the Coastal Plain anda Tennessee .- iver Valley of Alabdma. It
feeds primarily on insects. It breeds in river swamps, particularly
where cane (Arunainaria) grows. The project area, particularly along
-iuntsville Sprinq ura,.ch, contains significant aniounts of this habitat.
Hlowever, recent evidence indicates the ,ldoania population is too tninly
dispersed for individuals to find mates and breed (Keeler, In: boscnunc,
197b). Also, insects do not appear to Oe very abundant alo-ni r-untsville
Spring Branch, as evidenced by aquatic macroinvertebrate data, and by

direct field observations.

bacnman's Sparrow, Aimophila aestivalis, is a cermanent resident every-

where in Alabama where there is suitable habitat, which is dry pine and
scrub oak woods, particularly tne dry ridges (Keeler, In: boschung,
197b). This habitat does not occur within the project area.

The black-crowned N•ight heron, Nycticorax nvcticorax, is an unccmr-on,
year-round resident of the area (ul, 1979a). its main food is fish,

but it will also feed on a variety of insects, small rodents and
reptiles, amphibians, and aquatic crustaceans.

The Merlin, Falco columbarius, is an occasional autumn and winter visitor
to the area T(uSu-I-J,979a) . It feeds primarily on small birus up to tnt

size of pigeons, and will also eat small mam-nals and large insects
(Keeler, In: boscnuny, 1976).

The American alligator, Alligator mississippiensis, apparently did not

originally inhabit the project area. however, several saurians
(alligators or Uropical caimans) have been sighted at tne Wheeler Refuge.

Tnese dre believed to be released pets ISpeake and Mount, 1974).

Two species of endangered mammals are known to occur on the hheeler
"Refuge (Atkeson, Personal Communication, 1979), and thus possibly `n the

study area. These are the gray oat, Myotis grisescens, and the Indiana
bat, Myotis sod,:lis. Uf critical concern to the gray bat are suitable
maternity caves, of wnich there are two in northern Alabama. Neitther
cave is located on keastone Arsenal property (Dusi, 1976). The aistri-
bution of the Indiana bat in Alabama is not well documented. both feed
over water on insects. Corrmercialization ot caves and cave vanoalization
are cited as the primary causes of their decline.
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"2.3 uEULUbY AND PHYSIUtiRAPHY

A considerable amount of general information has been drawni together in
the publication "Lnvironmental Geology and hydrology, Huntsville and
Madison County, Alabafild", publisned as Atlas ,eries 8 by tne Geological
Survey of Alabama in 197b. This publication states "The hills east of
Huntsville dominate Madison County's topography. Tnese upldfls are the
Appalacnian plateau - part of the Appalachian Mountains. The western
edge of the area, tne Cumberland escarpment, joins with the interior Low
Plateaus area at its base-the flatter, rolling lands of Madison County".
There are some pronounced hills or small mountains within the Arsenal
property, which are comprised of rocks that have not eroded away.

The ground surface is generally underlain with unconsolidated soil
materials which are generally transported accumulations resulting from
rock weathering and depositea by an ancestral stream. Near Huntsville
Spring branch arm of Wheeler Lake, these materials generally lie on the
Tuscumbia Limestone which averages 150 feet in thickness. This is under-
lain by the Fort Payne Limestone which, because it contains beds of
chert, is usually c.lled the Fort Payne Uhert. The formation is gener-
ally 155 to 18b fret thick. It is principally the limestones which serve
as the aquifers in the area.

Tne unconý.oliaated surficial materials (called Regolith), transmit some
water, but less freely than do the underlying limestone members, where
the water generally moves through solution passages, mostly located along
fracture lines.

Much, if not all, of the area is karstic, which is defined as "an
irregular limestone region with sinks, underground streams, and caverns".
This condition is caused uy the dissolving-away of calcium carbonate and
other minerals from the rock by the water that has been flowing in
passages tnrough the rock. Over geologic time the result is subsidence
features such as sinkholes, or even declines in the earth's surface
elevation over large areas which lead to the development of aimless
internal drainage patterns to the underground aquifers rather than a
ubiquitous pattern of surface drainage out of the area by organized
stream patterns.

The construction of surface impoundments on the land surface in karst
terrains can lead to new sinkhole collapses due to the increased loading
on the Regolith caused by the weight of the water. The resulting new
sinkholes may provide a source of groundwater contamination, as ol!r
sinkholes often do.

2.4 HYOkOLUtY

0- •
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area public or private water supplies were contaminated with UUT
(including its arnalogs) or heavy metals. Trois report concluded that
"None of the potable water supplies investigated during this study ý.ere
found to be contaminated with uDT or its metabolites. However, low
levels of other pesticides were detected at some of tne water supplies."

In a later survey, EPA (1980) reported detectable DUTR in 21 of 21 wells
located in four areas of Redstone Arsenal. Concentration patterns
indicateo uniform widespread contamination not related to old DUT plant
site or disposal areas. Sample contamin tion problems were suspected.

2.5 CULTURAL RESUURCES

In the project area, two distinct settlement zones may be defined for the
preHistoric period:

1) The Tennessee River Valley zone
2) The Upland Settlement zone

The differences between occupation of tne zones are dramatic and pertain
to every time period subsequent to the Paleo-indian era. Uuring some
periods, such as the Archaic and Woodland, settlement occurred in both
zones, although the types of sites and exploitation strategies in each
differed. Uuring these periods, river valley and upland occupation was
characterized by a shifting settlement pattern, but as a whole encom-
passed a single settlement/subsistence system.

The pattern of human use of the area around Huntsville Spring Branch
begins with fragmentary evidence of Paleo-Indian occupation, primarily as
hunting camps or other limitea activity, near the most reliable water
sources in the area.

During the Archaic period, the uplands were exploited to a limited
degree, with small temporary encampments located on swamp margins and
near small streams in the interior. Larger, more stable base camps were
located in the Tennessee River Valley. This pattern of shifting
settlement probably reflects alternating periods of population aggre-
gation and dispersion with larger groups coming together at the River
Valley base camps and seasonally dispersing into small groups of nuclear
families to exploit the uplands.

Later, during the Woodland period, the River settlement zone continued to
be the area of maximum population with the appearance of large base
camps, mound and village sites, and isolated mounds. Exploitation of the
upland zone persisted with the presence of limited activity sites. How-
ever, a major change during this period was marked by large base camps in
the upland zone. The relationships between the upland base camps and
river valley mound and village sites remains to be explained.

In the Mississippian period, it appears the upland zone was shunned, but
river valley settlement continued with the development of mound and
village sites. It may be that use of the highlands in the form of
limited activity sites associated with the river valley settlements may
lie outside the project area, or m?.y contain artifacts not sufficiently
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unique to be diagnostic of a Mississippian OCCupati•n, ur ..ay r.ut oe
detectable by present research metnods.

Uccupation of tne project area during :re niý,toric ;triou consists
primarily of settlem-nt by agriculturaiszs. Most of tne sites are
former farn nouses, and at several, tre remains of tne form;er structures
ano outbuilaings are evident on the s,.rface. Tnese sites are -ither on
or near to soil triat is well-suiteo for agricuiture.

The sites in the project area are fairly abundant at aoout i7 discovered
sites per square mnile. Analysis of environmental factors indicate that
the sites tend to cluster in the following marner:

1) They tend to be on higner ground relative to the surrounding

terrain, with bottomland knolls particularly favorea

2) They tena to be found between the 5bb ano 5ou foot elevations

3) They teno to De U to ? meters above •he nearest water source

4) They tend to be witnin 5U meters of a water source

5) They tend to be on or near soils well suited for horticulture.

Thus we can conclude that the Wheeler Basin is cnaracterized by an
intensive prehistoric occupation, and any elevatea Knoll within a snort
distance from water is likely to yield evidence of prehistoric activity.

3.0 UUTR UISTkI8UTIUN

3.1 UDTR IN SEUIMENTS

3.1.1 Indian Creek and Huntsville Spring Branch

Irtroauction--Significant contamination with UUTR resulting from past
wdste discharges from the Olin DDT manufacturing facility, occurs in tne
sediments throughout both Hluntsville Spring Branch ano Indian Creek. The
area of nighest contamination, however, is confined primarily to the
channel and near overoank downstream from the old waste ditch outfall a
distance of 2.7 miles to just upstream of Dodd Road.

It is estimated that over 475 tons of UUTR as UUT is contained in the
seaiments of the channel, overbank and ponded areas of Indian Creek and
Huntsville Spring branch. Approximately 4b5 toris or 97.8 percent of the
total is contained within the sediments of Huntsville Spring Branch
between Uodo and Patton Roads. Unly 6.7 tons, or i.4 percent of the
total, is contained in huntsville Spring Branch from Mile 0 to 2.4, and
3.7 tons, or U.b percent of the total is containeo in the sediments of
Indian Creek. Less than I ton of OUTN as OUT is dispersed over the
flooaplain to the south ana east of Indian Creek and muntsville Spring
branch.

A summary of the L)UTR concentrations found in thle sediments of Indian
Creek, barren Fork Creek (BFC) and Huntsville Spring Branch is shown in ,*,4
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The total surface .area assigned to each transect as well as surface areas
in each of the above-mentioned hydrologic categories were determined for
both left and rignt banks (facing downstream) in Inoian Creek ana
Huntsville Spring branch using planimetric metnods an 1" = •Ou' scale
location maps.

The widtn along each transect in each hydrolgic class was determineo
from transect profiles supplied by TVA. Individual cores were then
classified as to the hydrologic category into which they were located. A
surface area was assigned to each individual core as follows:

a = (Ai)(b/8)

where: a = surface area assigned to core
A- = surface area assigned to hyorologic category i
B width along the transect assigned to hydrologic category i
o width along the transect assigned to an individual core, in

hyjrologic category i.

The volume of sediment represented by each individual core deptn horizon
was then determined. Low and high estimates were made as follows:

o Low Estimate--basec on the probe data provided by TVA, the
distance along each transect, in each hydrologic category assignea to
each core in each of the four deptn horizons: 0-6", 6-1Z", 12-24", and
>24", was determined as follows:

v = a(z/b)Ad
where: v = sediment volume assigned to core depth horizon, low

"estimate

= total transect width in depth horizon assigned to
core

#d =depth increment in horizon (6" was assumed for >24"
depth horizon)

o High Estimate--since the entire flooaplain ,f Indian Creek -
Huntsville Spring Branch is underlain by alluvial and residual soils to
depths generally in excess of 20 feet, the interpretation of the probe
data may be somewhat ambiguous. Thus, a volume of sediment attributable
to each core based simply on the depth increment of each horizon was
determined as follows:

V = a Ad

where: V = sediment volume assigned to core, depth horizon, high
estimate.

The total quantity of each DDTk isomer attributable to each core-depth
horizon was determined as follows:

in= V Yd C

where: m mass of the isomer attributed to volume represented by core
depth horizon

Blank Pages II-9b R A P nrL. 1984



"Yd estimated unit dry weight of the sediment in the depth
horizon

"c i somer concentration, ppm.

The unit dry weight uf the sediment in each depth norizon was calculated
using the following equation and data supplied hy TVA from laterally
composited, disturbed core samples:

Ys

Wd I +1

where: W = moisture content
Ys = estimated unit weight of solids

(1.03)(2.70)
"•fCZ~-.07 iO)+I.03

f - volatile solids fraction

The areal distribution of UuTR was calculated by summing over the depth
horizons and isomers as follows:

(m/a)DOTR = E Z M Yd c

UUTR and individual metabolite totals and subtotals were determined both
as straight sums and as the equivalent weight cf OUT. For ease of isomer
and metabolite comparisons results are generally reported as U01. In
situations wnere reported results were below analytical detection limits
a range of values was determined assuming:

(a) all less than values equal 0.0, and
(b) all less than values equal the stated value (i.e., reported

detection limit.)
In general sediment DUTR levels in Indian Creek and Huntsville Spring
Branch were significantly above detection limits for most isomers, thus,
unless otherwise reported, only upper limits are reported.

In situations where isomer concentration data existed for a vertical or
lateral composite or subcomposite as well as for all but one individual
core in the composite, the isomer concentrations in the missing core were
determined as follows (see Table 11-34):

cc = (W r) - Z c

where: Cc = calculated concentration
W = weight factor = number of cores in the composite
r= lateral or vertical composite concentration
c = individual core measured concentration.

In ar3as in Indian Creek and Huntsville Spring Branch within the
influence of Wheeler Keservoir but not sampled in the course of this
study, concentration and depth of contamination had to be estimated.
Uata was derived either from previous survey information (TVA, 1977) or
estimated from samples taken in the course of this survey (see
Taole 11-35).
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General Extent of D'JTK Contawination--Surficial sediments in the charel,
overanK, ponaed and flooaplain areas of Indian Creek-Huntsville ýprirI.
branch contain DDT residue levels ranging from <1 lb/acre to
>47 tons/acre as UuT. Figure I1-15 illustrates the extent of the ULOTR
contamination in HS8 upstream of Mile 1.5 and downstream of Patton Road.
AS this figure illustrates, the most highly contaminatea areas occur
dGwnstream of the old waste ditch outfall a distance of approximately
1.t miles and within and 2bu-uUV feet on eitner sie of the main stream
channel. DDTR levels in excess of 5 tons/acre or over 5 orders of
magnitude above levels found in the adjacent flood plain ana upstream
channel sediments occur throughout this area. DOTR levels in the main
channel as far downstream as Uodd Road, 2.7 miles downstrean of the old
outfall, exceed 0.5 tons/acre over much of tne channel bottom. Channel
sediments downstream of Uodd Road in Huntsville Spring trancn contain
DDTR at levels ranging from 0.001-0.5 tons/acre. Channel deposits in
this stretch appear to oe most heavily contaminated in the shallower
areas which do not appear to be actively scouring. For example, at
Miile i.7, three-quarters of a mile downstream of Uodo Road, the highest
DUTR levels in the channel occur in an area 50 to 250 feet to the left of
the cnannel tnalweg at depths 2 to 3 feet shallower than the deepest
point in the channel where DUTR levels are approximately 17 pounds per
acre vs. 490 poinus per acre at the thalweg. Channel deposits in Indian
Creek downstream of the confluence with Huntsville Spring Branch contain
UDTR levels ranging from approximately 2.2 lb/acre at the confluence with
the Tennessee River to over 0.5 ton/acre at Mile 5.0, 0.4 miles upstream
of the channel constriction at Centerline Road and 0.2 miles downstream
of the confluence with HSB.

The overbank areas within the HS8 drainage basin are contaminated with
UUTR at levels ranging from approximately 0.002 to over 2 tons/acre. AS
mentioned above, the most heavily contaminated overbank areas occur in a
strip .'5U to 500 feet wide paralleling the main channel from approxi-
mately 1000 feet upstream of the old outfall downstream a distance of
1.5 miles to below Mile 4.0. LUTR levels in this bano range from >0.05
to <2.3 tons/acre. The level of contamination, however, is inversely
proportional to the distance from the main channel. ThE lateral
distribution in this stretch does not appear to be symmetric wi.h respect
to the cnannel, with areas to tne south of the main cnannel contaminated
for greater distance than those to the north, reflecting the broader
widtn of the flooaplain and overoank to the soutn. uownstream of
Mile 4.0, overbank areas do not appear to be nearly as heavily
contaminated with uoTR, with levels in tne rane of <1 to 23 lb/acre.
These levels are comparable to those found in Indian Creek downstream of
Mile 3.0.

Off channel ponded areas in HSB which are inundated at normal pool stage
in Wheeler Reservoir, generally contained LXuTR levels 5-lu times those
found in adjacent overbank areas. JUTR leveis generally range from
4-8u lb/acre, although at Miles 3.,,j ana 3.5 levels in excess of
200 lb/acre were observed. Nevertheless, all ponoed areas sampled in the
course of this study contained LJTR levels 2-3 orders of magnitude lower
than those observed in the adjacent channel deposits. Although no

* .-..
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off-channel cores were obtained in Indian Creek in the course of this
study, previous surveys indicate that a similar relationship occurs
"between ponded and adjacent channel 0DTR levels (TVA, 1977).

With the exception of floodplain areas within 0.5 miles of the old waste
ditch outfill, surface (0-6") soils within the floodplain of Indian Creek
and Huntsville Spring dranch generally contain UUTR levels below
1 lb/acre. OUTR levels in bFC are on the order of <10 lb/acre. These
areas contain a relatively minor portion, i.e.<< I percent, of the total
00TR contaminating the sediments of IC-HSB.

The vertical distribution of the 0DTR in the channel and overbank areas
is dependent upon the distance from the old waste ditch outfall.
Figure 1I-1b illustrates the )UTR sediment concentrations at four cross-
sections in HSB, at Miles 5.0, 4.5, 3.5 and at Mile 1.7, 0.4 miles
downstream of Dodd Road. Upstream of Mile 3.5 evidence of significant
DDTR contamination at depths >24" exist. Although there is some indica-
tion of highly contaminated sediments being covered by less contaminated
deposits, this does not appear to be a significant process as over
57 percent of the UUTK in the channel sediments upstream of Uodd Road
occurs within 12 inches of the sediment:water interface.

As mentioned above, of the estimated 475 tons of DOTR contained in the
sediments of IC-HSB, 465 tons or over 97 percent is contained within the
2.7 mile stretch of HS6 between Dodd Road and Patton Road. Of this
total, 333 tons or 70 percent resides in the channel bottom deposits,
"136 tons or 29 percent resides in the overbank sediments and the
remaining 2.2 tons or <1 percent of the total occurs in the off channel
ponded area sediments (see Table 11-36).

The longitudinal, lateral, and vertical distribution of DDTR in the
sediments of H~Sb upstream of Uodd Road exhibit a somewhat complex pattern
as a result of repeated transport and deposition. Although 29 percent of
the UDTK upstream of Uodd Koaa occurs in the overbank areas outside of
the main channel, at least 131 tons or over 96 percent occurs within
2OU feet of the channel. Furthermore, over 99 percent of the total DOTR
in the overbank occurs upstream of Mile 3.5. Nearly 124 tons or
91 percent of the total UUTR in tne overbank occurs within 12 inches and
over 99 percent occurs within 2 feet of the surface.

Figure 11-17 illustrates the relationship between the mass of UDTR and
the associated volume of sediment in channel, overbank and ponded areas
of IC and HSH as well as the overall mass-volume relationship. Removal
of +99 percent of the DDTH contaminated sediments from IC and HSB would
require the displacement of one million cubic yards.

Uver 73 Dercent of the DDTR contaminating the surficial sediments of the
IC-HSb system occurs within only 0.12 million cubic yards in the channel
and near overbank areas of HS3 between Miles 4.0 and 5.4. This volume of
sediment constitutes only 3 percent of the total volume of UDTR
contaminated sediment in the IC-HSB system. The next 20 percent of the

Preceding Page Blank
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Table II-3b. Mass Distribution of DUTR in the Sediments of Indian Creek
and Huntsville Spring branch as a Function of Hydrologic
Category, August 1979

Hydrologic Category
Channel Overbank Ponded Total
Tons Ions Tons -ons

Location Depthi as OuT as buT as DDT as UUT

HSBM 2.4-5.b 0-6" 82.2 71.4 1.26 155
6-12" 104 52.0 U.10 15b
12-24" 102 12.7 U.14 115
>24" 39.1 0.21 NEGL 39.3

Overall 327 136 1.5u 465

HSBM U-2.4 U-6" 4.25 0.22 0.15 4.62
6-122" 1.65 0.06 HLUL 1.71
12-24" 0.34 NEGL 1EUL 0.34
>24" O.U3 NEGL NLEL 0.03

Overall 6.27 0.28 0.15 6.70

.1CM 0-5.0 0-6" 1.4u 0.14 0.57 2.11
6-12" 0.69 NEGL NEGL O.b9
12-24" 0.85 NEGL NEGL U.85
>24" 0.04 NEUL NE(UL 0.U4

Overall 2.98 0.14 0.14 3.69

NUTh: Includes estimated data.

NEG•L = Negligible
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JOT residue contaminates an aonitional 0.17 million cubic yaras. Just
under 99 percent of the UuTH is associated with approximately 1.0 million
cubic yards of sediment, the bulk of which occurs in the channel arnd near

• "." overbank deposits in HSB upstream of the confluence witn IC and
downstream of the old waste ditcn outf'll. Tne rtext U.75 percent of the
" UUTR contaminates a volume of sediment approximately equal to the volume
contaminated oy 99 percent of the total DIJT.4.

Physically, the surface sediments tnroughout mos* of Indian CreeN and
Huntsville Spring Branch rance trom clay to clay loam to sanoy clay.
Channel sediments throughout ,lost of Indian Lrrek downst-eam of the
confluence with HS8 are clays with over 7b pe; ent fines. Sedirients in
HSb exhibit greater variation in general than those in IC. Nevertheless,
the distribution of 0UTR in the sediments of both IC and hSb does not
appear to correlate closely with any uf the physical characteristics of
the sediments.

Nearly 67 percent of the total 0DTR in the sediments of IC and H5B, or
318 tons. occurs as either the o,p- or p,p-iso;ner or bUT. The reliaining
1b7 tons exists as one or the other of the- metabulites, U0U or OtE.
Overall, DUD is the primary metaoolite, constituting over two-thiros uf
the metabolized fraction or 113 tons. Approximately 4" tons occurs as
DuE, the other major metabolite.

Tne distributional patterns of DOT and each of the metabolites are all
different from each other as well as that of the sum, i.e., DDTk. The
relative concen-iration of OUT is related to the total DUTk concentration.
Higher relative U.T concentrations are correlated with higher UUTR con-
centrations as Snown in Figures PT-18 tnru 11-2U for channel, overbank
ar•d pondea area sediments.

Figure II-2i illustrates the relative contribution of DOT and each of the
major Metioolites to the total UUTk in the surface U-6" sediments as a
function of distance from tne outfall. OUT constitutes 60 percent of the
UUTR in HSB upstream of Dodd Road, 45 percent downstream to the conflu-
ence with IC and only 27 percent of the DDTR in Indian Creek. In HSb
upstream of Uodd Road at depths >24" over 80 percent of the DUTR is OUT.

Figure 11-22 illustrates the relative contributions of DOUT and the
metabolites, as well as eac.i of the separate isomers, in the surface U-6"
sediments along the sampling transect at HSb M*ile 4.2. The relative
distribution of each of the metabolites across this transect follows a
pattern analogous to that of the longitudinal distribution, with OUT r
constituting most of the DuTN in the heavily contaminated channel and
near overnanK sediments, with DOU and finally UuE predominately as one
moves to areas further from the heaviest contamination. This figure also
illustrates the relative distribution of the o,p- and p,p-isomers. In
general it appears that the p,p-isomer is predominate regaraless of the
metabol ite.

3.1.e Tennessee River and Tributaries

A surmiary of UUTK concentrations in sediments in the Tennessee River and
tributaries is shown in Table 11-37. Detectable quantities of OUTR were

R-P 1
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found in three of the seven tributaries in amounts ranging from O.U2 to
"U017 ppm. Considering "less than" valuoi, the maximum amounts that could
have been present were 0.11 to 0.22 ppm. If no isomer was detected, the
UDTR detection limit was generally reported as <Q.14 ppm.

Samples were taken in the Tennessee River from Mile 2bU in Wilson
Reservoir to mile 375 in Guntersville Reservoir. Detectable quantities
of DIUT were founa in all nine samples from TkNM 2bU to TKM 30U. The
average actually detecteo was 0.08 ppm with a range of U.05 to O.1U ppm.
Considering "less than" values these levels could be as much as 0.18
(0.16-0.19) ppm.

No DuTR was detected in either of the two sediment samples taken in
Guntersville Reservoir at TkM 350 and 375. Nor was UDTR detected in
either of the samples taken at TRiH 320.8 and 325 in Wheeler Reservoir
upstream of the confluence with IC.

The UUTR was estimated for Wilson Reservoir, Wheeler Reservoir
(TRM 275-3UU), Limestone CreeK, Paint Rock River, and Spring Lreek. No
estimate was made for areas where no [,)IUT( was detected. I me amount of
UUTR was calculated assuming a six inch depth of sediment, medsur2d
moisture and volatile solids fractions, bottom area at higr, pool ti.e.
elev. 55b) measured UUTk values ana the calculation procedure described
in Section 3.1.1. The results are as follows:

:... Total DuTk, lbs

Wilson Reservoir > 8UO (i,/80
Tennessee River 27b-3UO >2,790 <3,860
Paint kock River > U.9 < 19
Limestone Creek ; 34 < 1J4
Spring Creek > 45 < 81

3.2 bISTkIbUT1uN OF UUTx IN WATER

The quantity of DDTR suspended or dissolved in the water column at a
given instant is a relatively minor fraction of the total quantity of
DUTR in the IC-HSB-TR system. For example, based on the range of DLTR
concentrations observed, in Wheeler Reservoir ano its major tributaries
during the course of this study, including IC arid HSB, less than I ton oi
IUTR as [UT is likely to ever be in suspension at a given point in time.
If the UUTR were uniformly distributed, nearly 0.3 tons would have to be
in the water columns to reach analytical aetection limits reporteu in
this study.

Maximum UbTR concentrations ouserved during this study occurred at HSb at
Uodd Road during storm event sampling on i/i8/b0. A total DUTR concenl-
tration of 17.8 ug/l as bUT was ouservea, of which over 80 percent was
associated with suspended material >lu. UDTih levels measured irn tile
waters of the TR arid tributaries were generally below or orly slightly
above analytical detection limits. This fact, coupled with t!ie
relatively small data base precludes more precise estimate of -;LT; ir ne

water column.
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3.3 BIUTA

3.3.1 Plankton

The inclusion of inorganic particulates in both the phytoolankton and '
zooplankton samples mace separation of these components impossible.
Therefore, the amount of DTK 'in suspended solids was usec and the reader
is referred to Section 3.2 for this information.

3.3.2 UUTR in Macroinvertebrates 3
The macroinvertebrate LL)Tk values are reported based on a unit weight of
organism ('g UuTR/gm organism). The total weight of organisms in the
sample is reported also but no indication is given of how much bottom
area was sampled. Examination of the field notes snows that grabs at a
single station varied from 1 to 9. This data has been used to estimate
the amount of UUTR in the berthic community in the HSB-IC system and in
Wheeler Reservoir. Because of tne wide difference in 0DTR concentra-
tions, the areas have been divided ano the DUTk in nTacroinvertebrates
estimated separately for each area. The total OUTR in macroinvertebrates
is calculated using tne total area of the reach in question, the weighc
of macroinvertebrates in a sample, and the averaye DUTR concentration in
the reach.

The results are as foilows:
lbs. UDTR

Huntsville Spring branch .2.6
Indian Creek 1.3
Ternessee River Mile 275-340 .40

TUTAL

3.3.3 Vertebrates (Except Fish)

Samples were collectei from various vertebrates in the study area. These
were turtles, snakes, Ureern Herons and Wood bucks. A separate report by
the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center (U'Shea, 196U) documented levels in
Mallard ducks, crows, and two species of rabbits. Uther small mammals
(shrews and muskrats) were also assessed for the OUTR level. There are
no available population estimates for these species, so only ralative
amounts can be calculated. For the purpose of this section, the amount
of DUTk in birds and mammals will be estimated with the following
assumptions:

1) The level of DOTR employed in the calculation is based on tne
maximum mean value;

2) The biomass for birds is an estimate considered to be a con-
servative value; ana

3) The overall estimate of IJTR in the vertebrate population is
based on the area of Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge.
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For migratory birds, approximately 50,uUO aucks adfa 3U,000 Canada yeese
utilize the Retuge during the winter period. utilizing a 4 ppm uuTR
level tor Mallard ducks as the oase residue amount (U' Snea, 1980); art. it,
average weight of 5 pounds per oira then watertowl populations of this
size would ccntain 1.6 pounds of DUT,. If tne assumption is made tnat
all other bird species c)nt.2,iri the 4 ppm UuTR, then per
1OU,OOu individuals (I pound average) the amount would be 0.4 pounds.
The amount of UUTR in uirds at a very conservative estimate is about
2 pounds.

In mammals, an estimate of 25 pounds oi biomass per acre is considered
appropriate (Marion, 1980). The Wheeler Wildlife kefuý e contains
3/,b48 acres. Analysis Dy TVA shows that snrews contained the nighest
level (52 ppm) in the Huntsville Spring branch area. Using tnis concen-
tration at 1U percent of the per acre biomass and 90 percent at I ppm,
then the amount of UUTk in wheeler kefuge incorporateo in the mammal
pOpuldtion is b pounds. This arourit is consiaered a high estimate and in
actuality the level is probably lower.

3.3.4 DUTR in Hsh

Because of the many variables involved it is not possible to ootain a
precise value for the total amount of UUTR in Fish in Wheeler Reservoir.
lhe average stdnding crop of fish has been estimated from 5b samples
taken from 1949 to 1979 oy TVA to be 504 pounds ptr acre. This number
has ranged over the years ana oy location in the reservoir from 118 to
1l6O pounds per acre. Also, the average UUTk value for all fisn species

*.-.. is not known since only 3 or 4 species nave been tested to any extent.
"Nevertheless, it the assumption is made that the standing crop throughout
Swheeler Reservoir is 5u4 pounds per acre and tnat the average L'uTR
concentration across all species is I ppm, tne total amount of UUTR in
fish in Wheeler Reservoir (including tributaries) would be 34 ls. If
the average D0Th concentrdtion was assumea to be 10 ppn;, a figure that
should be an upper limit, the total amount of DUT. in fish would be
340 pounds.

3.4 OVERALL DISTkIBUTION UF DUTh

The overall distribution of UDTk in the study area is as follows:

Tons Percent of
Substrate Location of DUTK Total

Sediiments IC and HSB 475 99.4
Sediments TxM Ž75-300 1.4-1.9 0.29-0.4U
Sediments Wilson Res. 0.4-0.Y 0.Ub-O.19
Seaiments Other TK Tribs. U.04-0.12 U.UO8-O.U25
Water Wheeler Res. <0.3-I <U.Ob3-O.21
Hsh Wheeler kes. 0.017-0.17 O0.(04-0.036
Macroinvertebrates wheeler Res. U.OU7 U.001
Mammal s Wneeler Refuye 0.003 0.001
Birds Wheeler kefuge O.Oul 0.001

___ TOTAL 477-s79 100
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4.0J Lklr<Uf~'NThL TkAiiPKrT ur ubTK

4.1 PHYSIC.HL TKSPUKTCF uuT,..

4.1.1 Introcuction

Fluvial Lranspo., • rs to -e thne -d' jr •roce s o',.ors~ :, tnl: "
contamnnation occurr'ir,(- in tne seoa:-en. s ur - und .Cr r, rc;,n ,,e
tiospnere. ouTh it currtr,t, ýý n; I r.7r s.,ortz out. c;':
drdinage basin at a rate oT Q.ji to 1.o jons ýer yerr, -jr ..u7 t-
0.3 percent per year oV tne total quantity contairt_,z v i Inir :;e sediments
of the IC-HSb system. 0

4.1.2 Methodology

In the course of this study a consioeraole cata Dase rela- i.iý to trie
transport or uuTk within and out of ýne ;u-r ýraina2t bas;n has been
generated oy TVh. An extehsive netior, ci nycrculog;c ercr water quality S
monitoring stati-ns was estaolisnec upstrea-.-r co.^nstra:, 3 tne irell
ot highest DuTK contamindtior anr an inzens-ive tie. L sc:,>;g progra,- was
carriea Out trom Mu~usz, ij79 tnrougr Ar i, -'U. The ocuzors or ti-c
rain gauge, stream gauginý stations, water quality sa; ln stations ano
bedloao sampling stations useo in tie course of this S'-- are snf',,.n i•n
Figure 1I-2j.

All rain gauge ano stcye recoras %ere •p'i i uy TVm for tne ý&ri oc0 or
recoro. Strerifklow dd.ta was obtained frc:i fiel G notes also supplied by
rVA. Suspended solids data for size fractions passing a Iu (nor.) glas.
fiber and retained on a 0.4bu nemnorane fYter; paSsiný a • sievc, and
retained on a lu (nora.) glass fiber fiiter; and retaineo cOh a bu sieve, - S
were supplied by TVA. Volatile suspenoeci so0os data for fractions
passing a 63u sieve and retained on a glass fiber filter; ana retained on
a b3u sieve were also supplieo oy TVM. ouT residue aata Tcr tractions
passing a Ij (norn.) glass fiber filter (i.e.,"oissciveoisuspcrdeci') and
retained on a Lu (norn.) glass fiber filter anr passing a 6.iu sieve (i.e,
"suspended") were also supplied oy TVA.

A screening procedure was oevelopec to ueterrnir~e tne primary factors
affecting the trarsport of DUTR within ano out of the iC-r;'o drainage
system. This proceoure utilized the CjkRR (Correlation Yiatrix), STtPwIS-
(Stepwise Regression) and GLtM (General Linear .iodel) procedures of SAS
(Statistical Analysis System) (SAS, 1979). Tne first step involved the 3
identification of those factors oirectly or indirectly afrecting the
fluvial transport of bUTR. Those factors iciertifieu, anG q,.antifiec to
the extent possible, included:

sampling location
oi scnarge
mean cross sectional velocity
seasor,
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relative position In the runoff hydrogrdph (i.e.,rising or falling)
event related parameters, including the sampled event,

the type of event (i.e, headwater flood or tailwater flooa), and
event anticedent conditions (stage, streamflow and rainfall
related)

suspended solids load, and
volatile suspended solids load.

Each of the individual metabolites, UUT, UUU and UUE as well as the
total UUTR load were treated as dependent parameters. A separate line of
model developmient was followed for both the "suspended" and
"'dissolved/suspended" UuTK components. All less than individual isomer
concentrations, as well as missing values, were assumed equal to zero.
For ease of metabolite and between location comparisons, all metabolites
as well as total DUTk were converted to equivalent weight as DUT. All
uUTk concentrations were converted to loading rates and the logrithmic
transformation employed in subsequent analyses.

The sampling location was heated as a class type variable so that the
observaticns from each of the sampling locations could be pooled in the
model building process, thus reducing somewhat the impact of site
specific sampling protocal errors.

Discharge data was obtained directly from field notes. All reverse flows
(i.e., streamflow in an upstream direction), as well as streamflow data
which was deemed to be biased low because a significant overbank flow
component had been neglected, were treated as missing values in the
subsequent analysis of the data. A correction was applied to measured
streamflow data utilizing a second order curvilinear interpolation
procedure in order to account for unsteady streamflow conditions and the
time lag between discharge measurement and water quality sampling. The
logrithmic transformation of the corrected discharge was enployed in
subsequent analyses.

Mean cross-sectional velocity at the sampled cros', section at the time of
UUTk water quality sampling was calculated from the corrected streamflow
data and a stage-cross sectional area relationship derived for each
sampled cross section. The logrithmic transformation of velocity was
employed in all subsequent analyses.

Sampling was carried out during both summer (May-Uct) and winter
(Nov-April) seasons, the seasons being defined on the basis of Wheeler
Reservoir operations. However, problems encounter during the summer
sampling program precluded the utilization of this date in subsequent
analyses or the determination of its significance as a factor affecting
UDTh transport. All estimates of sunmner season UUTR transport,
therefore, are based on winter season sampling results.

tsased on the evaluation of the streamflow data, the relative hydrographic
position at which an observation was made was classified as either
rising, falling or base flow. However, no base flow measurements were
obtained during this study.

Preceding Page Blank
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Streamflow event related parameters identified in this study incluaed tie
event sampled, type of event and event anticecent conditions. The event
sam;,pled was treatea as a class type variable to determine if a siqnifi-
cant component of the error could be accounted for simply by event-event
sanpling protocol. Runoff events were classitied as either headwater or
tai •ater baseo on whetner or not a significant component of the oown-
stream flow component was contributed by flow originating outside of the
IC-Hib drainage oasin. The criteria employea in this classification was
whether or not the stage in tne TR at .diitesburg equalled or exceeded
elevation 5b4 feet HýL, the elevation of the sadole of the sill
separating the hSB drainage basin from tne Unnamea Creek basin. Lvent
anticedent conaitiors uasea on inter-event basetlow periods, inter-event
low stage periods as %ell as inter-event rainfall periods were eAamined.

ýuspendea solids data was obtained for each o" three separate size
classes; material retained on a 63u sieve representing sands, detritus,
etc., material retained on a lu (nom.) glass fiber filter and passing a
b3u sieve representing silts and medium and coarse clays; ano material
retained on a 0.45u membrane filter and passing a lu (nom.) glass titer
filter representing primarily fine clays. Meaningful partial sums as
well as total suspended solids were determined. All less than
concentrations were taken as equal to half the stated value. All
suspended solid concentrations were converted to loading rates anra the
lugirithmic transformation employed in subsequent analyses.

Volatile suspended solids data was ootained for each of two separate size
classes: material retained on a 63u sieve and material passing a 63u
sieve and retained on a lu (nom.) glass fiber filter. Volatile suspended
solids was treated in a manner analogous to suspended solids data.

The general, rankec correlation coefficient matrix of Pearson Correlation
coefficients was employed to determine which of the competing, redundant
predictive parameters were most closely correlated to LLTk transport. Of
all the suspended solios and volatile suspended solids fractions
suspended (as well as oissolved/suspended) UUTR transport was most
closely correlated to the corresponding suspended arid volatile suspended
solids transport (i.e., that portion >lu and <63u). Thus, only the
suspended and volatile suspended solids fractions in tne size range >1u
and <bJu were employed in subsequent regression modelling. Similarly,
the type of event (i.e. headwater or tailwater) as well as
rainfall-relatea anticeaent event parameters were the only event related
parameters utilized.

The STEPWISE procedure of SAS was employed to determine the most
significant main effect and interaction terms to be employed in the
subsequent regression models. Finally, the GLm procedure was utilized to
develop the final somewhat simplified empirical model used in subsequent
data analysis.

Suspended and volatile suspended solids loading-streamflow relationships
were developed utilizing multiple regression tecnniques and the GLM
procedure of SAS. Separate regression models were developed for each

Ul-i2
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size fraction as well as for meanitgtul partial and total sums. Samplirny
location was treated as a class type variable in a manner analogous to
that empioyea in modeling UuTR trdnspurt.

An attewpt was maoe to measure beoload Ui)TR ana solids transport at
selected locations in IC aria Hsb. tiowever, ds Lnis component of both tne
total UuTk load as wvell as tne total suspended solids load was uetermirien
to be negligible, bedload sampling was discontinued during the winter
seasori sa,.,plincq period.

4.1.3 Discussion

A summary of tne sedsonal streamtlow auration relationsinips ueveluped by
TVA are 3nown in. Table 11-38 and illustrated in Figures 11-24 througn
11-28. These relationsnips were developed neglectirg reverse flows.
Seasonal stage duration relationships at whitesburg, TKHi. 333.a, for trne
period of record 1/196U through 12/1979 are illustrated in Fiqure I 1-2,J.
m sumary of "suspenaeo" UuTK loading rate regression moiels tr Lhe buT,
ULU and DUE metabolites as well as Total DiTk loading rates is snon in
Taole 11-39. The corresporuing regression models for the
"dissolved/suspendea" UuTk loading rates are summarizea inr Table I1-4u.
The regression models ror the suspenoeo sulids ano volatile suspenued
solids loaoiny rates are summarized in Table 11-4i.

Predicted seasonal arid annual suspenoea ano volatile suspended solids
loads at each of the sampling locations are summarizeu in Taoles 11-42
and 11-43, in seasonal aria relative terms, respectively. Also incluaea

"*.. * in these SumPma-y tables are the 95 percent confidence limits about the
predicted mean values. baSeU on these figures total suspenoeo sediment
yield from tihe HSB drainage basin is not significantly different fro.
that of the IC drainage oasir., i.e., 29-64 arid 3v-70 tons/sq.mi/yr,
respectively. Suspenaed sediment yield from the IC/-Sb drainage basin
during winter (November-April) is over four times greater than during the
summer (May-Uctober). silts and medium and coarse clays comprise over
9ý percent of the total annual sediment load at the nioutn of IC, fine
clays comprise approximately 6 percent and sands the remaining 2 percent.
Tie silt and medium and coarse clay comiponent of the annual sediment loaa
at Patton koad on HSB upstream of the highest UUTR contariination is about
88 percent, fine clays comprising less than 2 percent and sands over
10 percent of the total. In general, fine clay component of tie totdl
suspended sediment load, althougn relatively minor, increases in the
downstream direction whereas the coarser component of the suspended
sediment load decreases.

AS indicated in Table 11-39 the Suspended DDTi transport rate in tne
Ic-HSb system is predicted reasonably well, r=0.9U, by considering
sampling location, discharge, the type of runoff event (i.e., headwater
or tailwater) and the transport rate of the corresponding su;pended
solids size fraction (i.e., <b3u ana>lu). Predicted seasonal arid annual
suspended UUTk transport rates throuyh and out of the IC-hSd drainage
system are Summarized in 'table 11-44, anm illustrated in Figures IL-jU
through 11-32. These predictions are based upon the empir caIly uerivea
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UUTk transport tiodel, mean seasonal discharge as determine(! from the
seasonal flow duration relationships, predicted seasonal suspended solids
transport rates as well as seasonal estimates of the frequency with which
headwater and tailwater events occur in the sampled reaches ot tne IC-HSb
drainage basin. Also included in the suspended DDTR load summary tables
are approximate 95 percent confidence limits about the predicted mean
loadings. These intervals were developed by taking into account the
uncertainty in the estimates of seasonal suspended solids transport as
well as in the UDTR transport model.

The transport rate of the dissolved/suspended component of the DDTK load
in the IC-riSB system is modeled by a somewhat simpler relationsnip than
is the suspended DUTR component (see Taules 11-39 and 40). Sampling
location, discharge and the volatile suspended solids loading rate (<b3u
ano>lu) predict the dissolved/suspended DDTk transport rate reasonably
well, r=0.93. Predicted seasonal dissolved/suspended uDTR transport as
well as approximate 95 percent confidence limits are also summarized in
Table 11-44 and illustrated in Figures 11-30 turougn 11-32.

4.1.4 Conclusions

based on the figures shown in Table I1-44, UDTR is currently being
transportea out of the IC-HSB drainage basin by means of fluvial
transport processes at an average annual rate of O.b4 (U.31-1.3) tons per
year as UUT. In other words, less than 0.13 (u.U7-U.27) percent per year
of the total quantity of UuTR contained within the sediment of the IC-HSb
systems are being transported tnrough and from the system by means of
fluvial transport processes. Over two thirds of this loac, or 0.43
"(U.23-U.bU) tons is transported during the winter season (i.e., rNovember
through April) with the remaining 0.21 (0.09-0.50) tons being transported
during the summer months. The ULTR load to the Tennessee River is
approximately equally divided between suspended and dissolved/suspendea
fractions, i.e. 47 and 53 percent, respectively. As a result of low
velocities and the fine grained material comprising tane channel ued in
the lower reaches of HS8 and IC as well as the association of UUTR with
clay minerals, the bedload component of the D0Th load out of the IC-HSb
drainage system is negligible.

An examination of the predicted UUTk transport loadings indicates that
the net source of the UUTk being transported through the IC;-HSb system is
the stretch of hSb upstream of Dodd and downstream of Patton Roads. DDTR
is being transported downstream of this location at an average annual
rate of 0.62 (0.25-1.6) tons per year as DDT. Approximately three
quarters of this load, or U.47 (0.20-1.1) tons, is transported during the
winter months, a slightly higher percentage than that transported during
a comparable period out of IL. Nearly 65 percent of the annual LUTR load
transported past Doad Road in HSb is associated with suspended material
(b3u ana>lu, as compared to 47 percent at the mouth of IC.

Less than 2 percent of the UDTR transported out of the IC-Hbb drainage
system derives from sources in the HSU, basin upstream of Patton KOda anda
the area of heaviest OUTR contamination. Although data corresponding to
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that availaDle in hSb does not exist for IC, the relative contrib'•tiOn to

the annual DDTk load exported to the Tennessee River from sources in the

IC drainage basin upstream of tne confluence with HSb is certainly less

than bU percent and more likely on the order of anout 3 percent.

Examination of the estimated confidence limits about the predicted mean

seasonal and annual fluvial UTR ,,ransport rates indicates toat the

suspended UUTX loading rates (ownstream of Uoua Roac could vary 
as much

as an order of magnituoe. Dissolved ODTh loaoings can be predicted witn

somewhat greater confidence, and may vary over a range of about 1:5. k

greater degree of relative t:ncertainty exists in predicting uUTk loads at

Patton Road, mSbM 5.9 upstream of the area of heaviest DCITR

contamination. Adding to the uncertainty in estimating seasonal and

annual DUTR transport rates from and tnough the IC-HSo system is due to

the fact that these estimates result from extrapolations of the

empirically derived models.

Examination of Figures 11-44 in which tne seasonal, suspenoed,

aissolvea/suspended and total ODTh loading rates are graphically

displayed along with attendant 95 percent confidence intervals indicates

that, although there is a significant increase in DUTK transport between

Patton and Dodo Roads in iSb, li ttle can be stated with any degree of

confidence concerning UUTR deposition or resuspension rates downstream of

Uoda Road. Nevertheless, during the winter months there is an apparent

decrease in the suspended UUTK load of U.12 tons per year and an increase

of 0.O8 tons per year of tne DUTk load which is dissolved or associatea

with fine clays or colloidal material or a net deposition rate of

U.7 tons per ye2ar in HSB downstream of Dodd Road and IC upstream of

Mile 0.9. During the sunmer months there is an apparent net increase in

the UDTR transport rates of about 0.09 tons per year downstream uf Dodd

Road. vi an annual oasis, approximately O.U4 tons per year of suspenuea

u'TR is being deposited in IC-4SB downstream of Do0o Road and an increase

of O.tbb tons per year of tne DUTR load associated with fine clays,

colloidal material or dissolved. Thus, on an annual basis the transport

of UUTR through the IC-HSB system downstream of the most heavily

contaminated stretch of HSB appear to be of steady state.

As indicated in Table ii-45, DOD is the primary metaoolite component ot

both the suspended and the dissolved/suspended UUTR loads being

transportea past all sampling locations. Nearly three quarters,

74 percent, of the total annual UUTk load exported out of the IC-HSB

system is DUU. The metabolite uUE and UUT are transportea in roughly

equal percentages, i.e., 14 percent ODUE and IZ percent OUT, out of

IC-hSb. The metabolite distributions of the suspended and

dissolved/suspended DuTk loans are somewhat different. The relative DUE

and OUT components of the suspended 0UTR fraction are 6.5 and 1.3 times

j that of the corresponding dissolved/suspended DDTH fractions,

respectively. The metabolite composition of the suspended UUTh load

compares reasonably well to the average UUTR composition of the surface

(J-6" sediments in IC downstream of the confluence with HSb, i.e.

30 percent IWT, 41 percent UDD and 27 percent DUE. The greatest

deficiency ,.!curs in the OuT component. The dissolved/suspended UDTR
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load appears to oe deficient in ootri the bjT aria L•L co) oents, relat ive
to tne surface sediments in 1C. The mntaDolite uistri~utiýrl or t.le bu7T
loaa does not appear to vary significantly in tne iC- Qo;S ý% Onstreaf• o"
tne most heavily contaminated stretch of hnb.

4.2 tIULuGICAL TRANSPURT uF UDTK

4.2.1 Plankton

The transport or LuT in an aquatic system will occur princibally throughi
sorption to p.'rticulates. These nay ue inorganic in nature such as clays
or bioparticulates of various size classes. mn oojective of tne study
was to determine the maynituce of DUTR transport by plankton. Lonsicer-
ing the waters of Indian Creek ana Huntsville Sprirac Erancn as a point
source of buTR to the main body of Imheeier Keservoir, a series or
sampling stations were set up to rleter-mine trLCrsport oy the plankton
component. Stations rangea along huntsville Spring oraricn from ['ile U to
:.9, and in Indian Creek from Mile 0 tc 4.b. Stations in the Reservoir
were locatea aoove and below the confluence of Inuian Creek.

As part 5.1 of this appendix snows, results are masked by tne inability
to separate plankton ,=ron; inorganic particulates in the sampie. Tnese
inorganic suspendec solids account tor sume of tre bUTk in tne sample.
The total susperded solid fraction was employea as a rmeans of ueterroining
movement of p.sticide by this mechanism. TVA aata snow that the 0F0T'
ascribed to phytoplankton began to rise at hýb,*• 5.37. This location is
imnmediately downstream from the former waste uitcn and represents a
heavily contaminated site. A peak was observed at riSbp 2.4 ana then
levels declined. based on arithmetic means the nmaxinium ari,oint was
iU.5 ug/gm. At H3dr U.0 the concentration had dropped to about half this
level. At 1CM 0.0, the entry of the creek waters to Whe#-ier rkeservoir,
the concentration was 2.4 ug/ym and 0.21 uy/gm in two discrete September
samples.

Within the Reservoir tne concentration was 0.e ug/gin on an average at
stations above ana below Inoian Creek confluence.

Zooplankton collections exhibit d similar distribution pattern to
phytoplankton. beginning at HS8M 5.9 increasing levels of UuTK were
observed downstream. A maximum of 1,065 ug/gm occurred at HSBlvi 2.4 with
a grddual decline to 332 at Ihi-I' U.U. The concentrations are based on
arithmetic means of all samples collected from Septenmer tnrough Decem-
ber, 1979. Indian Creek shows a distribution similar to that of HSb. At
mile point 4.6 an avetaage of 338.7 ug/gm was noted with a reduction to
4b.1 uY/9g at ICL J.O. In the Tennessee Rive levels varied from
0.17 ug/glm to 4.b ug/gm with the maximum at t'ie upper ard lower extremes
ot Wheeler Reservoir. As with pnytoplanKton, the variation in LJUTR with
tne two creeks could be a function of clays or other inorganic particu-
"lates retairned in the net ana may not be a reflection ot the amount of
residue in zooplankton. Calculation of the amount transported hy
suspenued solids his been includec in Seccion 4.1.1.
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9:
Table 11-50. UUTR Kesidues in Selected Biota within the Study Area

"(Continued, page 2)

Collection Sample Type Average Total
Location Date (Species) (DUTR (ug/g)

Tennessee River 3k8.50 hibiscus 0.007
Tennessee Kiver 359.00 " 0.004
Huntsville Spring branch 4.50 10/18/79 Lemna-Spirodela 5.6u
Huntsville Spring Branch 5.60 flkeed 0.071
barren Fork Creek 1.20 9/24/79 Zooplankton 52.0
Huntsville Spring branch 0.00 9/25/79 " 332.0
Huntsville Spring Braiich 1.3U " 577.U
Huntsville Spring Branch 2.40 9/24/79 " 935.0
Huntsville Spring Branch 2.40 12/lb/79 1,0b5.U
Huntsville Spring Branch 5.37 9/25/79 " 175.0
Huntsville Spring Branch 5.90 9/25/79 9.bb
Huntsville Spring Branch 5.90 12/15/79 " 1.70
Indian Creek 0.00 9/5/79 " 48.1
Indian Creek 0.80 12/15/79 " 3.03
Indian Creek 4.00 9/5/79 190.0
Indian Creek 4.00 9/25/79 168.0
Indian Creek 4.60 1 5/15/79 " 339.0
Tennessee River 289.90 9/28/79 4.b41
Tennessee River 315.00 9/25/79 0.567
Tennessee River 345.00 9/27/79 0.173
Tennessee River 350.UU 9/27/79 4.611
Barren Fork Creek 1.20 9/24/79 Phytoplankton 0.567
Huntsville Spring branch 0.00 9/25/79 " 5.bb
Huntsville Spring Branch 1.3u 9/24/79 " 7.07
Huntsville Spring Branch 2.40 9/24/79 " 10.5
huntsville Spring Branch 5.30 9/25/79 3.2b
Huntsville Spring branch 5.90 9/25/79 " 0.250
Indian Creek 0.00 9/5/79 2.44
Indian Creek O.OU 9/24/79 " 0.207
Indian Creek 4.U0 9/5/79 " 4.15
Indian Creek 4.UU 9/24/79 " 3.311
Tennessee River 289.9 9/28/79 s 0.200
Tennessee River 315.0 9/27/79 0 O.2UU
Tennessee River 345.20 9/27/79 I" 0.200
Tennessee River 350.00 9/27/79 0.200
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Taole 11-48. Comparison of DuTK Concentrations in utiannel Lattisii
Fillets ii, 1979

Loc, tion April May July-uct.

Tk-7-2 7u Z.b 1.3
TRM-27b --- 9.3 1.8
TRM-28U iu. u.7
Tfd,1-285 --- b.7 ---
Tf<,m-290 --- 9. 2.0
TkM-295 --- 3.b 1.9
TkM-300 --- 16. 12.5
TkM-305 65. 12.6
TkM-310 31. 1.2
TOM-315 13i 16. f. I
Tkm-320 1O. 9.b
TkM-325 28.1 U.3
TkM-330 3qu 71. U0.35
Tki,- 335 4.1 0.3b
Tkm,- 34( --- 17, i 1.2

TKM-345 --- 1.9
T10-35U --- 2.93
TkIl-3b.• --- 1.7

Concentrations in ug/9

TkH 270 in Wilson Reservoir
TRM 35U-35b in Guntersville Reservoir
All other sites in Wheeler Reservoir

Unless otherwise noted all saipies are six fish composites.

I Five fist) composite
*2 Four fisti composite
3 Three fish composite

Source: April and May data are from Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA,
1979b). July - Sept. data were collected as part of the
current study (see Appendix V).
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Table 11-52. Summary of DDTR Results of June-July 1980 Fish Survey

Composite Individual Fis.i Samfo(-s
Location Species Sample Average Range

TRM 275 CC 9.3 11 4.5-25
TRM 280 CC 8.5 8.0 5.5-13
TRM 285 CC 15 9.5 2.8-19
TRM 290 CC 15 13 3.5-22.
TRM 295 CC 15 14 4.7-31
TRM 300 CC 9.0 11 3.0-18
TRM 305 CC 10 14 9.7-22
TRM 310 CC 9.2 9.2 3.8-17
TRM 315 CC 5.4 7.6 3.3-11
TRM 320 CC 120 120 13-360
TRM 325 CC 10C 190 0.74-1100
TRM 330 CC 34 32 2-140
TRM 340 CC 25 33 1.5-180
FCM 5 CC 50 45 10-150
LCM 3 CC 14 13 2-28
SCM I CC 5.8 5.0 2.6-9.1
TRM 280 SMB 6.4 3.9 2.3-6.8".•:"TRM 290 SMB 12 10 3.4-21

"TRM 300 SMB 6.3 5.0 1.3-10
TRM 310 SMB 4.3 4.0 1.4-6.1
TRM 320 SMB 25 24 0.43-48
TRM 330&340 SMB 0.89 0.95 0.25-2.5
TRM 285 LMB 0.38 0.36 0.11-0.80
TRM 345 LMB 2.1 2.4 0.35-7.4

Concentrations in ug/g

CC=Channel Catfish, SMB=Smallmouth Buffalo, LMB=Largemouth Bass.

Six individual fish were taken at each sampling location. All analyses
were in fillet samples.
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data on srnallmouth buffalo iniicate tnat tnis species is contamiri ateo
particularly at and uownstream of IL. data on largemouth bass snowe.-
lesser oera2l contamination levels uut some individual fisn ,ao
relatively nign LuTR levels.

5.3.ý Method of Contamination

Clarificatmon regarding botn tne source dalo iechanism of UoTR contamina-
tion ot fish in the Tm is important in assessing any pruposea clean-up
plans. Several possibilities exist: 1) DuTR in the TK could be corning
from the IC-HSB system and possibly other sources, 2) Hisn in trn Tk
could be oeconing contaiminated due to low level concentrations of JUTR in
the water and/or seoim,,ents of the Th, 3) Fish in the TK coul oe becoming
contaminated due to migration in and out of rut iC-H~b System.

Sediment analyses clearly snow the IC-mib syster, as ueiziq a major scurce
of ULJTk. Further, it ras been snown that at least sone OUTh is being
transported out ot the iC-HS6 system to the TK. Sediment ari water
analyses for the TR and tributaries incicate no otner signiticant source
of uuTR. The only iiioication of another source or significant buTR
contamination is tiie elevateo bulTh levels in fisn sampled in
July-August 198U from Flint Lreep, Mile 5. iio explanation for this is
known. Thus, the oest evidence seems to be tnat tie HSo-1C system is a
major source of contamination and possibly the only significant source.

The mechanism of contamination of fish in tie TR is important not onlv
in understanding the present situation but also in predicting the

effectiveness of any clean-up procecure. 6f particular importance is - -
whether contamination is oci:urring by migration of fisn from IC and HSB
or in situ due to exposure to very low levels of DDTR in sediments and/or
wate•r. An examination o' the pattern of contamination for individual
fish in the June-July 1980 survey gives some indication of the mechanisms
involved. 8elow IC from TRN 315 to 275 (9 samples) the average DOTK ir.
individual channel cattisit was 10.b ppm witn a rdange oT 21.B to 3,. of
the ba individual fisn from this area, 44, Gr 31 percent, had OUTh levels
oreater than 6 ppm. At TkM 320 kl mile from the mouth u7 IC) all fisn
aa DUITR levels above 13 ppm. Moove Inoian Creek (TkFI 325-340)

5U percent of the indivicuals nau UOTh levels greater than 5 ppm. Thus,
a more consistent pattern of contamination was Touno Delow IC in tne Tk.
Above IC the variation in DUTR values between indivioual rish was much
greater tnan below IC. The isolateo occurrences of very high values
k>100 ppm) suggests an upstream migration from tre IC-hI8 area.

Further evidence ot possiole rnecnanisas involveo car, be o[otaineu by
examining the low values at each location. Below IC from TKM 31. to 275
the average ot the lowest valte founa at eacn location is 4.b ppm UUTk
whereas above IC the lowest values average 1.4 ppm UbTk. This suggests
that there is sufticient jUTh in t'e TK downstreamn of IC to produce a
base level of contamination in charnel catfisn very near the FuA limit.
Upstream, base levels are much lower ani contamination by migration is
indicated.
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TVA has conuuctea fisn tagging ano movement sruuies in .neeler Reservoir
(TVA, 197&g). Sufficient recoveries were made for six species tu relate
distance froi release point as a function of time siiic: reledse. I
summary of the data is as follows:

Distance from kelease Point after 5bL 1',,ys imiles)

Species 20/ of Fisn 5' of Fish >

Channel catfish 7.b 13.9
blue catfish 4.7 12.7
Flathead catfish 5.8 8.4
White crappie 8.8 21.2
White bass 22.7 38.3

For all species except flathead catfish, 5 nercent of the populdtion
woula ue expected to be ý,iore than 12.1 miles from mne release pnint aft er
5o days. Toe wnite crappie and .-hiti_ bass Tnov.d lonyer distances than
the catfish.

Thus while there is some evidence to support the h!potnesis triat
migration is contributing to contamination upstreSl OT IL, eviCtllnce a',;j
exists that, downstream of IC, DLITK in the Tc',nnssee kiver is
contributing to fish cootanination. :ix sedime.nt saniples from i,heeler
Reservuir (TRM 275-300) and Lhree sanples from 40ilson eeservoir
(Tki-I 2bU-270) all contained low but detectable amounts or buff. Tiie
highest UUTR cone,.ntrdtion detected was only 21 percent above analytical
detection limits. Sediment samples upstreai of Inuian Creek ýTw,, 32b,
35U, and 375) nad no detectable ouTK. Thi suqcests that the soirce o;
the ULTK is IC. However, data on t Ui.al DuTt inr water do not impliicate IP
as the sole source of DUTh. In Jul)-Auuust !':,'/ five sa;nplts of n.ear
bottom waters from TkM 270 to 35U snowed no LdFiý. Hoowever, in
becem~ber 1979, a second sampling shov.ed detecta.,le aiiounts of tota, Ju-Ir
in near bottom waters (U.u8 to 1.9 ugil) in 7 of IU samples with 4i of tnt
positive samples coming from above IC.

The higher base levels or uuTR in channel citfish )elow IC indicate some
in situ contamination in that area. Some laboratory work has teen done
in an attempt to understand the uptake mechan'sn:s involved. Nmicek ana
Korn (197U) studied UbTk uptake from food and water by fingerling brook
trout and concluded that food was the most significant U0TR uptake route.
However, i-lurphy (1971) using the mosquito fish, Lamflusia, reportecd tnat
direct uptake of UbT froi water is of consideradbimEmpo-rtance especially
tor small fish. In a later study on fathead minnows Jarvinen et al.,
19/6, concluded that the DUT bioconcent.aticr. factor from water was
1UU,O0U whereas it was only 1.2 from food. If the 100,UU0 bioconcentra-
tion factor is valid for fish in the Tk, a water concentration of
0.05 ugil would be sufficient to produce u b ppin level in fish. A

U.U5 ug/1 level in wdter is very low, oelow the dralytical detection
limit utilized in the current survey.
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Studies in Oklahoma snowed that catfisti less than 300 mm. long fed
priarily on invertebrates while larger sizes were piscivorous (Jearla
a,.d 31uve0i, 1971). Walourg (1975) noted that catfish 15-19 mm. long fed
primarily on microcrustacea and larger fish ate both microcrustacea and
aquatic insects. Fish larger than 35 mm. fed primarily on insects. ThE
preferred species were chironomids and iimmature nmayflies. both these
forms inhabit sediments.

At present there is insufficient information available to fully explain
either why cnannel catfish seem to be more contariinated than other
species tested or precisely how the contamination occurs.

5.4 bIRDS

Analyses were conoucted to ascertain the level of DUTR in selected birds
inhabiting tne study area. Those species were breen herons and Wooo
Uucks which are local residents and therefore reflect, at least in a
relative sense, acute exposure to te pesticide.

Table II-4b is a summary of data showing the amount of residue expressed
as means in vertebrates (excluding fish) collected in the study area.
Mean UUTR values for individuals inhabiting the Huntsville Spring
branch-indian Creek environment were hiyher than for individuals from
other areas. Green Her!ons from Huntsville Spring branch and T0fi 330 had
4.3 and 2.5 ppm which was almost an order of maqnitude higher than Ie.vels
in herons from the renainder of the study area. (UOTk concentrations for
Lbreen herons are believea to oe biaseo low--see Q4uality Assurance Section
of this report). Wood Ducks snowed a similar pattern. Two collections
of wood Ouck eggs on Wheeler Wildlife Refuge containeo an average of U.2
and 2 ppm of DDTR.

The Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, a part of the Fish and Wildlife
Service, has been concerned about UUT contamination of migratory water-
fowl utilizing the Wheeler Refuge. They indicate that waterfowl winter-
ing at the Refuge migrate from as far north as Ontario and impaired
reproduction caused by DUTR is likely (O'Shea, et al., 1980).

Personnel from the Patuxent Research Center have made recent collections
of biota in the study area. Mallard ducks had geometric mean and maximum
UDTR values of 4.0 and 48U upm tor carcass samples; 0.67 and 15U ppm for
muscle samples. Data from tne National Pesticide monitoring Program on
duck wings shows high residue levels in samples froi-a Alabama. Fleming
(1980) reports on DUTR in mallard wings collected during the 1978-1979
season. Wing pools from Limestone and Madison counties which include
Wheeler Reservoir had residues that averaged .l0.8 and 18 times higher
respectively than the combined average of all other (Alabama) counties
surveyed. These results are presented in Taole 11-b2.

Crows were also included in these recent Fish and Wildlife Service
samples and contained geometric mean and maximum DOTR concentrations of
4.U and 48 ppm respectively in muscle tissue. O'Shea et al. (198O)
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Table 11-53. UuTk in mallard Wings from Alabama 1978-79 Hunting• . • .> . e a s o n l

UuTK Concentration, pp'•i et 'veiynt
Iri,,ature Immature Aoult U It

County st at ist i c Femal e Pale Female ha le

Lauoerdale Mean u.3b U.31
Colbert N 1 --- 1
Lawrence

Limestone Mear 0.95 1.04 u.02 7.1
N 2 4 1 3

Madiso;i lean 3. 43 4.b4 --- .U09
2 2 --- 1

Jackson Me an 0.52 --- 0.33 U.44
Mdrshall 1 --- 1 2
Morgan

Green *iean --- 0.48 ......
".ureter N --- 2 ......
Choctaw

Clarke titan 0.0i (J.U2 U.07 U.17
Wilcox N 1 1 1 2
Wash ington

Mooile iean --- O.ut --- 0.19
baldwin N --- i --- 1

N. County Pool Mean U.lI 0.i27 0.69 ---
N 1 3 2

S. County Pool iean U.8 --- .7--
r, 2 --- 1 ---

Controls 2  Mean U.U7

N 5 ---. ...

1Lach sample consisted of 5 wings.

2 Control wing pools were comprised of wings from b Juveniles, without
regard to sex. Wings were obtained from pen-raised mallards.

Source: Fleming (i9b0)
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interpret this data as indicating a potenltial for greater effects higner
in the food web of species in the Wheeler Refuge especially in fish
eating birds. These authors cite tne decline of the Double-crested
Cormorant at Wheeler Wildlife Refuge (see Section 1.3.3 for population
trends).

However, Wheeler Wildlife Refuge personnel nave inoicatec that popula-
tions of the Double-crestea Cormorant nave been increasing in recent
years (Huntsville Times, 1979). The reason for tne success of tnis
species may be a combination of factors. There is qualitative evidence
from Wheeler Refuge personnel that the increase in numbers of the
Uouble-crested Cormorant is related to a decrease of exposure to UOT.
There is also some evidence that the resurgence of tne species is a
phenomenon occurring in the iniacontinent of the United States. Popula-
tions of cormorants have beeni low for years in this section of the
country and have been on tl, e "Blue 1-ist" publishea by Nnerican Birds for
this reason. (This list publisned annually incluces species of birds
which appear to be declining in number, either in species range
proportion or regionally.).

In reviewing the Blue List for past years, regional population trends are
"revealed about cormorants. The blue List for 1977 (Arbib, 1976) states
that delisting was favorea by coastal region respondents, while strong
sentiment remained in the midcontinent for retention. At that time it
was stated that inland pesticiae pollution had been a factor in
population declines while marine breeding cormorants were not so
affected.

In 197b (Arbib, 1977) the species was retained on the blue List but
observer opinions were markedly geographic. Those along the eastern
seaboard and west coast were unanimous in favor of deletion; the miei-
continent was virtually solid for retention.

The following year (Arbib, 1978) the same regional differences were
apparent. "Nesting season reports seemed to suggest an improvement in
the fortunes of this species, which would seem to contradict the 58
percent of observers now favoring retention. Strongest for retention
were Ontario, Niagara-Champlain, middle western prairies, and northern
Rocky Mountain regions. West of the great plains no region favors
retention."

The current 1980 List (Arbib, 1979) contains the Double-crested Cormorant
with a statement saying the species continued to show declines in some
areas and modest to good gains elsewhere. The greatest support for con-
tinued listing caihe from the midwestern prairie region, ;owever the (ireat
Lakes region reported that the species was "doing very well currently.
Numbers dre up and increasing each year. Most significantly, breeding is
up. Is

Mr. Dan bystracK (1980) who is in charge of the Breeding Bird Survey at
the Migratory bird and Habitat Research i aboratory at Laurel, Maryland
feels that part of the population declines for ttiis bird is related to a
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disposal sites. Similar studies by Cheri et al. (1978) using laboratory
columns indicated that levels of DUTR in TFrn- leacnate were at concen-
"trations less than I ppb. Parallel fielo studies at an inactive dredged
material disposal site conducted by the same investigators snowed
non-detectable UUTh levels in the liquid phase of dreaged materials and
underlying soils, regardless of their organic content.

uther investigations of WUTI migration into the water coluriin from
contaminatad sediments ana during actual or simulated aquatic disposal
confirm the strong tendency of DUITR to remain associated with the solid
phase in an aqueous meuium. burKs and Engler (1978) reportea that no
soluble chlorinated tiydrocarbon pesticides were found at the detection
limits (0.01 ppb) during simulated aquatic disposal tests performeo in
laboratory columns. Krizek et al. (1976) reported DUTR concentrations of
0.6 ppb in supernatant waterovFerlying dredged slurries with an average
of about IOU ppb DUTR. A similar stuay by Krizek et al. (1973) showeo
UUTk concentrations of 1 to 2 ppb in water overlying dreaged material
with DUTk concentrations ranging from 2U to 200 ppb. Elutriate tests on
houston ship channel seuiments containing 12 and 34 ppm of o, p' and p,
p' 00T isomers, respectively, showed elutriate concentrations of the
isormers less than 2 ppt (Lee et al. 1975). Similar results were reported
for sediments sampled at various"Tocations throughout the United Stdtes,
regardless of their organic contents.

Elutriate tests on IiSB ana IC channel sediments, performed under Task 4
of the TVA workplan shto.ea much higher UUTR concentrations in the
elutriate than did the studies cited above. Elutriate total DUTR

7V concentrations for 1b sediment samples taken from HSB and IC ranged from
0.57 to 405 ppb, with a mean of 79 ppb. No significant correlation
exists oetween elutriate and sediment UOTH concentrations for those
samples. The high elutriate concentrations are a result of botri high
concentrations of OLUTK in the sediments arid fine-grain suspendeo seaiment
passing the glass fiber filter ana remaining suspended after centrifug-
ing. UUTH reported in the elutriate is associateo with these suspended
fines, as the solubility of DUT in water is only about 1.2 ppb. Though
the elutriate test gives no quantitative indication of the concentration
of DDTk to be expected in the water column near or downstream from the
dredge, they do indicate the potential for significant suspension of
fine-grain sediments and UUTR into the water column during dredging and
the need for minimizing that potential.

In a study conducted by McCall et al. (1979), tne mobility of DOT and
various other chemicals in soil-was"correlated with soil sorption
coeff cients of the chemicals. Soil sorption coefficients were estimated
using rreverse phase high performance liquid ctroomatography (Swann et al.,
1979). Uata from laboratory columin leaching tests were used to deveWlp
tile following mathematical relationship:

1k = i

Ka(1-f"/ 3 )ds

where R - cm. moved by chemical
cm. of water entering soil
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kd sorption cofficieft ug cnemical/g soil

ug chemical/g water,

f = pore fraction of the soil, and

ds = bulk density of the solids.

The soil sorption coefficient, Kd, was observed to increase with
increasing percentages of fine-grained material and organic matter in the
soil. Sorption coefficients for DDT were given for three soils, all of
which had significantly lower percentages of organics and fine-grained
material than the sediments in HSB or IC. The smallest of the three

given sorption coefficients was selected to give a conservative calcu-
lation of maximum leaching potential of DDTR from material dredged in
HSB and IC or contained within HSB. Using the value of 1,070 for Kd,
soil pore fraction of U.35, and a bulk density of 2.65 for soil solids, R
was determined to be 7.006 x 1 This indicates that in order for

DDT to migrate 1 inch through the sediments, 1,427 inches of water must
pass through the sediments. This figure becomes even more significant
when the very slow permeability of the clayey sediments is considered.
In addition to the mathematical expression, results of column leaching
tests conducted during tne study inaicated non-detectable leacning of DDT
in all three soil types with elution of 20 inches of water through the
columns. Light other cnemicals analyzea demonstrated variable but
significant leaching ch.:racteristics.

2.3 CIHAAUTERISTICS ;JF SEDIMENTS IN THE STUuY AitA

Sediments in cores taken from HSB and IC under Task IV of TVA's workplan
are largely fine-grained, with an average of 7b percent of eacn sample
passing the 63u sieve. Volatile solids content of the sediment samples
averaged 7.5 percei-.t. The average in situ void ratio of submerged
sediments was 1.45, corresponding to percent water by weight. When
dewatered to a 15 percent water content, the voia ratio of the sediments
would be decreased to 0.35.

Surface soils in the proposed borrow and disposal areas are silty clays
with clayey subsoils, primarily of the Melvin, Etowah, Tupelo, Decatur,
Capshaw, and Cumberland series (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1958).
Typically 75 to 95 percent of these soils will pass the 63u siEve. based
on soil borings in the vicinity (Dept. of the Army, 1977; U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 1960), surface soils are typically underlain by 10 to
30 feet of inorganic clays of varying plasticity.

2.4 SUMARY AND DISCUSSION

Due to its hydropnobic and high adsorptive properties, DDTR will be
strongly associated with solid materials in an aqueous medium, particu-
larly with clays and organic matter. DUTR-contaminated sediments in HSB
and IC are predominantly clays, with approximately 7.5 percent volatile
solids. The nature of these sediments indicates that DUTR will remain
strongly adsorbed to them and will be transported only if the seuiments
are transported.
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wooded overoank area exists on either siae of the chdnnel in this reach,
extending as far as 6U( feet to the north ano Z,UUO feet to the south.
Tnis area is inundated only during maximurm pool stage in Wneeler kes~r-
voir or during flood conditions. Several deep permanently ponuco areas
branch off of the main chdinrel . The channel hottom in tnis redch is
heavily littered witn trees, branches, and stui'ps. bottom seuirients
consist typically of course to fine clayey sands with coarse 6etritus
at the surface arid some pockets of soft clkys.

between HSB 'iles 3.9 and ý.4 (UoOa Road!, the channel widens consioer-
ably, assuming a braided form witn veget.:tea bars. Channel widtiis rarige
from lJu to 375 feet iii this reach, and depths are generally 2 to 4 feet.
Tree litter is m;lore widely dispersed ana uottom sediments are fine-
grained, consisting r;;ostly of clays and silty clays. Several large,
woodea overbank areas exi4L on either side of the channel.

From HSB Mile 2.7 (good Road) to O.U (K,•-lC confluence), channel widths
vary from i50 to 40U feet, with numer ýs ponded areas brancniny oft ot
the rwain channel. Chanrnel deptns vary from 3 to 10 feet, with the deeper
areds being near the HSB-IC confluence. Overbank areas are narrow, with
the exception of one large area on tne south bank, west of 'oduo Road.
Several sma•i streams enter from the south, draining the nortnwest
portion of Test Area 1. Cnannel sediments in this reach are fine-
grained, consisting mostly of clays.

The IL channrel between miles 5.4 (HSB-IC confluence) aria 2.2 varies from
200 to 4UU feet in wiath and 6 to 10 feet in uepth. Several small

.- streams enter the channel from the east. Uverbank areas in this reach
are generally narrow, ana bottom sediments consist mostly ot clays.

Between IC Miles 2.2 and U.0, the channel is well defined and nearly
uniform, being 15U to 2UU feet in width ana 10 to 2U feet in depth.
Uverbank areas are narrow, and numerous long ponded areas extend in a
parallel alignment with the TK. bottom sediments in tnis reacn consist
mostly of clays.

3.1.2 Areal Distribution of UUTR

The distribution of DUTU in HSB and IC is aetermined from the results of
Task IV of the TVA work plan. Sediment cores were taken along transects
shown in Figure 111-1. Results of the core analyses indicate that OUTR
contamination is almost entirely confined to the upper 2 feet of seai-
ment. The areal oistribution of ODTR between HSB Miles 1.5 and 5.6 is
illustratea in Figure 111-2. Table 111-1 sunmarizes the areal distribu-
tion of DUTR in HSb and IC.. Reaches A, 8 and C are so aesignated
because of their marked differences in total areal concentration of UUTR.
A detailed discussior- of the areal distribution of UUTk contamination
appears in Appendix I,. Section 3.1.1.

As indicated in Table IiM-i, the majority of UUTK is containeo in the
channel sediments arid in the area designated "critical overbank" dajacent
to the channel uetweer, riSb Miles 3.8 and 5.4 (illustrated in
Figure 111-7). The aesignation as "critical" is warranted oy the high
UJUTk levels observed in sediment core samples from that portion of the
"overbarik (typical range: lUU-lb,U(•j ppm). These concentrations indicate
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that the critical overuaiik COfitdrIs a signiticant traction of the totdl
.. TK in the HSB-IC system, therefore mitigation of contajlnarLicr theire is
a primary concern. Contamination of the non-critical overbank of Rp'ch ,
"is typically 5-40 ppm DUTR, sufficient to warrant cosidteration ot
removine those sediments.

UUTR concentrations in overoank areaz of Reaches - adrn C ind all ponded
areas &re generally iess than 7 ppm. UredgiI-i tnese are.s ioulki involve
removal of approximately 1,4:iO,tU(J cubic yirus u•f sed i •nt s. Tnese areas
are not in the active flow regitj;ie uf hSb or 1., tner,2tore DuT, trans ort
from th:em shouid be minimal . for tnese reascons tic area<> are nut ,con-

sidered for dredging. Unce the major so 1rce ot ubTK in the Systnem is
removed by dredging the channel and designdteu ,veru,:rlý areas, cc',tamina-
tion in the ponaec areas snoulh be miitjdteo by c(eposit ion of relatively
uncontamuinated sediment.

Three drecying plans are uesignatec ir Table I[-ý vrrd to Nhic
reaches of ano It, art inclujeý, i.., nhe le el e Ut (. .tai' tan t i0o
desired to Le removeo trom the sstei.

Due to the spacing of tr.e ceonent samplinj tr~nsects, spaciny 6t cores
along tne transects, ino lim.;ited aefinition of core locat3,irs W1tn
respect to hycrologic desigiation, little lateral control was avdciable
in designating the dredying areas. 6efore a final dredging prograr short
ot total dredging (i.e. Dredging Plan III plus entire overbank of
Reach A) can be accurately cesigned or implemented, aaoitioral sedir,tnit
sampling snoula Ue conducted to better define toe areal distribution if
DUTk contamination and identify "hot spots".

3.1.3 Approach for Implementation

Evaluation of existing equipment and conditions to be encuu.itered at the
site indicate that hydraulic dredging is the most feasiole means of
removing I)DTR-contaminated sediment from flowing recches of HSB and IC.
This subject is discussed in detail in Section 3-2 of this Appendix.
Dredging would be preceded by snagging and clearing of trees, stumps, and
other debris froml the channel and its irmmediate banks. Uredgea material
wou d be pumped hydraulically to an on-site temporary dredged material
disposal area (TUMDA) aesigned to provide complete containment of the
sediments aqd ddequate treatment of the return water to HSb. The TUMUA
would consist "t a system of dikes constructed on a cleared site in the
vicinity of HS6.

tollowing completion of the dreoy-ing operation, tnu dredqýeo material
would have to Ue uewatereud betore a permanent dispus.il plan coulu .e
implemented. Permanent disposal in the TUDA appears to oe the rw5st
feasible means of ultimate aispusdl. This basically involves sealing t.he
area with an impermeable cover once the sedim;ýnts are dewatered. Factors
favoring tne environmental acceptability of this oisposal technique are
discussed in Section 2.0 of this Appentlix. Another option considered is
to dispose of the dewatered material in an abanoonea mine, prepared in
such a manner as to eftectively isolate the contaminated sediments.

It it is desired to remove low-level contaminated niateri il in the
"overbank of Reacn A, this would involve clearing all vegetation from the
area, grubbing all root systems, and removing the sediments to a depth of
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The dredge head is suspenae6 from a uarye-mounted crane or ladder. Comn-
pressurs, air distributors, ani the dredge heao are individual components
"which do not require a specialized barge ana consequently can be mounted
on nearly &ny water craft ot appropriate size. Land-oased operation
using a conventional crane is also possible.

By using air instead of water to move sediments trhrough the discharge
line, pneurmatic dredges can attain solids concentrations of bU to
8(0 percent by volume. Turuidity levels during operatiori are reported to
be low, witri mininial aisturbance of bottom sediments. Use of this type
of dredge is best suited for unconsolidated, tree-caving sedim~ents,
though specialized cutteriteads cart re attdched for oredging in mnore
difficult material.

3.2.2 Dredges Evaluated for Kemoviny Channel Sediment: in Huntsville
Spring Brancti and indian Creek

Following an extensive review of current small dredge technology, eleven
dredges were selected for furtner evaluation. These dredges, alon., with
their major physical and operational characteristics, are listed in
Table 111-3.

Pneumatic Uredges--

Pneuma Dredge--Pneuma North knierica's portaole dredging unit is a
pneumatic dredge, the basic operation ot whicr, is discussed in the
introduction to this section. The dredge heao consists of three in-line
cylinders. Uperation of the intake anio aischiarge ports is controlledelectronically and can be sequenced to disclharge irn a range suitable for
the type of material being dredgea. An air distributor unit regulates
the inflow and discharge of compressed air to edcih cylinder during tne
operation cycle, assuring continuous, unitorrir discharge flow.

The Pneuma Uredge is capable of pumping 6U to 80 percent solids, by
volume, with minimal generation of turoidity. ty raisiny or lowering the
pump unit as necessary, contours of the buttont can be followed. The
dredge can be mounted on a self-propelled barge, eliminating the need for
swing wires and anchors if such operating conditions are desired for a
particular application. Recent modifications of the Pneuma Uredge extend
its applicability to shallow water operation by providing vacuum suctiorn
to fill the cylinders when dredging depths are insufficient to provide
the necessary hydrostatic pressure. A cutterhead mechanism, designed to
minimize turbidity, is available for dredging in materials which are not
free-caving.

Low turbidity levels associated with the Pneuna Lreaye's operation are
attributed to its lack of external moving parts. The dredge has been
used successfully in prior operations requiring low turbidity generation,
including removal of PCB-contaminated sediments from the uuwamish Water-
way, Seattle Harbor, Washington. EPA monitoring of that dredging opera-
tion indicated exceptionally low turbidity levels in the vicinity of the
operating dredge pum.p.
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Uozer Lreage--The operational principle of the Uozer Pump is oasically
tie sane as tne Pneuma, except that it employs two pneumatic chambers
instedd of three. The 0ozer Pump can oe mountea on a conventional dredge
ladder or suspenoed from a caole. It was specifically desirnea for
dredging polluteo secinients at a high :olids content with minirial tur-
bidity generation.

The Oozer Pump uredge Taidn ..aru is probaoly the most sophisticated
equipr;ient presently availaDle for credging pollutec seoiments. It is
equipped with two underwater television cameras :nounteo near toe suction
iniet to visually monitor turbidity. Cnanges in turtiuity levels are
recorded Uy a highly sensitive turuiuimeter. Five electronic sediment
detectors locateu near the suction inlet are capable -it measuring the
thickness of seoimeint layers of varying oensity. utr~er accessory
equipment incluces a flow direction ano speed meter, gas detector, gas
sniela and collector, seciwient and water sample collectors, and dn
optional cutterrneao attachment. Secondary and oooster pumping can De
performed by 0ozer Pumps if the solids content of tne slurry is too high
for conventional hydraulic pumps.

In four and une-nalf years of operation, oetween 1974 and 1978, the Taian
m~aru pumped approximately 1.3 million cuLic yards of contad, inated sedi-
ments from Japanese waters. In all vreaying projects, turbidity genera-
tion was carefully monitored and maintained at a minimuin level.

The 0ozet Pump has niot yet been trdnsported to the United States. A
United z ., es representative of the Japanese manufacturer has indicated
that transport of the Uozer to the United States is possible, snould a
situation arise requiring its capabilities (Jensen, i0)ý . The uozer
Pump unit coula be shipped alone and fitted to a barge once nere, ttnough
at a considerable expense.

Low-Turbidity hydraulic Uredges--

Waterless Dredge, Model 6-180--The Waterless Dredge was specifically
developed for dredging industrial and municipal unconsolidated sludges at
a high solids concentration. According to the manufacturer (Searles,
19bO), the dredge has consistently attained solids percentages in its
discharge within 2 to 5 percent of tne in situ solids concentration when
dredging these materials. Solids concentrations of 3U to 50 percent by
volume in the discharge slurry are reported. Turuidity associated with
operation of the dredge is reported to be minimal.

The cutterhead consists of two 4-foot rotating augers mounted parallel
to each other and the cutter ladoer, ano enclosed withnin a shroud. The
cutterhead is designed to rotate through a 18iU deg-ee arc, ana on each
alternate swing is rolled over so that the opening faces the direction of
swing advance. Material filling the snrouded cutterheaa irea displaces
water and theoretically makes onl,. the material itself available to thL
areage pump inlet. Variable-speE, hydraulic drives enable2 operation to
match the excavation uf material with tie pumping rate, minimizing tur-
uidity generation and maxi.izin, solias content of the discharge.
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reasonable progress could be made here with drly Of the dredges, thoý:.Jh
the pneumatic dredges would most likely have to be equipped with a
cutterhead. The pneumatic and low-turbidity dredges would encounter some
difficult digging in this reach, and their production rates would
probably not be nearly as high as that of a conventional cutterhead
dredge.

Another important consideration is the magnitude of turbidity generated
by the dredge in comparison to that generated by the snagging and clear-
ing operation. The reach of HSB most neavily covered witn tree debris,
HSb Miles 5.6 to 3.9, is also the reach most heavily contaminated with
DUTR. An estimated 20 percent of the channel bottom in this area is
covered with tree debris, much of which extends into the sediments.
Clearing this material from the channel is expected to generate
significant turbidity. Uownstream from HSB Mile 3.9 tree debris coverage
is not as extensive as upstream, but is still sufficient to pose
turbidity problerms with its removal.

Snayfing should be carried on coincident with dredging in the channel.
Though this may result in higher suspended sediment and ULTR concentra-
tions in the water column than if the two actionc were conducted
separately, the net downstream transport of sediment and DDTR during the
project should oe minimized. Higher suspended sediment concentrations
will enh;-nce flocculent settling of clay-size particles and overall
sedimentation may be greater than if the two actions were conducted at
different times. Concurrent snagging and dredging will also minimize the
duration of elevated DUTiR levels in the water column.

A certain amount of downstream transport of suspended sediment and SDTR
will be .:,avoidable during the proposed dredging operation. The net
transport of DDTR downstream due to dredging can be put in perspective by
comparison with the downstream transport that would occur naturally under
elevated flow conditions. A dredging operation that would move no more
DUTR downstream than would move due to existing channel scour might be
consiuered acceptable, as further DUTR transport after the dredging
operation would be greatly diminished once the contaminated sediments
were removed.

Finally, careful consideration should be given the characteristics of the
turbidity plume, the flow velocity expected during dredging, and possi-
bilities for reducing the flow velocity by various means. These parame-
ters determine how much of the sediment suspended by the dredge will
eventually settle out downstream to be dredged later, and how much will
be transported out of the reach being dredged.

Quantification of the turbidity considerations discussed above would be
extremely difficult using a strictly theoretical approach, due to the
many variables and site-specific conditions involved. Turbidity associ-
ated with operation of the pneumatic or low-turoidity hydraulic aredges
cdn be assumed small compared to that generated by snagging and clearing
the channel. In order to obtain a conservative estimate of UDTR trans-

* ,port downstream during operation of a conventional cutterhead dredge,
assumptions are made as to the expected turbidity level downstream fruyi
the dredge, the average DUTR concentration in the suspended sediment, the
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average dischiarge of HSB during dredging, and tVe uaratiort of the
dredging project. Based on these assumptions, the total amno of u0TR
leaving H5S during the aredging of hSb Miles b.o to 0.0 is estimated.

Data obtained fron, two dredging projects (Barnard, 1978) inoicatec near-
bottom suspended sediment levels of 336, 2u5, and 125 mg/l at distanices
of 100, 20U ana 1,0UO feet, respectively, downstream from .a conventlonal
cutterhead dredging fire-grained sediment in a current of less tnan
5 cm/sec. background suspended sediment levels were I to Ju m9/i.
Near-bottom suspended sediment levels dre the hignest encountered in tthe
water column aownstream frcAi an operating cutterhead (Barnard, 197b).
Current velocity in HS6 during oase flow conditions is generally less
than b cm/sec.; therefore, the conoitions at these dredging projects
approximate those to be enccurtered in HSB. A dredge would be operating
at a mean aistance of ib,UOU feet upstreamn of the IC confluence while
dredging in HSb. Considering tnis aditance and tne near-bottom suspernaed
sediment levels oDserved for the shorter distances, an averaae suspendeo
sediment elevation of Su mgil over back-rruna is asbumneG for the flow
leaving HS8. The UUTR concentration of the suspenaeu sediment is assumed
to be the overall average DUTR concentration of the sediments dredged,
i.e., the total mass of DUTR divided by the total mass of sediment
dredged or 231 ppm. A base flow of 5u cfs is assumed for HS3, ana a
production rate of 3!0 cubic yards per nour is assumea for the dredge.
These assumptions should give a conservative upper limit estimate of OUTR
transport out of HS6, ':.specially when one considers that the gredt
majority of DDTR is located in the upstream-most two miles of the reach
to be dredged and material suspended while dredging there will nave a
greater distarce in which to settle out and be recovered downstream.

Other flow considerations curing the dredging operation will tend to
reduce downstream sediment transport. mt an operating rate of 8UO gpm
(17.8 cfs), an Ellicott 770 or similar capacity dredge would be pumping-
from 25 to in excess of lOU percent of the base flow in HSb. The return
water discharge from tne TUMDiLA will be upstream iron the dredge, but
since it will be operating co' a 24-hour basis ana the dredge will be
operating on 8 to 10 hour shifts, an overall reduction in flow ot 10 to
12 cfs will be realized. This will significantly reduce the dowristrea'n
velocity of HS8 during dredging and decrease downstream sediment
transport. The City of huntsville's 201 Facilities Plan recommenids
rerouting the discharge from Huntsville sewdge Treatment Plant No. I from
hSb directly to the Tennessee River (Black, Crow, and Lidsness, 197b).
The average daily flow from that plant in 197b was 7.4 M(4) (11.5 cfs), a
significant portion of the base flow in HSB. Design flow of the plant in
197b was 10 MKu (16.5 cfs).

based on the above assumptions, a total of 236 pounds if DUNT is
estimated to be entering IC from the dredging of HS8. This amounts to
less than 0.03 percent of the total amount of DUTH removed durirg
dredging, assuming a 99 to IOU percent removal efficiency. Assumirng an
eight-hour work shift and 70 percent production efficiency for the aredge
(i.e., 30 percent aown-ti'rie), this amounts to 0.7 pounds per day of DUTR
entering IC.
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For comparison witn bUTK transport to oe expected unuer nadtral Cond~i-

tions, the total mass of UuThý estimated to be leaving tIS6 annually due to
.natural flow in tie channel is in excess of 1.4 tons, or 2,,00 pourids
(see Appendix II, Section 4.1). The dredging of HSb would take

* approximately one year, and according to tnese calculations would
transport less UuTR out of HSb than would be transported by onre year of
natural flow conditions. This estimate as-ufies, OT course, that (Iredqlng
is concducted only during base flow conuitions. It is recognized tt.dt
storm flows tnrough the H5B channel may trdnsport sediments disturoed by
snagging and oreaging to a greater extei, than these predictions

Sindicate. Tile nagnitutý_ of this type of transport cannot be predicted
from existing informdtion. If the iC channel is to be dredged, UuTK
"transport into the TK resulting from that operation should De much less
than that estimated for HS6, due to the lower DOUT concentrations in the
IC sediments dnd lower flow velocities there.

wiile tnese estimations are by no means precise, they shoulJ give a
reasonable indication of tile magnitude of DUT., transport expected to
result from• dreding Hib or iýC. Since this is an area of critical con-

cern, it silould De adaressed in a more comprehensive ,.anrier in time final
"engineering phase of the project. A reliable (though costly) metnoo of
predicting JuTk transport downstream during dredging would be to iniple-
ment a siort pilot dreaging study in oiib ard monitor JuTK transport at
various distances oownstream from snagying and dredging operations. A
"less direct but more economical approach would be to muonitor tne turbi-
dity-generating characteristics of a cutterhead dredge operating at
another site in simi lar sediments. This information could be combined
wirntithe results of settling column analyses of the HAb sediments to
estimate how much contaminated sediment would settle out and now much
would be transported a specified distance downstream.

Consioering tne nature of toe hýb bottom sediments, the estimatea tr'ans-
"port of UUTR caused by a conventional cutternead, the unavoidable
"turbidity to oe generated by snagging ana clearing aneau of the dredge,
aand economic factors; a conventional cutterhead dredge appears to be toe
best choice for dredging the HSB and fC channels. As p-eviously noted,
the nature of the bottom sediments in the most highly contaminated reach
of H.B (h•b Miles 5.6 to 3.9) preclude the use of pneumatic or
low-turbidity hydraulic dredges and probably require a conventional
cutterhead. Employing a low-turbidity dredge downstream from HSb Mile
3.9 would probably result in a drastic decrease in production rate due to
the generally smaller pumping capacity of those dredges and the slower
progress expected through the difficult sediments. This would result in
a significant cost increase for tne dredging project with little relative
gain in overall environmental acceptability.

3.3 TEMPURARY UREUGtU MATERIAL DISPOSAL AI',A (TUMUA)

3.3.1 Introduction

To implement a dredging alternative it will be necessary to site a tern-
porary dredged material uisposal area within reasondble pumping distance

4j4 from the areas to ue dredged. The disposal area must be carefully de-
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signed to assure containment of the contaminated sediments and to providefor adequate treatment of the overflow water.

The approach used is to site and design one large disposal area as
U opposed to two or more smaller ones. Though this tends to increase
. dredge pumping costs, advantages would je gained with respect to facili-
- tating construct orn and operation of tne site, localization of the DOTR

contamination, long-term control of ownersilip, and long-term integrity
and monitoring. It was also considered desirable to locate the temporary
disposal area near the majority of the present contamination rather than
at a distant site in an uncontaminated region. Ln addition to facili-
tating pumping to the site, this would maintain localization of the OUTk
contamination. Ideally, the site should be located nydraulically and
topographically upgradient from the present contaminated area.

3.3.2 Selection Criteria and Site Evaluation

The criteria used for temporary disposal site selection are presented in
. Table 111-4. Seven candidate disposal sites were selected on the basis

of proximity to HS8 ano topographic suitability alone. The locations of
-tiese sites are shown in Figure 111-3. uf the seven sites, six are
within the RSA boundary and one is adjacent to tne eastern KSA boundary.
Extendirj the limits for disposal site consideration further from RSA
would provide few, if any, additional sites due to the surrounding
development and generally unsuitable topography. A summary and brief
evaluation of the seven sites is presented in Table 111-5.

Na Sites 4 and 5 were discarded due to the unavoidable impact those loca-
tions wnu' hav:a jn the operation of Test Area 1. Use of these sites
would require thai Test Area 1 be either relocated or shut down while the
site is in use. Site 3 is only large enough to accomodate Dredging
Plan i, 6nd is r;.:. rts*.- by RSA Facilities Engineers to have mustard gas
landfilled on t'ie eu.s.ern portion of it. Site 2 will also only accommo-
Gate Ordging Plan I an"' has the further disadvantage of a 30 inch
industrial water main ,-v~ssing it.

Field observation of .;te 6 revealed evidence of recent sinkhole activity
in th? southwest cor :- of that area, indicated in Figure 111-3. A
sinkhole approxi.:,atet, 2U by 30 feet was observed, with other indications
of sub*,idenze in the immediate vicinity. This activity hao been reported

Sby NASA officials at the Marsnall Space Flight Center, who indicated that
they had experienced sinkhole problems when constructing additions to
their buildings directly across Dodd Road from Site 6. A large depres-
sion was also noted in the northwest area of Site b. Tnougti no other
surface features were noted that would indicate instability in the
"remainder of Site 6, use of that site as a disposal area is highly ques-
tionable and should be subject to a rigorous geological investigation.

S-" Site I is acceptable for temporary dredged material disposal with regard
to all criteria established. Sufficient 3rea is available to accommodate
disposal for any of the three dredging plans. No apparent serious con-

. flicts exist between use of the site and present operations at RSA. The
site is both hydrologically and topographically upgradient from the most
contaminated reach of HS8, being approximately one mile upstream from the

'.O,•
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Table III-D. Comparison of Candidate Temporary Uredged Material Uispo'•al ,ites

Pumping

Approximate Distance Approximate

Area Maximum From HN55 Mile Average

Disposal Available General Soil Type Relief 2.4 Uodd Rd. Llevation

Site (acres) Preselit (ft.) (mi.) (ft.)

1 30U Silty clay loam 15 3.5 5b5

unaerlain by
plastic clayey
subsoil

2 14U Silty clay loam lb 2.5 565

underlain by
plastic clayey
subsoil

3 130 Silty to sandy 2U 1.5 57U

loam underlain
by plastic
clayey subsoil

4 250 Silty clay loam 10 0.5 565
underlain by
plastic clayey
subsoil

5 270 Silty clay loam 10 1.0 565
underlain by
plastic clayey
subsoil

6 160 Silty to sandy 35 2.5 610

clay loam
underlain by
plastic clayey
subsoil

7 20U Silty to sandy 30 6.5 57U
clay loam
underlain by
plastic clayey
subsoils
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flow in the discharge line (Stribling, 198U). Flow monitoring ario con-
trol for all boosters could be performed at a single location with this
type of system. The 14-inch Ellicott boosters upon which dredging costs
are based have a discharge range of approximately bOUU feet when pumping
at a rate of 4UU cubic yards solids per hour. Costing for the dredging
project includes the outright purchase of twelve, 14-inch electric
boosters (1 spare included), as no dredging contractor would have tois
equipment capability. Boosters would be skid-mounted and set up along
the access roads approximately 1.1 miles apart. A temporary power line
carrying primary voltage (43 kv) would be required along the access road
to provide power for the boosters. A transtormer at each booster would
be required to step the voltage down to the 4,1bU volts reqiired fur the
boosters. Spacing power poles at 175 foot intervals and installing
conventional street lights on each would provide adequate lighting along
the access road for evening shift work and pipeline inspection.

The dredge discharge line should be a polyethylene pipe of 14 inch inside
diameter, such as the Phillips Driscopipe. This pipe typically comes in
38 foot sections which can be fused together by a thermal pressure system
leased from the manufacturer, forming a permanent joint stronger tlhan the
pipe itself (Hoover, 1980). Mechanical joints can also be used where
pipe breakdown is required by fusing flanges onto the pipe ernds. Perman-
ently fusing tnree, 38 foot sections together and using flange joints
between the resulting 114 foot lengths would minimize the possibility of
leakage at mechanical joints, while maintaining a reasonable length of
pipe to work with and allowing breakdown of tne pipe in the event of
clogging. In addition to permanent jointing, other advantages of poly-
ethylene pipe are lightness, flexibility (can bend over and around land
forms), and positive flotation (buoyant even when filled with water).
Uperating flotation for the pipe is provided by three, 19 foot by 10 inch
diameter floats per 100 feet of discharge line, allowing for an
overloaded condition of 65 percent solids by weight (Hoover, 1980).

Unconventional systems should be considered for positioning the dredge.
Advantages may be gained both in turbidity reduction and production rate.
The conventional stepping method of swinging alternately on port ana
starboard spuds makes a zig-zag cut along the bottom, with tne cutterhead
passing over some areas twice and leaving "windrows" of material between
cuts near the outer edges of the swing (Barndrd, 1976). Aside from low-
ering dredge production, contaminated material may be left in the win-
drows where it would be subject to scour and transport downstream. Modi-
fications of the conventional stepping method have been developed to
allow the dredge to swing in successive concentric arcs, elimindting
windrows and excessive duplicate coverage. Among these are the spud
carriage system and the Wagger system (Barnard, 1978).

The conventional approach to channel dredging is to take level cuts.
Since the channel profiles in HSB and IC are irregular, it would be
advantageous to follow the channel contour while dredging, as only the
top 3 feet of sediment is to be removed. This would result in higher
production, as multiple swings in the same position would not be
necessary, and the total volume of sedi:nent dredged would be c.,nsiderably
reduced. Electronic equipment is available which would allow the dredge
operator to follow the bottom contou',. Motorola's Position Determining
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Systera Division, Scottsdale, AL, has indicated that production of sucl, d
unit is entirely within their capabilities, though it is not presently in
production (Sanders, 19W). The unit woula consist of two deritii sounders

I mountea on a small buon in front of the dredge, one reading tne depth ot
trie dredge head, and the otner reading the bottom depth anead of the cut.
A processer would take readings trom tne two uepth souriders and output it
on a visual display showing the positio'0 OT tne dr~dye nead witn respect
to the bottom. Production of the unit would require approxlmately 9u to
120 days.

SAn alternative co the electronic sounaing system would be to survey the
channel bottom and place grade stakes where necessary to determine the
depth of cut. The dredge lauder must DE equipped with dn inclinometer
which converts the ladder angle to depth of the dredge neao below the
surface. Since this methoo is expected to be more time consuming, less
accurdte, aria equally or more costly; the electronic sounding system is
preferred.

Design and costing of the dredging alternative is based on 8-10 hour work
shifts, t days per week. Intermittant operation such as this is not
desirable froim a procuction standpoint but cannot oe avoided due to
unavoiuable conflicts with Test ana tvaluatiori Uireccor-ate (T and EU)
operations on Test kange 1 during normal working nours. If a 24-hour

*' operation were possible, costs for treatment or return water would
. increase uy a factor of 2.5, resulting in a cost increase of approxi-
' mately 17 million dollar,,. even if a 24-nour dredging were possible, it

is doubtful that the increased production efficiency would offset the
increasec treatment costs.

Active dredging in HSB and IC Should be terminated when flow rises signi-
ficdntly above base flow. The point at which sediment (aria uouTR) trans-
port becomes excessive would be determined by turoidity monitoring down-
stream fron the dredge (see )ection 3.6).

3.4.6 Uverbank keimoval

The critical overbank area indicated in Figure 111-7 consists of approxi-
mately 26 acres and contains an estimatea 28 percent of the total UUT< in

16 the hSB-IC system. its removal will require exc.<vation and disposal of
121,bUU cubic yards of sediment. The non-critical overoank areas of
keach A contain approximately 1.1 percent of the totdl DDTR in the hSB-IC

* system. In order to remove this 1.1 percent, approximately 235 acres of
• overbank will nave to be cleared and grubbed, and 1,13b,800 cubic yras

ot sediment will have to be excavaten. This volume is nearly equal to
that involved in Uredging Plan 111.

.emoval of the overbank sediments will require clearing all vegetation

and grubbing all root systems in the overoank areas indicated on
Figure 111-7. Uisposal of cleared ocontaminuted timber ann debris wilI
be provided by the contractor nirec for cleariny. k.mnoval of the contarn-
inated seuiments to a depthi of 3 feet can be accoriplisned simultdaleously
witn gruoting by a small draqline, operating on mats if necessary. Root
material will Le disposed of in a landfill adjacent to tne Tul;A ,D
(Figure 111-b). Sý-oiments fromi the criticdl overbanK area will be
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nearing may be fela prior to preparation of a final EIS. if the conven-
tional LIS process is expected to result in excessive deldy Of tne pro-

-" ject, an abbreviated iNEPA filing procedu, e is allowed for in the LEQ
guidelines on LIS preparation.

8.4 I-ISi MILU LiILDLIFE COURDINATIUN ACT oF 1934

Under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, any federal agency pro-
posing to control or modify a body of 'iater must first consult ;0ith thle
U.S. Fish aod Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service (if
appropriate), dna Lne appropriate state agency withi administrative con-
trol over wildlife resources in the project area.

8.5 RE•UURCES CuNStRVATION qNl KLEUVEkY ACT t:F 197b (PL 94-5bO)

The Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCR<M) proviaes funding aria
technical assistance for developing plans and facilities to recover
resources from waste materials, anr for regulation ann "craule to yrave"
management of hazardous wastes. Regulations seL forth Dy kCKA (40 CFk
Parts ZbU-2bb) appear in Volume 45, No. 9b of tie Feueral Register
(May 19, 198U). Additional proposed regulatio]ns appear as 4u CFK
Part ?bU in thle Feaeral Register (43 ix 1-18946, uecember 18t, 19783).

Part 261 of RCRMA discusses identification and listing of hazaroous
wdstes. Two mechanisms are established for determining whether a parti-
cular waste is classified as nazarduus; one, a set of characteristics of
hazardous wastes, the other a specific list ot hazardous wastes. Contam,-
.imatea sediments from HS8 arid IC are not included under Subpart C of

V- Part 2b1, Characteristics of Hazardous Wastes. Suopart U, Lists of
Hazardous Wastes, is open to interpretation as to whether or not seci-
nients dredged from HSb and IL. would be incluoed. The RCRA regulations do
not specifically address the disposal of dredged material or otrier nigh
volume wastes, originally proposed to be classified and regulateri as
"special wastes" because of their bulk. In the event that the dreaged
sediments are required to be regulated under kC~k, compliance with the
following parts of the regulations will have to be aadressed.

Part 262 pertains to standards applicable to generators of hazardous
waste. Most notable in this subpart are tne items requiring snipping
rmanifests for transportation of hazardous wastes and various identifica-
tion codes, container requirements, and labeling practices. Little, if
any, of Part 2b? appears relevant to on-site handling of LJTR-contamin-
ated sediments.

Standards applicable to transporters of nazaruous waste appear in
Part 2b3. These regulations are consistent with UOT's regulations on
transportation of hazardous waste under tne Hazardous viaterials Transpor-
tation Act (Title 49, Subchapter C), discusseu in Section 6.7.

Standards mpplicable to Owners and Operators of Hazaraous Waste Treat-
ment, Storage, ania tisposal Facilities are (elineatea in Part 264.
Interia, status standards appedr in Part 2b:. The tiandlirg drid disposal

*.of dredged contaminated sediments associateo witn the proposed
alternatives is in general compliance with toese preliminary Phase I
regulations. Additional requlations under these parts will be
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promulgated in late 1980. If tile additional regulations are cons istent
with proposed regulations (published in tne Federal Register, "•
43 FR 58946, December 18, 1978), disposal plans associated with the
alternatives should be in general compliance; with the exception of the
following two proposed standards:

1) A facility shall not be Iacated in tne 500-year floodplain
[Item 250.43-1(d)], and

2) Landfillis must have a liner system as described in
Item 250.45-2(b)(13).

The conditions which assure the environmental acceptability of the
propoced disposal plans without meeting these two standards are discussed
in Section 2.0 of this AppendiA.

8.6 HAZARUOUS MATERIALS TRAN4SPORTATION ACT UF 1974

The Hazardous i-iaterials Transportation Act (HMTA) was developed by the
U.S. Department of Transportation to regulate transportation of hazardous
materials. Though DDT is listed in these regulations as a hazardous
material (Section 172.1UI), no reference is made to bulk sediments or
dredged material contaminated with DuT. OUT is classified as an 0k0-A
waste. Wastes in this c'assification do not require shipping papers for
transportation (Section 172.200). Specific items relating to thie
transport of OUT wastre under Section 172.101 are that no labelling is
required and there is no limit on tie net quantity of material
transported in one package. Interpretation of the regulations indicate
that if the contaminated sediments are to be transported, hauling in '
covered dump trucks with sealed tailgates will be within these
regulations. The Federal Highway Administration is responsible for
enforcement of the regulations if transport by road is involved, and
should be contacted regarding official interpretation of the
regulations.

8.7 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT OF 1973

Under this Act, actions authorized or implemented ny Federal agencies
must be conducted in such a manner as to conserve threatened or
endangered species. The implementing agency must take action as
necessary to insure that the existence of endangered or threatened
species is not jeopardized arid habitat critical to those species is not
destroyed or modified. Additional coordination with the Fish and
Wildlife Service will be necessary regarding requirements of this Act.

8.8 SECTION 26a OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUThORITY ACT

This section of the TVA Act stipulates that plans for construction,
operation, and maintenance of projects within the Tennessee River system
requiring dams or other obstructions affecting navigation, flood control,
or public lands or reservations must be submitted to and approved by the
Tennessee Valley Authority board. Upon approvil of such plans, deviation
from them is prohibited without approval of appropriate modifications to
the original plans.
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6.9 VMXJUUS HiSlut<IC ,Nu txh,-tEULU61'-'mL UATm PRLEmJV.4,"Tut Ln.-~S.9

8.9.1 Antiquities Act of 1906

This Act provides tor tie prcservat~un or ri;,toric ara prehistoric
remains (antiquities) on Fecer.l lanos, estaolishes penalties fur
unautrorized destruction or appropridtlOn of federalty owned dntiquitieS.
and establishes a permit system Tor the sciet ific investiuatmin of

antiquities un Federdl lanas.

8.9.2 mistoric Sites Act of i935

The Secretary of tie interior is cesignated uy this Act as responsible

for estaolishing the ,•ational Surv',y ot historic Sites andd uildings.
"Tne Act requires the preservation oT properties of "ndti'onal nistorical
or arcnaeological significance" and the designation of national nistoric
landmarKs. Interagency, intergoverimiental a.a intercisciplir, ry efforts
for t:.e preservation of sucn resources are also authorizea by rne Act.

8.9.3 i-aticnal tjisto, ic Preservation Act of 19o6, as •menmea

1This Act establisnes a national policy or historic preservation,
ircluainy encourayemtett uy providing ri.tcning g,•dnts for state ana
private etforts. Uf particuldr importance is Section lUo of tne Act.,
which describes certain ,roceuures to oe folluwea by Federal agencies
implementing projects Nnich may affect significant properties. Under
Section iWo, tne resposible agency is directed to consult '.Aith the State

,... Historic Preservation ,ifficer (SHPu) ano, wnere necessary, the Uffice of
Archaeology ana historic ý'reservation to determine the significance of

. the property. once the significance is uetermined, the agency must
consult with ShPU and the "!1.'isory Council to develop mitigat'ijn plans.

8.9.4 Preservation of Historic and Archaeological Liata Act of 1974,
Aiending the ýeservoir Salvage Act of iquu

The Reservoir Salvage-Act proviaeo for the preservation of historical or

archaeological data that may be losL or destroyed by con.truct'on of
feoerally funded or licensea cams, reservoirs, and atterdant facilities.
This Act was arieridea by the Preservation of mistoric and Archaeological
Data Act of 1974. Under this later act, whenever a Fece-ral project or
federally licensed project alters terrain to the extent that significint
historical or arcnaeological uata is tnreateneo, tie Secretary of the
Interior may take whatevtr actions are necessary to recover ana preserv-
the data prior to commencement of the project. The cost of data recovery
are restricted by this act to 1 percent of the totdl project cost. Tnis
1 percent limitation does not apply to identification studies and
planning required by other Acts, nor to mitigation costs otner than data
recovery. If oata recovery costs exceeu the i percent liriitation,
supplemental funding or alternative mitigation methods must be developed.
Th. luss of sign'itcant aata not mitipated by tie I percent limitation or
suypleniental funding must be adursseu dS u1dvoidable ddver-' i,,pacts in
tue EnvironmeriLal Ihpact Statemient.
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Tni ,s A.~t requirus triat ciny person rer~c: i%. -ny rc&0resuurce
located on public or flnuifl janrus must first ointavi a u-r~' rcr tre
Federal ]arid i~iinayer. Ucmnpliarice wit~i )ection lub or tne ',-iorill
Historic Preservationl Act: of 19ob is rot required vii - 1 iS5Lýnce of a
perr~lit under toe Arcr o~logical Resources erotect ion kct . ife Act stales
that ownership of ar: A ,ogical resources eACavdZedl or removed frorn
public land(s Y011. tne propciry of tne United States, es-,abliiles
regulations goverriinj tne reriuvai of arcriaeolog;,cal rao3:iri:-,s c
specifies civil and criminal penialties fOr violatcrs of tne iAct.
Prov isions are also mace for cooperati . and cui: -uflcdt icf bet,..een
Fedleral agencit-_s, private inciviouals, anc professional archaeollonists.

8.10 ALABANA ý,ZMRDOUU WASTES i,,6G';1A ACT OF i978

Requlations promulgated pursuani: to this Act incorporate all requirements
of the final ania proposed regulations under kCkm. The PAi1abalia
regul at ions no impose permi t arid otner legal oD Ii gat ions in aaci tion to
the RCkA requirements. If tne DuYK<-contaninateo sediments are ciaossfiec
as a hazardous waste by tnie z~tdte of Alabarna, t,-,.'^~an reoulations
will nave to be addressecn anio these additiunal recuirernents moet. Nos t
notewortny are Sectionis 12ýe) ann o (j requiring botn construction ano
operating permits for oispcsal facilities; and 'ýectiofl 7, requiring
deoicatior, of uisposal lands for "perpetuity" (2uU years as opposed to
k Cf4,u's 30-year post clnsurp care requirement).

8 .11 ALABwP7M AIR POLLUTION Cku1!T41uL AJCT : 1~971

Regulations of the Alabamla Air Pollution Contrul Cc-missio~n, pronmulgateo

persuant to this Act, regulate open burning annc particulate t:,rissions
such as fugitive dust (Chapters 3 ann '4). These regulations shoula have
minimal impact on proposed alternatives.

8 .12 OCCUPATIUNAL ýAFETY iAN6. rIEALTh AmU'INISI'KAILUN

USHA Leqisldtlion 29 CFR 190U et. seq. sets limits on worker exposure to
* airborne concentrations of UOT and nionocnlorooenzene. Though airborne

concentrations are not expected to be significant during dredging and
construction, this must be verified on-site.

8.13 EXECUTIVE UkDEk 11968

Executive Order li9bb directs Federal agencies to "restore and preserve
the natural and beneficial values servea by floodplains" in Federal
activities reldLed to land management or use, AM1 for Fedl.rally, fundedr or
implemnented conistruct ion projects. if an argpnry Al lows (,r corimkictS an
action in a flocooLlain, dlterlidtives must ue considertd to avoid adverse
impacts and inconipatable development in the floonpiain. Regulations were
to be adlopted or amended ds necessary Dy the agencies to comply with this
uroer.
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b.14 tXECUTIVE UIDER 11990

"..>. Executive Order 11990 orders each Federa! agency to take actions neces-
sary to "minimize the destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlanus ano
to preserve and enhance the natural and nereficial values of wetlands" in
Feoeral activities relaten to land mana•.4nent or use, ano for feuerally
fundeu or implemented construction projects. if a project is to be
impletrienteo in a wetlati, it must oe demonstrated tnat there is no
practiceadle alternative and triat tne proposed action mitigates to tne
extent possible, harm to the wetlands. Economic, environmental, aind
other relevant factors may ue considered in making triis juagement.

9.U PikUPUSEE ALTERNATIVES

9.1 ALTt4NATIVE A: NATURML kESTUkiTlUN

An obvious alternative is to dilOw the presently contamindteo system to
restore itself naturally. Key factors in tnis assessment are questions
concerning now long natural restoration would require, whether condi-
tions will get worse Defore they yet better, ano ý.h••ner the contaf,ina-
tion will spreau over an even wicer area.

If natural restoration is to be successful, one or three things nust
occur, tither (i) the ubTR must be degraded to harmless compounus,
(Z) the UuTk rust become isolated in some manner from the rest or the
environment, or (3) the UuTh must be flusned out of tne system.

""-T - . ,\ review of tne literature regarding tne persistence of W)'TK, particu-
larly in the concentrations found in Huntsville Spring branch, strongly

.indicates the tialf-life of this material may oe on the order of at least
20 to 30 years. At a 20-year half-lite, 60 years from now there would
still ue 59 tons of fJTR left. At a 30-yeur half-life, 118 tons woulu be
left after bu years. Either amount woula be far more than is currently
ih the lower reaches of Huntsville Spring branch and iodian Creek.
hence, it appears tnat natural degraoation cannot oe expected to
significantly "clean up" the problem in the foreseeable future.

Tie most promising scenario for success of the natural restoration alter-
native is that tne system will somehow isolate tne current contaminated
sediments. The most likely mecnanism to accomplish this is natural silt-
ing over of contaminated areas. To date, tnis does not appear to ue oc-
curring at a very rapid rate. Currently, about 34 percent of the UUTK is
$n the top 6 inches of seainleut dnd about 67 percent is in the top
1 foot. Hence, natural isolation by silting-in does not appear to have
been too successful in the iast 1U years since tie OUTR manufacturing
plant closed.

Another possible means by miich the natural restbration alternative
might be successful would be for tne UUTk in Huntsville Spring Brancn and
indian Creek to be flushed out as dissolved and suspended material into
the Tennessee River. Current UUTR distributions, plus the best estiwites
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of tne rate at ý,nicn MRTk is iiovirng out of indian Creek, suggest tnat
natural flushing would take hundreas of years. Lven if tnis were to
occur, tne positive eftects un tUe nSB-IC systera would be more tnan
offset oy the negative impacts on the Tennessee River.

Seveal potential negative aspects of the natural restoration alternative
Shouu oDe noted. Currentlý, only U.8 percent of the total DuTh is in
"indian Creek, yet, this is enough to cause suostantial contai.ination uf

some fish species in tnat area. It left uncontrolled, there appears to
oe a significant risk Lhat Inaidn Creek UuTK levels could be maintained

_- . or even increased fromn tne vast storenouse of UUTR sitting upstream.
SLven it only insignificant amounts of DUTK are moving under normal flow

conditions, there is tne possioility that infrequent, but large, stonu
events could flush slugs of DUTh out of Huntsville Spring Branch.

An even worse possibility is .hat the uUTk has been slowly working its
way out of Huntsville Spring Brancn and continues to do so at a rate
faster than it is degraded downstream. uiven sufficient time, enough of
it may enter the Tennessee River 7:o more substantially impact an even
larger system.
The infuormation available currently is not sufficient to allow one to
oetermine with certainty wnether the UUTR effects are increasing or
decreasing. Some trends in bird populatioi estimates suggest a decrease
"in effects. Tne Double-crested Cormorant population of the Wheeler
National Wildlife Refuge declined rapidly from over 2,00U (peak popula-tion number) in 1944 to 50 in i959. between 1963 and 1972 these birds

were not observed on the Refuge. Since 1973 tnere has been a gradual
increase again in these birds to a peak population (greatest number of
Ijiros observed on any day during the period) of 21 in 1979. However, as
noted in Section b.4 ot this Appendix, this may be due more to regional
taccors than to local conditions. kiierican Woodcocks, Least Sandpipers,
and Pectoral Sanopipers are also increasing (Table Ii-8). According to
the peak population records of the ',iildlife Refuge (lable 11-8),
Pied-billea Grebes, Sora Rails, and Vultures are making possible come-
backs. However, this trend is not definite for these species due to the
short time span since closure of the UOT plant. Also, population varia-
tions may be more the result of region or areawide conditions.

C,. ~ In contrast to this, there has not been a recovery for the following top
carnivores: barrea Owl, Cooper's Hawk, Marsh Hawk, Red-Shouldered Hawk,
and the Sharp-Shinned Hawk. Table 11-8 also shows a marked reduction in
Swamp Rabbits after the DOT plant was closed from 3,000 in 1971 and 1972
-o 70U for the last two years. The reason for this decline is unknown.

S•' The short-term risk of the natural restoration alternative is relatively
low in that the situation does not appear to be rapidly worsening. Thus,
it would be possible to tentatively select natural restoration plus con-
tinuea monitoring ana status reports. This woulo allow additional time
during which riore definitive information could be gathered to dete-inine
contamination trends.

If the natural restoration alternative is selected, either on a temrporary
"or permanent basis, a monitoring program snoula be initiatea to aetermine
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,Table III-11. Detailed Cost Estimates for Alternative B, Ureaging and Uisposal (for
Uredging Plan III)

No. of Unit Estimated
Description Unit Units Cost k$) Cost (S)

(a) Temporary Dredged Material

Disposal Area (TDi-MUA)

(i) Construction

-Site Acquisition -7. -- 0
-Soil borings and Testing 1 boring

& tests 38 i,02b 39,000
-Clearing and Grubbing acre 187 2,500 468,000
-Excavation and Grading cu. yd. 962,600 2 1,925,000
-Dike Construction cu. yd. 812,000 3.5 2,842,00u
-Place Fill for Return Water
Treatment Area cu. yd. 1UU,000 3 300,000

-48-in. Pipe Weirs, Purchase and
Install each 24 5,500 i32,000

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing,
Exterior Dikes acre 18 1,300 23,OOu

-Groundwater Monitoring System 1-50 ft. Well 8 600 5,U00
-Leachdte Monitoring System ft. 2,0UO 1? 24,0h0

:.•.-. -Return Water Treatment System L.b. 1  ...--- 6,000,000
"•~LEarthern Clarification basin

(for above system) L.S. --- --- 74,000
-Fencing Around Site ft. 19,500 12 234,000
-Access Road (1,000 ft. x 40 ft.) sq. yd. 4,450 5 22,00U
-Reroute Existing Drainage ft. 4,0UU 2.5 10,000

SUbTOTAL 12,098,000

(ii) Operation

-Reworking Interior Dikes For
Crane Access cu. yd. 14,000 2 28,000

-Small Dragline for Trenching 2  L.S. --- -.. 473,000
-Return Water Treatment System
Operating Costs L.S. --- 5,055,000

-Mua Cat Dredge for Solids Removal
in Clarification Basin 3  L.S. --- --- 122,000

-Sump and Piping for Draining,
Snagging & Grubbing Disposal Area L.S. --- --- 8,0ou

SU BTuTAL 5,68b ,000

SUBTOTAL TUMDA COST 17,784,00U

-20% Contingency 3,577,000
-15% Engineering Design, Supervlsion

and Administrative Costs 2,b68,000

* TUTAL TUMUA COST 24,008,000

Blank Pages
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Table II-il. uetailed Cost Estimates for Alternative 6, uredyirIu and Disposal (for
Ureaging Plan Ili) (Cotitinued, Page 2)

No. of Unit Estimated
Description Unit Units Lost (L) Cost ($)

(b) Snagging liSb and IC Channel 4  5,704,000

(c) Hydraulic Dredging

-Access Roads
-Clearing and Construction sq. yd. 323,UUU 5 IoD5,UU0
-Adaitional fill for LoW Areas cu. ya. bU,UUU 4 ZUU(J0
-Culverts and Installation each IU 850 85,000

-Temporary Power Line and
Lighting L.S. --- --- 1,309,00U

-Power Consumption (electrical) kwh 14,0UU,000 0.05 700,000
-Depth Ranging System L.S. --- --- 5U,000
-booster Pump Purchaseb each 12 2U6,U00 2,472,00G
-Polyethylene 14 IU Discharge
Pipe6 (including cotinections) ft. 63,000 27.50 1,733,000

-Floatation for Discharge Pipe ft. 2,0U0 1U 20,000
-Mobilization and Uemobilization
(dredge and boosters) L.S. --- 80,000

-Lifting Uredge over Dodd and
Centerline Road bridges L.S. 15,000-.-.-.1

-Channel Dredging and Pumping -
to Tur.IUA L.S. --- --- 8,899,

-Uredge Monitoring L.S. --- --- 7bU,OUU

SUbTuTAL 17,928,000
-20% Contingency 3,686,000
-15% Engineering design, Supervision
arid Administrative Costs 2,6b9,Ouu

TUTAL HYDRAULIC URDLGING COSTS 24,203,000
(a) Critical Uverbank Removal
-Adaitional Sediment Sampling L.S. --- --- 100,000
-Clearing and LUrubbing acre 75 2,50U 188,000
-Access Road Construction sq. yd. 2u,OUO 5 1UOOU
-bragline Dredging 7  cu. yd. 364,5uO 5 1,823,000
-Hauling to TUMUA cu. yd. 3b4,500 4 1,458,000
-Placement/Grading in TOMOA cu. yd. 3b4,500 1 3bb,OUO
-Final braaing of Overbank sq. ya. 3b4,500 I 3b5,UOO
-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
of Overbank acre 75 1,300 98,00U

SUBTUTAL 4,497,000

-20% Contingency 899,000
-151 Engineering design, Supervision,

arid Auministrative Costs 675,000

TUTAL CRITICAL UVEKBANK REMiVL CUSTS 6,071,u i
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Table 111-11. Detailed Cost Estimates for Alternative B, Dredging and Disposal (for
Dredging Plan III) (Continued, Page 3)

No. of Unit Estimated
Uescription Unit Units Cost (5) Cost ($)

(e) Option for Noncritical Uverbank Removal

-Clearing and Grubbing acre 182 2,500 455,000
-Access Road Construction sq. yd. 85,000 5 42b,uOU
-Dragline Dredging 7  cu. yd. 879,500 5 4,398,000
-hauling to TUMNA cu. yd. 879,500 4 3,518,000
-Placement/Grading in FDMDA cu. yd. 879,500 1 880,000
-Final tirading of OverbanK sq. yd. 879,50u 1 880,000
-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
of Overbank acre 182 1,300 236,000

SUBTOTAL 10,792,uou

-20% Contingency 2,158,000
-1b% Engineering ieslyn. Supervision,

and Administrative Costs 1,619,000

TOTAL 14,569,000

(f) Permanent Dizposal of Dredged
Material (closure of TUMUA as

.. '.• a landfill)

'0rading, Compacting Dredged
Material sq. yd. 905..100 1.5 1,358,000

-hauling, Placement, Compaction,
and Grading of Cover Material cu. yd. 603,400 5 3,017,000

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Site acre 187 1300 243,000

SUBTOTAL 4,618,uOO

-20% Contingency 924,000
-15% Engineering Uesign, Supervision
and Administrative Costs 693,000

TOTAL PERMA1NENT DISPOSAL COSTS 6,235,000

(g) Cultural Resources Activities L.S. --- --- 805,000

OPERATION AND MAINTEINANCE COSTS

(a) TDMUA Long-Term Maintenance yr 30 50,000 1,500,000
(b) Monitoring

-Uisposal Site Monitoring yr 30 50,000 1,500,000
-Areawide Monitoring yr 4 500,OUU 2,uu0,UO0
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Table I1l-ii. Uetdiled Cost Estimates for Alternative B, Uredgirig and Uisposal (for
Dredging Plan III) (Continued, Page 4)

1o. of Unit EstimaLea
Description Unit Units Cost (s) Cost (S)

TUTAL CUST OF PROJECT (,xcluding noncritical overbank removal) 7Z,OZb,000
(including noncritical overbank removal) 8_,b__ ,__u_

°includes operation and m~aintenance costs.
ILump sum.
21ncludes purchase, operdting, ana maintenance costs of 35-ton crane for entire
dewatering perioud (3 years).

31ncluaes purchase and operation of iua Cat Dredge model SP810 tor operational life of
treatment plant (5 years).

41ncluues contingency, engineering, arid administrative costs.
51ncludes integrated central control system.
b{ost based on using Phillips Driscopipe.
7Assuming overbank is eAcavated uniformly to a 3.U-ft. depth.
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TaDle Iii-12. Cost bumiarv for Alternative b (#S betdiled in Table I1i-1i
for uredging Plan iii)

Ureaging keacnes Total Estii.,ateo Cost
Plan Incluued* (millions ot boliars)

I A 30.91
II M,b 42.53

Ill M,b,C 72.03

Estimated Effect of Uther Options on Cost Estimate (Millions of Dollars):

-Implement Noncritical Overbank Rermoval Uption + 14.5/
-uelete (aroon Adsorption From Return Water

Treatment System - 4.1l
-Implement Mine Disposal (Plan III) + 1i.51

tIncluding Disposal of Noncritical Uverbank zediments) + 43.37
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annual expenditures for Alternative b are given in Figure I LI-2U and
Table 111-13, respectively.

9 .3 ALTERNATiVE C: OUT-UP-BASIN UIVLR$IUN Mu REMUVWL UF •UhTAMIi4ATW
SEDIMENTS

9.3.1 Introduc ior;

This alternative combines the major actions of oreagiitg and disposal and
out-of-basin diversion of HSB. Diversion of hSb directly to tne TR will
greatly reducE fluvial transport of DuTK from HSL and moderate its

, transport in IC. The diversiun alone will not provide for adequate
mitigation of DDTR contamination in the HSB-IC system. Contaminated
sediments would still be surject to fluvial transport from local runoff
and from flows created by fluctuations in the wheeler Reservoir pool.
Significant potential for Diotransport would also exist if contaminated
sediments were left exposed.

, Removal of contaminated sediments from ri.B and IC, coupled with a suit-
able disposal technique, will provide for isolation of tine majority of
"UDTk. Minimal transport of ULT< would occur during tne removal operation

Sdue to tt.a greatly reduced flows affordea by the Giversion. Two options
4 are discussed for removal of contaminated sediments, hycraulic dredging

and dragline dredging. Dragline dredging would require construction of a
containment dike and drainage channel as illustrated in Figure 111-18.
"The turDicity-generating cnaracteristics of tne dragline dredge oinich

S. excluded it from consideration for aredging flowing reaches of H~b and IC
* will not present a problem within the OiKed containment area. Removal of

contaminated sediment downstream from tne containment area would be by
* hydraulic dredging.

9.3.2 Uut-Of-basin Diversion

The out-of-basin diversion is discussed in Section 4.0 of this Appendix.

9.3.3 Dredging ano Disposal

A Hydraulic Dred gin--The hydraulic dredging of HSB and IC and alternatives
" tor "iposoal o contaminated sediments is discussed in Section 3.0 of
this Appendix.

Dragline Uredging--

Introduction--Dragline Dredging of Hý6 upstream from Mile ?.4 (Doda Road)
may be advantageous if the channel can be dewatered to such an extent
"that ponded water is nearly eliminated. Downstream from HS8 Mile 2.4 tne

- topography is such that the channel would probably be inundated several

1.
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Tabl: I11-13. Estimated Annual Expenditures - Alternative b

"Estimated Annual Expenaitures (millions of Uullars-19bU)

Year After witnout honcritical Witn i'oncrltical
Start Time Uverbank Mitigation Uverbank Mitigatiorn

1 2.9 3.7

2 2.9 3.7

3 9.4 b.1

4 25.5 22.7

5 11.1 22.4

6 8.2 14.U

7 1.4 1.4

8 5.1 5.1

9 1.8 1.8

IU-13 0.b 0.6

14-26 0.1 0.1

Averaye Annual Expenditure,
1980 Uollars (assuming an
interest rate of 7.125%
and a project life of
50 years): 5.0? b.39

Preceding Page Blank
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times during arayline drenging, substantially increasing down-time and
dewatering costs. bewatering requirements for the dragline-dredged
sediments would be greatly reo.ced or eliminated altogether, as sediments
would be removed at their in situ water content. This would allow
closure of portions of the temporary disposal area soon after termination
of .- edging and would eliminate some dewatering costs. If the option for
permanent disposal in an off-site abanaoned nine is chosen, temporary
disposal of dragline-dredged sediments may be eliminated altogether.

p Dragline dredging would also permit visi.al inspection of the accuracy and
completeness of dredging.

Implementation of tne dragline option will depeno on the hydrologic
conditions present in the HSd channel once the out-of-oasin diversion is
corpleteu. A dewatering dike with sump and pumping station would ncve to
be constructed across H~n to exclude the effects of the wheeler Keservoir
pool from the channel. The channel slope snould allow for drainage of
the majority of water from HS8. Ponaeo areas would persist in low areas
but can be dewatered as tney are encountered during dredging. )ome
recharge into the channel can oe expected from groundwater, though this
should be minimal due to the slow permeability of the fine-grained
sediments. Groundwater and precipitation recharge can be handled by the
pumping station.

Temporary Disposal of Dredgea tiaterial--A temporary disposal area will be
selected and designed as described in section 3.3. Dragline-dredged
seoiments will be placed in the two northern-most primary disposal cells
(see Figure 111-5). These cells will be sloped toward their outlets to
facilitate drainage.

Dredged material will be transported to tne temporary disposal area in
trucks equipped witn sealed tailgates. Methods for handling material
within the site will be deter'mined by its water content. It is expected
that wide-tracked, low ground-pressure equipment will be operable on the
dredged material shortly after its placement.

Placement and handling of the the material must be performed in such a
manner as to assure adequate drainage of precipitation and pore water
from the cells. Placement of wetter materials in relatively thin lifts
may be desirable to increase their rate of dewatering.

If permanent disposal in the TDMUA is cnosen, closure of the dragline
disposal cells may be implemented soon after completion of dragline
dredging. The time at which closure may be implemented will depend on
the water content of the material and meteorological conditions
encountered at the site.

Hydraulic dredging of IC and lower HSB will be implemented concurrently
with dragline dredging of upper HSB, therefore the required capacity of
the return water treatment syst!1i will not be changed. A significant
savings may be realized, however, in the snorter duration of the
hydraulic dredging program. Upon completion of hydraulic dredging, only

17,
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Table 111-14. betailed Cost Estimates for Alternative C, Uut-of-Basin Diversion aria
Removal of Contaminated Sediments

No. of Unit Estimated
Description Unit Units Cost ($) Cost (s)

(a) Out-of-basin (iversion ChannelI

-Clearing and Grubbing acre 429 Z,50U 1,073,U00
-Channel Excavation

-Bedrock cu. yd. 281,90U 50 14,095,000
-Unconsolidated cu. yd. 3,763,100 3.5 13,171,000

-Soil Borings ana Tests 1 boring
& test 44 1,026 45,000

-Land Acquisition acre 235 1,500 33.000
-Utility/Structure Relocation
or Replacement

Sector A-i
-keloTafeSTP Outtall, 3600 ft.
of 12-in. CMP ft. 3,6UO 30 1U8,0uU

Sector C-i-Insta11Tb00 ft. of 18-in. VCP ft. 1,bUO 25 40,000

-Relocate Existing Lift Station L.S. --- --- 25,000
-Remove Existing Manholes each 5 35U 2,0UU
-Install Cast Concrete Mannoles each 4 1,500 6,000
-Sewage Pumping During Construction L.S. -... 15,000

~ -Relocate and kepave Entry bate
No. 3 L.S. -... 45,000

-Relocate 2350 ft. of 12-in. CI
Force Main ft. 2,350 30 71,000

-Remove Existing bridge at
Redstone Road L.S. --- -.. 30,000

-Replace Existing bridge at
Redstone Road ft. 350 72U 252,000

Sector U-1
-Telocate 2800 ft. of 12-in. CI
Force Main ft. 2,800 30 84,OOU

Sector E-1
-Remnove Existing Highway bridges L.S. --- -.. 60,000
-.Remove Existing Railroad Bridge L.S. --- --- 25,000
-Construct Two 2-Lane Concrete
Bridges at Buxton Road ft. 650 720 468,000

-Provide for Water Diversion During
Construction and Relocate 8-in. CI

Water Main on New Bridge ft. 300 50 15,000

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing acre 464 1,300 603,000
SUBTOTAL 30,586,000

(b) McDonald Creek Diversion
-Clearing and Grubbing acre 27 2,500 68,000

". -Channel Excavation (assuming
no bedrock is encountered) cu. yd. 61,000 3.5 214,000

Preceding Page Blank REVISED APRIL 1984
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Table 111-14. uetailed Lost Lstimates fir Alternative L, Out-of-basin uiversion dfo

Removal of Contaiminateo Sediments (Continued, Page 2)

r~o. of Unit Estimated
Description Unit units Cost (S) Cost (•)

-Soil borings and Tests I Doring
& tests 8 1,u2b b,0O0

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing acre 22 1,30U 29,uuu

SUbTUTAL 319,uOO

(c) Raising Patton Road

-daul Fill for Poadbed cu. yG. 447,500 4 1,790,000
-Place Fill for Roadbed cu. yo. 447,5uO 3.b 1,566,00U
-Soil borings and Tests I boring

& tests 20 1,02b 21,000

-Remove Existing bridye L.S. --- --- 30,'00
-Pave Patton Road sq. yu. 33,bOO t8 20,O00
-Seeding, mulching, and Fertilizing acre 43 1,300 56,000
-Fencing tt. 25,000 12 300,000

-Drair.dge Structures (box culverts) L.S. --- --- 15,000
-Construct New bridge ft. 350 72U 252,000
-Raise Telephone Line Manholes L.S. ---.... 5,OuO

-kelocaLe 1,SuU ft. of 12-in. LI
Water Main ft. 12,buo 3U 375,'

-Kelocate Power Lines L.S. --- --- 20,.

SUbTu TAL 4,b9b ,UOU

(a) Containment/Diversion Dike
NW of Patton Road

-Clearing and brubiing acre 11 2,500 28,000
-Channel Excavation cu. yd. 60,000 3.5 210,000
-haul Fill for Dike Cu. yd. 90,7U0 4.0 3b3,0U
-Uike Constr-ctiun Cu. yd. 15U,70U 3.5 527,000
-Soil borings and Tests 1 Douring

& tests 8 I,0Ub bUO0
-Seeding, Mulcning, and Fertilizing acre 15 1,30U 20,O0U

SUbTUTAL 1,1b650O0

SUBTOTAL FUk UUT-OF-btA1r. DIVERSION 36,759,000

S-20% Contingency 7,352,000
"-15b Engineering Design, Supervisi,n,

2 and administrative Costs 5,514,00U

TOTAL FOR( OUT-uF-bASIN DiV'•SIuN 49,625,000

(e) Snagging HSB and IC Lhdnnel 2  5,704,00u

(f) TUDA Construction and operation3  24,UO8,uUO

(g) Critical Overbank Removal 4  6,071. ,

. (h) hydraulic uredging of HSB ro-.
IC Channel5 24,203,000
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.... Table 111-14. Detailed Cost Estimates for Alternative C, Uut-of-Basin Diversion and
KeI.eval of Contaminated Sediments (COntinued, Page 3)

No. of Unit Estimated
Descriptior Unit Units Cost ($) Cost (W)

(i) Option for Draglint Dredging
Between HSB mliles 2.4 and 5.6

(i) Dike and brainage Channel for
Uiverting Runoff from basins
K and M Around Area to De
bragline Dredged

-Clearing and tbrubbing acre 3b 2,5UU 90,U0u
-Channel Excavation cu. yd. 8b,500 3.5 303,U00
-Haul Fill for Uike cu. yd. b7,200 4 269,uuJi
-Dike Construction cu. yd. 153,7U0 3.5 538,GOU
-Soil borings and Tests I boring

& tests 13 1,026 13,000
-Seeding, Mulching, anj Fertilizing acre 31 1,300 4U,000

SUBTOTAL 1,253,000

(ii) Pumping Station

-2 Pumps, 2 MG) Capacity Each
"-N@ 40 ft. Total Head each 2 15,000 30,OjuL

iiiýPump housing Plus Pads L.S. --- --- 25,000
-Piping, 12 in. ft. 800 25 2U,000
-Electrical Costs and Maintenance L.S. --- -.. 8U,0OU
-Concrete Sump cu. yd. 32 115 4,000
-Sedimentation Basin (9 Acres

x 5 ft.) cu. yd. 72,bOU 3.5 654,0U0

SU6TUTAL 413,000

(iii) uragline Dredging Cots

-,.ccess Roads (50-ft. width)
-Clearing and Construction sq. yd. 11b,6U1 b 578,000
-mdaitional Fill for Low Areas cu. yd. 7,UUU 4 a8,000
-Culverts and Installation each 25 85L 21,0UO

-Uragline Uredging Sediments
-Areas Within boom Reach
of Shore cu. yd. 2UJ,8U0 5 1,019,000

-Areas UredgeJ from Mats
or Fill cu. yd. 3u,50 1b 456,OUO

-Hauling Sediments to TUMUA cu. yd. 234,300 4 937,000

SUbTUTAL 3,041 ,UCO

(iv) Hydraulic Dredging from
HS'B mile 2.4 to IC Mile 0.O0 16,285,000

'-• (v) Dredge Monitoring 7 -U,000

"SUBTOTAL FOR DRAGLINE DREDbING 0PTI04 21,14.2,00 0
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Table 111-14. Uetailea Cost Estimates for Alternative L, jut-of-basin Diversion ana
Removal of Contaminated Sediments (Continued, Page 4)

N4o. of Unit Estimateo
Description Unit Units Lost (•) Cost ($)

-ýO% Contingency 4,348,000
-15% Engineering Design, Supervision
and Administrative Costs 3,2oi,0OU

TOTAL FUR uRAbLIILE URtDbIib uPTIUN 29,352,L00

(j) Permanent Uisposal 7

(Clusure of TDmUA as Landtill) 6,235,000
(k) Lultural Kesources Activities L.S. 1,40U,UUU

Operation and Main~enance Costs

(a) TUMOA Long-Term Maintenance yr 30 5U,000 1,50U,OO
(b) Monitoring

-Disposal Site Monitoring yr 30 5U,OuO 1,5J0,U0O
-Areawide honitoring yr 4 50U,000 2,000,0O0

TUTOTL CO$T OF PRJJECT

-All Hydraulic Dredging 122,246,0U0

-With Uragline Option 127,395,

1Costs snown are a sufniary of the projected least-cost alignment, which includes sectors
A-i, b, C-i, U-i, ana E (see Figure 111-17).

2 1ncltodes contingency and engineering costs.
3TUMDA costs are itemized in Table I11-11, part (;i).
4 Critical overbank removal costs are sun%.arized in Table 111-it, part (a).
5hydraulic dredging costs are itemized in Table 111-11, part (c).

• b6-his cost is adjusted for deleting the dredying of Hýti Miles 2.4 to 5.6.
.. 7permarient disposal costs dre itemized in Table I11-11, part (f).

R

I
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TdDle 111-15. Lost Sumr.iar'y for Alternative L (ks Detailet in Table 111-14)

Uredging Methods) Total .sL ImaTeC cost

Utilized (1.,illions of Lullars)

All hydraulic brecyiny 12c.Z5

Urayline Uredyiny between
HSB Hiles d.4 ano ý.o,
keiainder hydraulically
Uredged 1iY.4U

Estimated Effect of Otner Uptions on Cost Estlrate 1;.iil lions wr Dollars):

-Irplement Nioncritical Uveroank Kevioval Uptior: in rPeacn M + 14.57
-uelete Laroon Mdsorption fror keturn water

Treatment S)ytein - 4.ib
-Im~plement Mine Disposdl + 1b.U4
(Including Uisposal of Overbank ýediments) + 4j.37

-Delete hydraulic uredgirg of Reach C - 17.94
-Delete Hyaraul';c Dredying of Reaches b and C - 2b.93
-Use Alternate Sector Koutings to Keep Diversion

withrin RSt doundaries (i.. , Sectors A-2, b,
-. "- U-, -2., and L) + 6.22*

"*Lost increase is attributeo almost entirely to tne increased amount of

bedrock expected to be encountereu during excavation Cf the chdnnel
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Table Ill-lb. Estimatec Annual Expenditures - Alternative L

"Estimated Mnnual Expenditures •,•illions of uollars-19b0)
Year After ý1tnout iioncriticai VWit iwoncriticai
Start Time Uverbank Mitigation Uverbank Mi~igation

"" 5.2 b.0

% 02 5.z b.U

"3 13.8 12.0

4 19.8 17.6

-• 5 38.1 38.1

6 13.1 13.9

7 9.7 16.3

8 4.8 4.8

9 3.2 3.2

io 4.4 4.

1i-14 o.b 0.6

15-40 0.1 U.1

Average Annual Expenditure,
1960 Uollars (assumling an
interest rate of 7.125A
and a project life of
50 years): 8.71 1U.09

NON
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Table 111-17. Uetailea Cost Estimates for Alternative U, Uut-of-basin Diversion and
Contdinment of Contamindted Sediments

iwo. of Unit Estimated
Uescription Unit Units Cost (S) Cost (S)

(a) (ut-of-basin Uiversion1  49,625,000

S () uike ana Orainage Channel
for Diverting Runoff from
basins K and m Around
Containment Area2 l,b92,UOO

(c) Snagging HSB and IC Channel 5,704,00U

(d) TDMUJA Construction and
Operating Costs 3  24,008,000

(e) Hydraulic Drcdging from HSB
Mile 2.4 to IC Mile U.o 4  ?2,995,000

(f) Pumping Station3  558,000

(g) Covering Channel Sediments
between HSB Miles 2.4 and 5.b

-Hauling Cover Material From
Out-of-Basin Diversion cu. yd. 228,000 4 912,0uU
.Placement ana Compaction of
ver Material cu. yd. 228,UU0 3.5 798,00u

';•eeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Cover acre 47 1,300 61,000

SUBTOTAL 1,771,000

-Z0% Contingency 354,0u0
-15% Engineering Design, Supervision

and Auministrative Costs 266,OUO

TOTAL 2,391,000

(h) Covering Critical Overbank

-Adaitional Sediment Sampling L.S. - -- 100,000

-Clearing and tiruooing acre 75 2,5UU 188,000
-Hauling Cover Material from
Out-of-basin Diversion cu. yd. 243,3U0 4 973,00U

-Placement end Compaction of
Lover Material cu. yd. 243,30U 3.5 8b2,000

-Seeding, mulching, Fertilizing

Lover acre 75 1,3uu 98,0u0

SUBTOTAL 2,211,00U
-20% Contingency 442 ,u00
-15% Engineering Design, Supervision,

and Administrative uosts 332,OOU
j, TuTAL 2,98b,0U0
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Table lil-17. Uetailea Cost Estimates for AIternative 0, Uut-of-Basin Diversion ana
oLontainroen% of Contaminatea Sediments (Continuea, Page 2)

No. of Unit Estimatea'
Description Unit Units Cust (S) Cost (S)

(i) Option For Noncritical Uverbank Covering

-Clearing and Grubbing acre 182 2,500 455,0u0
-hauling Cover Material From
Uut-of-Basin Uiversion cu. yd. 587,000 4 2,348,U0O

-Placement ana Compaction of
Cover Material cu. yd. 587,000 3.5 2,05b,OOU

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Cover acre 162 1,300 237,OUO

SUBTOTAL •, 095 ,uO(

-eU% Contingency i,01.•,OOU
-15% Engineering Uesign, Supervision,

and Administrative Costs 764,000

TOTAL 6,878,0UU
(j) Permanent Disposal of Dredged

Material in TDHUA6b 6,235,000
(k) Cultural Resources Activities L.S. 1,40U,0U0

operation and Maintenance Costs

(a) TUID4A Long-Term Maintenance yr 3U 5U,OO 1,5uu,
(b) Pumping Station Long-Term

Maintenance yr 30 1UUO0 300,00.*
(c) Monitoring
-Disposal Site Monitoring yr 30 50,OU 1,50U,OU
-Mreawiae Monitoring yr 4 5UU,000 2,000U,OO

TOTAL CUST OF PROJECT
(Excluding Overbank Covering Uption) 122,893,000
(Including Overbank Covering Option) 129,771,u00

1See Table 111-14, parts (a)-(d) for itemized costs of out-of-basin diversion.
21temized costs appear in Table 111-14, part (i)(i).
3 TOMDA costs are itemized in Table Ill-11, part (a).
4 Total hydraulic dredging costs are sunmmarized in Table Ill-11, part (c).
5 See Table 111-14, part (i)(ii) for itemized pumping station costs.
bSee Table Ill-11, part.(f) for itemized permanent disposal costs.
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Table 111-18. Lost Sunii,,ary for Alternative U (As betailea in Table 111-17)

Areal Extent of
Cover Application Total Estimated Cost

Within Containment (Millioais of Uollars)

Lhannel and Critical Uverbank Unly i?2.69

Channel and Entire Overbarnk 129.77

Estimated Eftect of Other U, ion. un Cost Estimate (M4llions of Dollars):

-Uelete Carbon Adsorption From Return Water
Trea.tment System - 4.lb

-Implement Mine ulsposal + 1?.4U
-uelete Hydrau'lic Ureaging of Reach C - 29.0?
-Delete Hydraulic Dredging of keaches 6 and C - 4U.63
-Use Alternate Sector koutings to Keep Diversion Witnirn

RSA boundaries + 8.22
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Table 111-19. Estimated Annual Expenditures - Alternative U

Estimated Annual Expenditures (Millions of uoilars-1980
Year After Witnout Noncritical With Noncritical
Start Time Uverbank Mitigation Overbank Mitigation

1 5.3 b.7

2 5.3 5.7

3 11.7 11.9

4 17.7 17.7

5 44.6 42.1

6 14.8 17.7

7 9.b 15.0

8 1.4 1.4

9 5.1 5.1

1 2.5 5

11-14 O.b U.b

15-40 0.1 0.1

Average Annual Expenditure,
1980 Dollars (assuming an
interest rate of 7.125%
and a project life of
50 years): 8.90 9.55
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discussed in Section 9.3.3 of this Appendix. Under this alternative,
drayline dreoging will be limited to the contained area or toe Hýb
channel between h'Si Hiles 4.u and 5.b and will involve removal of
"approxintateiy 82,500 cubic yards of channel sediments.

9.5.4 Cost Estimates for Alternative E

Mitigation of Cultural Resources Impact--An intensive survey of the
impacted area would take 3 weeks arid cost about $15,00U. Subsequent
testing ana excavation of National Register eligible sites could take
place in eight months at a cost of about S350,U(U.

Ain intensive cultural ,resources survey should be made ot tne dredginy
impact area over an 8-week perioo at a cost of S8U,UUU. The cost andtimie for testing and full scale excavation by professional archaeologist's

ot all National Register eligible properties within this area that carnot
be avoided cannot be accurately estimateo at this time. At least
1b months and $725,0OU will be involved.

Total cultural resources activities dSSOCidted with this alternative will
take approximately 2.5 years at an estmiated cost of $1,17U,0O.

General--Uetailea cost estimates for Alternative E are given oelow in
T7able 11-2U. Costs of dredging all contaminated sediments in Reaches A,
b, and.C (Figure III-7) are includeo in the project estimate. A cost
summary and the estimated effect of various options on the total cost are
given in Table 111-21. The time base for all cost estimates is 198U.
The estimated implementation timeline and annual expenditures for
Alternative E are given in Figure 111-23 and Table l1l-2Z, respectively.

9.6 ALTERNATIVL F: WITHIJi-BASIId DIVERSION AND CONTAINM:ENT OF
CONT~tINATEU SLDIMENTS

9.6.1 Introduction

Alternative F utilizes the within-basin diversion, containment techniques
to mitigate contamination upstream of HSB Mile 3.9, ano dredging and
disposal of contaminated sediments below mile 3.9. TIe within-basin
diversion shown in Figure 111-15 will divert flow in HSb arouno the area
of heaviest DUTk contamination and contain that area within a dike.
Furtuer action will be necessary to prevent the transport of D[JUT when
local runoff is pumped over the dike, and to reduce trie potential for
bioavailability and biotransport of exposed UUTJ.

Applicdtion of an inert cover to channel 3ediments will provide an ac-
ceptable degree of long-term, in-place isolation of DUTR. The contain-
ment dike will facilitate dewatering the channel prior to cover applica-
tion and will help assure the long-term integrity of the cover by isolat-
ing it from most surface water flow. ,ontamination in hSB downstream
from the diversion and in IC will be removed by hydraulic areoging. An
option is also presented to use the diked contaminated ared for disposal
of dredged sediments.
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Table lII-20. vetailEd Cost Estimates for Alternative L, witnini-basin Uiversion and
Removal of Contaminated Sediments

NO. of Unit Estimatea
Uescription Unit Units Cost (W) cost (S)

(d) Within-basin uiversion and

Diversion/Containment Dike

-Clearing and Grubbing acre 222 2,5U(j 5!5,OU0
-Channel Excavation (assuming

no bedrock is encountered)' cu. yd. 1,177,500 3.5 4,121,000
-Soil borings and Tests 1 boring

& tests 45 1,026 46,000
-Haul Fill From Borrow Area for .... .... .. .

Dike Construction cu. yd. 559,000 4 2,236,000
-Dike Construction cu. yd. 1,736,500 3.5 b,078,0uO
-Channel for Draining Basin K cu. yd. 52,8UO 3.5 1bt,O00
-Relocate 30-in. KC Industrial
Water Main ft. 750 8 6,00U

-Pumping Station2  L.S. --- --- o20,OUO
-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing

Channel and Dike acre 241 1,300 313,000

SUBTOTAL 13,540,000

-20% Contingency 2,708,uuu
-15% Engineering, Legal, and
Administrative Costs 2,031,k' .

TOTAL FOR 'IITHIN-BASIN DIVERSIUN 18,279,uoO

(b) Snagging HSb and IC Channels 5,704,uOU

(c) TDMDU Construction and Operation3  2',008,00U

(a) Critical Uverbank Removal 4  b,U71,0UO

(e) Hydraulic Dredging of HSB and IC
Channels 5  24,203,OUO

(f) Option for Dragline Dredging
Between HSB Miles 4.0 and 5.6

(i) Dragline Dredging Costs

-Access Road
-Clearing and Construction sq. yd'. 44,000 5 220,000
-Culverts and Installation each 12 850 10,000

-Dragline Dredging Sediments
-Areas witnin boom Reach of Shore cu. yd. 82,500 5 413,000
-Areas Dredged from Mats or Fill cu. yd. 0 15 0

-Hauling Sediments to TDMUA cu. yd. 82,500 4 330,000
-Hydraulic Dredging from HS8 Mile
4.0 to IC lile 0.06 16,769,000

-Dredge Monitoring L.S. --- 750.0(bU

SUBTOTAL 18,42, .
-20% Contingency 3,928,ODU

-15% Lngineering Uesign, Supervision,
arid Administrative Costs 2,774,UUO
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Table II-2u. Uetailed Cost Estimates for Alternative E, Within-bdSin Diversion aria
Removal of Contaminate Sediments (Continued, Page 2)

No. of Unit Est imatea
Description Unit Units Cost (S) Cost $S)

TOTAL Fuf DRAGLINE OkEDGI•u 24,9o4 .OuO

(g) Permanent Uisposal in TUNuA7 b,2,35,00U

(h) Cultural Resources Activities L.-. 1,170,000

uperation and ['ainteriance Costs

(a) TU•IUA Long-Term Maintenance yr 30 DU,UUU 1,500,Uuu
(b) Monitoring

-bisposal Site Monitoring yr 3u 5U,00U 1,5(U,Ouu
-Areawide Monitoring yr 4 bUU,UUU 2,0U0,000

TUTAL COST UF PFRUJECT
-All Hyaraulic Dreuying 90,67u,OUO
-With Uragline 9ption 9i,431,000

iSuitable excavated channel material to be used for dike construction.
2 See Table 111-14, part (i)tii) for itemized costs of pumping station.
3 •ee Table ili-11, part (a) for itemizea TtU•A costs.
4 See Table 111-1i, part (d) for itemized critical overbank removal costs.

0.-'See Table 111-11, part (c) for itemized hydraulic dredging costs.
• Cost shown is adjusted for oeleting the aredging of HSB iiles 4.0 to 5.6.

See Table IIl-11, part (e) for iterlized permanent aisposal costs.
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Table III-?I. Cost Summary for Alternative E (As Detailo in Taole IIi-ýUt

g Dredging Netnod(s) Totdi Es~iinatea Cost
Utilized (;,iilions of uollars)

All Hyardulic Dredging 9O.b7

Dragline Dredging between
HlSb miles 2.4 and b.o,
Remainder Hydraulically
"Dredged 91.43

i Estimwated Effect of Otner Uptions )n Cost Etlimate ýmillions of Dollars):

S -Impplement Noncritical UverDank kemlovdl Optionl in keacn A + 14.57
S-Uelete Caroon Adsorption From Return Water

" Treatment System - 4.16
- -Implement Mine Disposal + lb.51

(Including Disposal of Overbank Sediments) + 43.37
"-Delete Hydraulic Dredging of R<eacn C - 29.02

- -Delete Hydraulic Dredging of Reaches 8 and C - 4U.63

V

1.

,%.
a.

.-

.4'
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Table 111-22. Estimateo Annual Expetiditures - Alternative E

Estimated Annual Expenditures (Millions of Dollars-1980)
Year After Witliout 14oncritical With rioncritical
Start Time Uverbank Miitigation Overbank Mitigation

1 3.8 4.6

2 3.8 4.6

3 b.1 6.5

4 13.1 13.1

5 3i.0 26.6

6 11.1 12.5

7 8.3 1i.?

8 1.4 1.4

9 5.1 5.1

10 1.8 1.8

11-14 0.6 0.b

15-40 0.1 0.1

Average Annual Expenditure,
1980 Uollars (assuming an
interest rate of 7.125%
and a project life of
5U years): 6.39 7.7b
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9.6.2 Within-basin Diversion

The within-basin diversion is discussed in Section 5.U of this Appendix.

9.6.3 Containment Methods

In-Place Cover--Containment oy covering contaminated seaiments with
excavated clay is discussed in Section 6.3.? of this Appenoix.

Use of the Containment Area as a Disposal Site Ior Dredged Material--One
additional containment option is proposed, that of using the diked
containment area of the witnin-basin diversion as a disposal area for
sediments dredgea from the HSb and IC. This approach would cover highly
contaminated seaiments in the containment area with less contaminated
dredged sediments. Though this alternative could theoretically be
implemented with either the out-of-basin or the within-basin diversions,
it is proposed only for the latter due to the much lower construction
costs of that diversion.

Uisposal site design, construction, and operation would be similar to
that described for the TUMLJM in Section 3.3, with the site plan
modification illustrated in Figure 111-20. Clearing and grubbing of the
entire area within the containment aike would be required. The primary
containment area must be graded to an approximately level elevation,
filling the HSB channel in the process. Contaminated material grubbed
from the site would be disposed of in the low (formerly ponded) area
adjacent to the primary containment area (see Figure 111-24). Water from
the grubbing disposal area would be discharged to tne equalization basin
by pump.

The total primary containment area is approximately 14U acres and will
accommodate the unconsolidated dredgea material at an average final depth
of 8.1 feet. design crest elevation of the interior d-ikes allows for a
minimum 2 feet ponded depth and 2 feet of freeooard. Approximately
228,00U cubic yards of fill will be requirea for construction of interior
dikes, amounting to 1.0 feet of cut over the primary containment area.
Use of this material for dike construction is dependent on the degree of
f•fWatering that can be attained at the site prior to construction. If
the water table within the containment area remains too high to allow the
1 foot cut, off-site borrow material will have to be used for interior
dike construction.

Dewatering of the dredged material and final closure of the site would be
cond,,ctea in the same manner as described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of this
Appendix, respectively.

Implementation of this alternative will be dependent on the availability
of suitable fill for construction of the dikes atia the final cover.
Borrow requirements are approximately as follows:

Diversion/Containment Dike 606,000 cubic yards
(This yardage is required in
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excess of that excavated from tne
"within basin diversion channel.)
"interior Uikes 228,UVU cubic yaras
Final Cover 1,05,000 cubic yards

TOTAL 1,864,0UU cuoic yards

The total cost of this alternative will be reduced considerably if as
much of this fill as possible can be cbtai ed on-site. Tne closest
apparent source of borrow is the hills to The nortn of the containment
area. This area is reported to contain foraier saitary landfills and
other.kSA wastes, and has been tentatively designated by RSA officials as
unsuitable for borrow. Exteensive boring of this area is recommended in
oroer to reconsider its suitatiiity for borrow material. The cost
savings of using on-site fill as opposed to truck-hauling fill from
off-site is estimated to be five million dollars.

9.6.4 Dredging and Disposal

Contaminated sediments downstrearm from the containment area would be
hydraulically dredged as discussed in Section 3.0.

9.6.5 Cost Estimates for Alternative F

Mitigation of Cultural Resources Impact--An intensive survey of the
impacted area by tne aiversion woul take 3 weeks and cost about
$ib,UUU. Subsequent testing and excavation of National kegister eligible
sites could take place in eight months at a cost of about $35u,O0u.

JAn intensive cultural resources survey should be made of the dre,1ging
impact area over an 8 week period at a cost of $S80,UUU. The cost anr
time for testing and full scale excavation by professional archaeologists
of all National Register eligible properties within this area that cannot
be avoided cannot be accurately estimated at this time. At least
lb months and $725,000 will be involved.

Total cultural resources activities associated with this alternative will
take approximately 2.5 years at an estimated cost of $1,170,000.

General--Detailea cost estimates for Alternative F are shown below in
TablTe-ii-23. Costs of dredging all contaminated sediments in Reaches A,
B, and C (Figure Ill-7) are included in the estimate. Estimates for the
option to use the within-basin diversion containment area as a dredged
material disposal site are baset on using off-site borrow for
construction arid closure of the facility. A cost summary and the
estimated effect of va-ious options on the total cost are given in
Table 111-24. The time base for all cost estimates is 1980. The
estimated implementation timeline and annual expenditures for Alternative
F are given in Figure 11-2b, and Table 111-25, respectively.
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Table 111-23. Detailed Cost tstimates for Alternative F, Within-basin Diversion ano
Containment of Contaminated Sediments

No. of Unit Estimatea
bescription Unit Units Cost (5) Cost (S)

{I) Using TL1iUA

(a) Witiin-Basin uiversiot, and
Diversion/Containinent Dike 1  18,279,01 J

(b) Snagging HSB aria IC Channels 5,704,000

(c) T014DA Construction ana
uperatione 24,008,000

(d) Hydraulic Uredging from HSB
lmile 4.U to IC Mile 0.03 z3,648,U0U

(e) Covering Channel Sediments
between HSb Miles 4.u and 5.6

-hauling Cover ,iMaterial from
Out-of-Basirn Diversion cu. yo. 94,5U0 4 378,000

-Placement and Compaction of Cover
Material cu. yd. 94,500 3.5 331,Ou0

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Cover acre 17 50 22,UOu

SUBTOTAL 731 ,u00

% (0% Contingency 146,OuO
-15% Engineering, Legal, and
Administrative Costs 110,00U

TuTAL 987,000

(t) Covering of Critical Overbank 4  2,985,000

(g) Option for rNoncritical Overbank Covering

-Clearing and Grubbing acre IbO 2,500 400,000
-Hauling Cover Material from 0ff-Site

Borrow Area cu. ya. 51b,300 4 2,065,uO0
-Placement and Compaction of Cover
Material cu. yd. 51b,30U 3.5 1,8u7,000

-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Cover acre 160 1,3UO 208,00u

SUBTOTAL 4,48U,OuO

-2?U Contingency 896,000
-15% Engineering, Legal, and

... ---Admfti strative Costs 672,0O0

TOTAL t,O48,O000

(9) Permanent Uisposal of Dredged
Materidl in TUNDA5 6,235,000

SUBTOTAL USIN'u TDMDI
"(Excluding Overbank Covering Option) 79,946,000
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Table LIl-2J. Detailed Cost Estimates for Alternative F, Within-8asin diversion and

Lontainment of Contaminated Sediments (Continued, Page 2)

No. of Unit Estimated
Description Unit Units Cost ($) Cost ($)

(2) Option to Use Containment Area
for Dreaged Material Disposal

(a) Within-dasin Diversion ana
Diversion/Containment Dike 18,279,000

(b) Snagging HSB and IC Channels
(Adjusted for Deleting HSb Miles
4.0-5.6) 5,294,000

(c) Disposal Site Preparation

-Site Acquisition --- --- --- 0

-Soil Borings and Testing I boring
& tests 20 1,02b 21,000

-Clearing and Grubbing acre 325 2,500 813,000
-Site Grading sq. yd. 1,573,000 1.5 2,ib0,UOU
-Dike Construction (Assuming
0ff-Site borrow Material) cu. yd. 223,000 7.5 1,673,000

-48-in. Pipe Weirs, Purchase
and Install each lb b,500 83,000

-Groundwater Monitoring System 1 50-ft. Well 8 600 5
-Leachate Monitoring System ft. 2,000 12 24, .iK
-Return Water Treatment System L.S. -- - 6 ,0, 00 •0 0

-Earthern Clarification Basin
(For Abo.e System) L.S. --- --- 74,000

-Fencing ft. 16,400 12 197,000
-Access Road (1800 ft. x 40 ft.) sq. yd. 8,000 5 40,000

SUdTOTAL 11,29U,U0O

-20% Contingency 2,258,000
-15% Engineering Design, Supervision

and Administrative Costs 1,694,000

TOTAL 15,242,000

(d) Disposal Site Operating Cost 7,676,000

(e) Hydraulic Dredging, HSB Mile
4.0 to IC Mile 0.0• 21,019,000

(f) Disposal Site Closure

-Grading, Compacting Site sq. yd. 1,573,000 1.5 2,360,000
-Hauling, Placement, Compaction,

and Grading of Cover Material cu. yd. 1,048,700 7.5 7,865,000
-Seeding, Mulching, Fertilizing
Site acre 325 1,300 ,A23,000

SUBTOTAL 10,648.r' )
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Table 111-23. Uetailea Cost Estimates for Alternative F, Witnin-basin Diversion and
Containment of Contaminatea Sediments (Continued, Page 3)

No. of Unit Estimated
Uescription Unit Units Cost (S) Cost (S)

-20% Contingency 2,13U,OUO
-15% Engineering Uesign, Supervision,

and Administrative Costs 1,597,000

TUTAL 14,375,000

SUBTUTAL FOR ALTERNATIVE lu U•E CONTAINMErNT AREA AS DISPUSAL SITE 81,885,000

(3) Cultural Resources Activities L.S. 1, 170,000

Operation and Maintenance Costs

(a) Disposal Site Long-Term
Maintenance Costs yr 30 50,00U 1,500,00

(b) Pumping Station Long-Term
Maintenance Costs yr 30 10,000 300,O00

(c) Monitoring

-Uisposal Site Monitoring yr 30 50,000 1,5UU,0(U
-AreaWide Monitoring yr 4 500,UO0 2,0UO,000

IUTAL COST USIIiG TDvIUA
(Excluding Noncritical Overbarnk Covering Uption) 88,316,00u
(Including Noncritical Overbdnk Covering Uption) 94,364,000
TUTAL COST FOR ALTERNATiVE USINU CU•'•TAIq14ENT AREA AS DISPOSAL SITE 88,355,000

1 See Table 111-20, part (a) for itemized within-basin diversion costs.
2See Table 111-11, part (a) for itemized TDMDA costs.
3 See Table III-11, part (c) for itemized hydraulic dredging costs.
4 See Table 111-17, part (h) for itemized critical overbank covering costs.
5 See Table 111-11, part (f) for itemized permanent disposal costs.
6 This dredging cost is adjusted for deleting 2 booster pumps and the shorter pumping

distance required.
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".able Ii1-24. Cost Sunuaiary for Alternative F (As Detailed in Table 11i-23)

.Uisposal Option Totdl Estimatea Cost
Implemented (Millions of Uollars)

Use TUiD1A
-excluding overbank covering option 86.32
-including iverbank covering option 94.3b

Use Within-basin uiversion Coritainment"Area for Uisposal Area 88.3b

Estimatea Lffect of Uther Uptions on Cost Estimate (Millions of Uollars):

-Uelete Carbon Aasorption From Return Water
Treatment System - 4.Ib

-Implement Mine Uisposal + 1.UUv-4elete Hydraulic Ureaging of Reach L - 29.U2
-Delete Hyarauiic Ureuging of Reaches 6 aria C - 40.b3
-Ubtain Un-Site Borrow Material for Construction andlCosure ot Jisposal Site Within the Containment Area(ýuitability must be determined) - 5.09
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Table 111-25. Lstimateo Annual Expenditures - Alternative F

Estimated Annual Expenditures Using witnin-basin
Diversion Containment Area for Disposdl

Stdrt Time (Millions of Uollars-1989)

1 3.9

2 3.9

3 5.9

4 8.3

5 8.2

6 20.2

7 12.0

8 5.5

9 3.5

10 11.0

11-14 O.b

15-40 u. 1

Average Annual Expenaiture,
1980 Uollars (assuming an
interest rate of 7.125%
and a project life of
bO yedrs): 6.5u
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10.0 CULTURAL RESUURCES IMPACTS

*.? i0.1 INTRUUUCTION

a• Five alternative techniques are under consideration for containment or
isolation of UDTR containments in huntsville Spring branch (HSb). These

"V. engineering alternatives can be simplifieu with respect to cultural
resources. Archaeological sites by their nature occupy specific
geographic areas, and the methoa whereoy they are disturbed be it by
,redge or dragline, does not matter. What does matter is the fact of the

U disruption. In considering the alternatives .,
consideration can be evalua'.ed separately. The alternatives can then be
evaluated according to the geographic areas that will be altered. The
four geographic areas are:

"1) Contaminated Area (Areas A-C, Figure 111-26)

"- Included in this area are the channel beds of Huntsville Spring brancn
below Patton Road and Indian Creek to tne Tennessee River, including
access roads which will be constructed along the south ana east banks of
Indian Creek and HSB.

2) Dredged Material Disposal Sites (Areas D and E, Figure I1I-2b)

The primary dredge mat(,.ial disposal site (TUMUA) is located on the
Arsenal northeast of the junction of Redstone Road and Patton Road. The
alternate disposal site (Alt TDMUA) is located just east of the Arsenal
and soutn of Redstone Road.

3) Out-of-Basin Diversion Corridor (Area F, Figure Il[-26)

The channel will t.- located along the Redstone Arsenal boundary diverting
"" *-.the flow of McDonald Creek and Huntsville Spring branch to the Tennessee
* River.

4) Within 6asin Diversion Channel and Containment Dike (Figure 111-27)

This consists of a bypass channel around the ares of maximum
contamination. It will divert the flow of HlSB from a point northeast of
Wheeler Lake and channel it south and west of the contaminated zone. In

* order to prevent contaminated waters from flowing into the bypass channel
'.. during periods of flooding, a containment dike will be constructed along

the north side of the channel.

ý.A 10.2 IMPACTS BY ARtA

In the following paragraphs, we shall consider the potential for cultural
resources being located in each of the proposed impact areas, and will
then attempt to evaluate the alternatives in terms of their probable
effect on archaeological sites.

.111-130
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a former lake will almost surely be found to contain archaeological

sites.

"10.2.3 Out-of-Basin Diversion Corridor (Area F, Figure 111-26)

This requires the construction of a diversion channel to divert the tlo,
of HS6 and McDonald Creek away from the contaminated area (F iure I1[-25),
Area F). This ctiannel will intersect HSB ano Mcuonald Creek at sCoime
point above the contdrlinated area and will divert them into the Tennesce&
River.

Ten archatological sites fall directly within tne impact zone. These
include sites ir.la33/SO, 133, 140, 141, 157, 158, 159, 162, ?09, and 218•.
An additional four sites lie in close proximity to the corridor, and aný
of them might be affected Dy construction. These sites include lMalb?,
1bb, 21U, and 217.

Two sets ot alternate alignments nave been suggested. in trie northern
portion of the route, the diversion canal woula intersect hiib at one of
two locations. The easternmost alternative woula impact site 111a209,
while the western alternative would impact site iMa•b2. These are the
only two sites Known to occur along these alternate sections.

To the south, two alternate routes have been suggestea for bypassing
bate 3 at the Arsenal. The easternmost alternative would pass very close
to site 1Ha21I, while the westernmost route woula pass rather close to
site IMa152.

Sites likely to be impacted which appear to De of National Register
7 significance include IMa33/5U, 133, 140, 141, 15b, 162, 2U9, and 210.

The proposed route passes through both the Upland and the Tennessee River
Settlement Zones. Consequently, this route has the maximum potential for
impacting every type of site known in the region. Also, it is probable
that additional, undiscovered sites lie within the corridor. This is
especially true of areas adjacent to the boundary Canal where zones of
Etowah silt loam or silty clay loam, becatur/Cumberland silty clay loam,
Captina and Capshaw lorms, Uoltewah silty loam, Linside silty clay loani,
or Allen fine sandy loam occur near the water. In the northern portion
of the corridor, additional limited activity sites and possibly base car,mp
sites may occur. It is, however, unlikely that additional mound or mound
arid village sites lie along this corridor within the Tennessee River
Settlement Zone.

More known archaeological sites occur within this proposed corridor than
along any of the other alternate alignments. However, more
archaeological survey worK has been completed in this area, and it is a
reasonable assumption that the greater ntioer of sites is a airect
consequence of the intensity of the survey. Additional investigations
along other alignments would doubtless even tne numbers.

Blank Pages
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In conjunction with the out-of-basin diversion route there ,ill De floor
"A control levees (Figure II!-2u, Area 6) wnicn will prevent stori, rlojs

from utilizing the uriginal, contaminated stream bed. fnis pruposea ared
' encompasses two Known archaeological sites, Lmaiz7 ana i34. Uons ruction

of the uiversion dike and the elevation of Patton koad will rtect d
sizeable area in the vicinity of HSb, it is quite possDlie •nat

.. additional, una 3covered archaeological sizes w..ill re imnactt-. Tnere is
a hign probability for both limiteo activity sites anu mrcnlaic or

. Woodland base camps in tie construction zone.

I0.2.4 Within-basin biversion Cnannel ano Containment Uike
F~igure I I1-27,

Only one presently known archaeological site lies in tile zone ot
potential impact (Figure 111-27). This site is 1iha134, a siiall litnic
"scatter. although site 1ima134 is tne only site located oirectly within
the proposed construction zone, six sites exist in close proximity to the
channel or containinent aiKe. These sites incluoe iraiU7, 118, 119, 12u,
Ui*, and 127.

-, The within-basin diversion aspect would irwpact a signiticantly smaller
area than tne out-of-basin diversion. Mccoroingly, tile potential for

i damage to archaeological sites is reduced. Miso, tnis plan would not
impact sites in the Tennessee River Settlement Zone, tnus reauciny tne
probability of encountering large mound or mouno and viliage sites ot tie

, - Wooaland and Mississippian periods.

Most of the sites presently known in tris corridor consisL of:
i.) limitea activity sites, and 2) historic nouse sites located on riuge
crests or lower ridge slopes along the northwest snore ot HSb. However,
nuwerous zones of Ezowah silt loam or silty clay loam, Laptina ano
Capshaw silt loams, and Ooltewan silt loav. occur near .he South shore of
H" 5b. These locales are highly prooaule locations for prenistoric sites,
particularly Archaic and Wooalana limited dctlvity sites, and possiblyI base camp sites. Uther likely locations for prehistoric sites are
elevateo knolls of Etowan and Captina-Lapsnaw soils in tie vicinity of an
old oxbcw on the eastern nmargin of tne iimpact area.

The proceeding geographic areas can be associated with the five
engineering alternatives. As displayea in Table III-eo, Column 1,
geographic areds listed in Column 2 with site information in Lolurin 3450.

1U.3 MITIbATIUi bY AREA

based on the results of our investigations, tne significance of each site
was evaluated in terms of criteria for eligioility for listing in tne

I National Register of Historic Places. In mnakir.g our evwluations, we
•- reliec upon these and other criteria listed in tne guidelines published

in the Aivisory Council's Pruceoures for tne Protection of Historic and
Cultural Properties (3bCFR 80U.10). Although the specific details vary
for each site, the evaluations are of two general types: either d site
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is dee;:ied significant, and, therefore, eligible for li.,.ting in the
Register, or it is not.

It a site has oeen subjected to testing and a background research, anvd is
consiaerea not to be eligible for the Register, tnen no additional
archaeological work is warranteu. Un trie other niand, it a site appears
significant in terms of the guiaelines noted above, further worK or

mitigation is in oraer.

In specific terms, the recommdendations fall into four categories, two iq
which no auditional action is suggested, aria two in which mitigative
measures are ceeraed appropriate. tio additional work is recommenaea at:

(I) recent historic sites,

(2) liyht lithic scatters without integrity;

ana mitigative measures are appropriate at:

(1) sites deemied eligible for the Register because of in situ
cultural deposits, and

(2) sites with heavy artitact densities, where weatner prevented
completion of all of our testing procedures.

1. Historic sites that are fifty years of age or less are not eligible
for inclusion in the National Register. These sites consist of
standing structures of recent date, or artifact scatters of modern
debris. Lven if some of these structures were actually cunstructed
before 1929 , they constitute a small elerient of a very widespread
rural settlement pattern. Similar structures and sites are to be
founa over a large portion of northern Alabama, and it would be
extremely difficult to argue that the sites are ol significance in
terms of being unique, or offering the possibility of advancing
scientific knowledge.

2. Light scatters of very low artifact density are found in profusion in
the Tennessee River Valley. AIthough such sites formed part of a
more complex settlement system, and deserve thorough study, prr.siit
archaeological techniques for dealing with) low-aensity, shallow sites
are poorly developed. Such sites dre rmost connonly found in plowed
fields, where discovery is enhanced by the disturbance, but while
aiding aiscuvery, the cultivation also destrcys site integrity. Ueep
deposits, such as pits or postmolds, may survive below the plowzone
at these sites, and our testing procedures were designed to locate
Such undisturbed deposits. but, at sites where testing failed to
reveal eviaence of subsurface features, the only remainirng suitable
and cost-effective data recovery technique is surface collection.
Controlled surface collections were not a part of our work plan, but,
at small sites, the systematic collection intervals along tne radial
transects provide an adequate sample of site contents. In Such
cases, we oo not feel that additional investigations woula De
productive, given present archaeological techniques.
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3. Sites considered eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places require protection. Prehistoric sites, at which
intact deposits are foind offer an excellent opportunity to advance
the knowledge of prehistoric cultural development in the Tennessee
River Valley. Aiso, each site must be sufficiently unique, w'thin
Trie project corridor, that it would not be possible to group them,
arid recommend a single sample for listing in tne Register.

"4. At a number of sites, our investigations failed to show evidence of
"" intact deposits. In this group, one of several factors leads us to

recommend additional worK. At several of the larger sites, the
radial transect collections served to define tite boundaries, but
"resulted in a controlled collection from only a very small percentage

"4, of the site area. At Such sites, particularly those with an artifact
density sufficient ta suggest an occupation of greater duration than
a single flaking incident, we feel that a cuntrol led surface
"collection is warranted. Such collections would produce a
representative sample of artifacts for dating purposes, and could
also provide information allowing the delineation of discreet
activity loci and/or the horizontal separation of temporal
components. Perhaps, more importantly, extremely wet conditions
prohibited stripping of the plowzone at several sites in this
category. At such sites, our one-meter by one-meter test pits and

W ý imited augering simply did not expose an adequate area to
"confidently rule out the possibility of subsurface features In

"these cases, we must suggest that a portion of the plowzone be
stripped at tne sites, in order to confirm the presence or absence of
i intact deposits which might make the site eligible for inclusion in
the National Register.

1U.3.1 Contaminated Area (Areas A-C, Figure 111-26)

Dredging of contaminated materials from this area is potentially the most
significant engineering aspect of the entire project. Dredging will
involve direct impact to an extremely large numoer of high probability
locations along the shore of the streams. In addition to the potential
"for encountering a host of unreported sites along the shoreline, there is
the problem of sites inundated by waters of the Wheeler Reservoir. We
"have no way to accurately predict now many sites located in the alluvial
bottomlands of Indian Creek and HS3 are now covered by the Reservoir's
waters. However, we do know that sites occur in profusion on very slight
elevations along all of the streams in our study corridor. The
elevations are so slight that many would have been submerged in the
Reservoir. Thus, the aredging will not only impact a large numbter of

- high probability locations, but it also would affect a large zone in
"which site potential cannot be predicted.

As road and dredging corridors are agreed upon, an intensive field survey
will be required to locate sites both previously recorded and new sites.
"Sites that will be impacted (there are nine recorded to date) will
require intensive excavations to determine their eligibility for
inclusions in the National Register Category 3 in the above discu'sion.

* The amount of dredging activities will be a direct factor in the area
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requiring survey or mitigation. A 5U% reduction in the dredged area will
produce ; similar reduction in the level of cultural resource impact and
the need for survey mitigation. The most difficult aspect within this
area will be location of significant sites inundatea by the Wheeler
Reservoir. Tnis will require an inovative sampling procedure to locate
these now underwater sites.

10.3.2 Dredged Material Disposal Sites, (Areas D & E, Figure III-26)

The primary disposal site location Area U has not been subjected to dn
intensive archaeological survey. At present one site is reported for the
area and there is a strong possibility of additional sites within the
proposed area. The one reported site IMA1•7 will require evaluation, as
will all sites recorded in the intensive survey.

The alternative disposal site Area E has been surveyed in the northern
section as part of the reconnaissance level survey. Three sites were
located, all prehisotric lithic scatters. None is eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places, Category 3, and no
additional work will be necessary in Category 4. The southern section
will require an intensive survey. All located sites will require
National Register eligibility determination.

10.3.3 Out-of-Basin Diversion Channel ana Dikes, (Areas F & G,
Figure II1-•6)

Area F falls within the area delimited for the reconnaisance level
"survey. This survey was designed to produce a predictive model. As a
result the entire area was not Subjected to an intensive level of
investigation, and will require additional work to fill these gaps. At

present there are eight sites which appear to be of National Register
significance, Category 3 and 4. Additionally, sites located during the
intensive survey will require National Register evaluation. The amount
of mitigation required for this are is high for two reasons:
1) intensity of previous survey work and 2) the high level of cultural
occupation in the impact area. -

Area G includes flood control levees that have not been subjected to
intensive archaeological survey, which will have to be completed. The
sites located during the survey and the two previously recorded sites
will require excavation to determine their National Register
significance.

10.3.4 Within-Basin Diversion Channel and Containment Dike
(Figure 111-27)

This area, like HSB Area A which it shares has not been subjected to an
intensive level survey. The area includes seven known sites that will
also be impacted by Area A. Six of these sites are periphery or of an
undetermined exact location and will have to be relocated and evaluated
for National Register eligibility. The seventh site falls in the direct
construction area and will require evaluation.
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* 0.4 IMPAILTS 4t4U MIT1(6ATIuN FOR EACH ALTEKNATiVE
J

J based on the preceding evaluation a matrix Table I1l-26 has ueen con-
",' structed correlating engineering alternatives witn geographic areas,W documented sites, National Kegister eligible sites, potential for site

location arid total numnber of sites tnat 'vill be impacted. rirst it can
S. be iiotea that HSb Reacn A-6, and Indian CreeK Keacn C will all ue
. impacted in all the enqjineering alterndtives. Use of eitner of the two
* out-of-oasin disposal sites will impact relatively small areas out still
* with a high probability for site location. uut-or-basin uiversion (6-F)

in degree of impact approaches that of dredging. Out-of-basin aiversion
occurs in both alternatives C and U. As a result these two alternatives,
fro•1 a cultural resouce standpoi.it are the most damaging. Alternative L
arid F which include within-basin diversion are tne least dainaying,
"particularly when Alternative F wnicn includes contairnment of contami-
• nate aaterials within-uasin. The witrcin-basin aiversior, will overlap

i some• of the areas requiring survey in irea A. Finally, it must be noteo
. that none of tne areas associated witti their particular alternatives have

been completely surveyed. The proceecing information is all derived from
"the preoictive site nmdel conducted in the area of tne proposed diversion

- channel.

li.u ENVIkUNmENTAL INfPACTS uF THE ALTErNATIVES

Sil. INTRUUbCTION

". The various alternatives can each be considered d group ot tasks, or
. actions. Lacn of trie taSKS is usually a coniponent of more than one

alterrnative. To prevent the reiteration of identical impacts fr'om . -

alternative to alternative, the predicted impacts are discussec herein on
a task by task basis. The total series of impacts for eact alternative

"* will then be briefly outlined, summarized, ana compared.

11.ý URLUb61iii ANU UISPOShL

Dreaging--The impacts of dredging and disposal can be characterized as
being associated with (a) road construction, (b) mechanical removal of

., seuiments and snag habitats, and (c) water quality degraJation.

Total roadway to be constructed amlounts to about 63,3UU linear feet, or
j bb.7 acres. Alnos. 4Q percent of tnis acreage is occupied by aquatic or

wetlana nabitats; specifically open water, buttonbusn swanop, botturilandhardwood swamp, and floodplain nardwooa forest. These are among the r,•s;
valuable of the site's habitats to wildlife, ny providing fruit and mast
for autumn and winter toocs. wilulife species wnicr; may De directly
at.ectea by this loss are turKey, ueer, opossurm, raccoon, red and gray
fox, squirrels, anda otner rodefils. Many of tnese are gare species.

Approximately one-halt ot the total "edge" naoitat aloing Huntsville
-, Spring Uraicn and indidr Creek uet,-.ten Patton Road ana tre lennesste
* River will be severely altered by unfstructicn of tne road. Virtually

all existing vegetation will oe removea to allow worKing ruon, for the
oredyg. bWring oreoging operati~ns, "pioneer" plant species will
colonize the denuded stream bank, in protably lesser aensities tnan the
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S original native vegetation. This habitat will receive sc-ne •mostly
-,octurnal) wildlife use. If suosequently n'anageo to aloow natural

* vegetation to ()ccupy the cank, its present wilciife values will return
over time. If the bar!K is yrasseu and mowea, tnis will represent a

I lonj-term loss of valuuale naoitat and wil ife, since it is a nabitat
for ootn upland and wet;a.; piant s c it rece~ves mcre insolation
than tne floor c: :-e adjacent forests, ano prcc~ctivity arc censity of

Stne edge ndoitat's snruo an e nero 1,iyers -s greater znan .n tne forests.
S" It is therefore useful to oetiand aro pliano wioalife as a travel

curriuor, as restiny cover, and as nes-inr arc feeaing haoitat. Another
Spoint of concern is that removal of much of tne vegetation anc placement

of a gravel roadway aiongsice of tre stream will increase Erosion along
the stream channel due to a reduction of soil nolding capacity. This
could lead to increased UuT exposure and transport from contamination
along this bank if MXT-contaminateo areas in tre adjacent channel, Dank
or overoanK are missed.

i Mechanical removal of 259 acres of sediments and snacs associated with
uUTR removal will result in the loss of aufwucns conmmnities, macroin-
vertebrate populations, fish and wildlife naodtat, and perhaps some
suomerged vegetation. Aufwucns cominunities, wnich consists of attached
algae, bacteria, protozoa and fungi, organic detritus, silt, and clay,

Sexist as a thin veneer wnicn coats the lignT-receiving surfaces of
submerged snags and sediments. Aufwuchs communities can nave nigh
productivities, higher than pnytoplanxton or macropnyte coa.unities.
They may not be so important in the hignly-tiruid stream system of this

* study, but since tney were not sampled tnis cannot be stated with
"* certainty. Aufwuchs communities also provide suitable haoitat for ai variety of macroinverteorates, and are grazed oy certain amphioian larvae

and fish. These communities can be expected to become reestablished on V
•* tne Denthic substrate following dredging activities, uut snag removal

represents a long-term loss of substrate for plant productivity.
* Mdcroinvertebrate populations also exist on snags and in the bottom
%' substrate. Benthic macroinvertebrates exist in moderate to low densities
% within tne affected streams. ýriag-dwelling macroinverteDrates were not

quantified in this survey. Macroinvertebrates provide food sources for
fish and other wildlife species. The loss of snags from the stream
system will have a long-term, detrimental effect on snag-dwelling
macroinvertebrates. benthic macroinverteorates, however, Should
recolonize within a year or two (Hirsch, et al., 1978). Snags are among

Sthe most valuaole of stream naoitats to fTsn"ana wildlife, by providing
food (aufwuchs and macroinverteorates), cover, and respite from stream

.. currents. Unless uncontaminated snags are replaced suosequent to
dredging of contaminants, this will represent a significant long-term
loss to the Huntsville Spring 6rancn and Indian Creek stream system.

The removal of contaminated organisms will result in the removal of some
.UuTi from the system; however, as pointed out in Appendix II,
Section 3.3, the UUTR removed via organisms will be very small in
relation to the total quantity in tne system.

* Fish will be affected more after the dredging is completed than while it
is in operation. Uuring clearing and dredging of the cnannel, fish will
probably migrate downstream to avoid the sediment plumes created by
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clearinig debris and aredging, and to avoid the disturbaný:e and noise of
the operations. Once these operitions are completed, tne fish will mi-
grate back and may be affected in several ways. For several /edi-s there
"will probably De reduced food available in the dreageN areas. A•I-Iaile
food may nave residual uUTK levels due to contaminadted sedimentsf riot co-n-
pletely removed oy or~dging. Tnere will also be a narkea reiuction in
habitats for, juvenile fish since the productive shallow areas in and
along the edges or the dreagtd portions of H•b and IL will have Deen
dredged to a depth of at least 2 feet.

The effect on aquatic plants of dredging in HS8 ana/or IC woulo be very
fnominal since duckweed is the only vascular plant found to any extent.
Duckweed has been shown to very rapidly adsorb UUT from surface films and
also from the water (Meeks, 19b8). Removal of contaminated sediments
will reduce the burden of pesticide in this plant species. This is
important since it is a source of food for Sora Rail and several species
of ducks which are found in the area, most notably the Wood Ducks.

Dredging will oe required at least in the approximately 25 acres of
critical ,verbank area within keach A in addition to dredging of the HSi8
channel. This acreage is entirely in wetland habitats; specifically
buttonbush swamp, floodplain hardwood forest, and bottomland hardwood
swamp. These are habitats important to terrestrial and wetland wildlife
species. However, as much as 60 percent of the DDTR in the HS8-IC system
may be located in tnis relatively small area.

Water quality will be degraded to some extent by turbidity ano by
suspension of UUTR. The turbidity plume is not expected to be of large
size. The majority of the plume will move downstream and .ettle to the
channel bottom. This short-term increase in downstream DUTR contamina-
tion will be subsequently removed as the dredge progresses downstream.
See Sections 3.2.3 and 3.4.7 for aaaitional infornmation on turbidity
generation by dredging.

In close proximity to the dredge, the plume will shade benthic macro-
invertebrate and benthic aufwuchs communities, thus reducing produc-
tivity. Phytoplankton will be affected less than zooplankton and much
less than benthic organisms by suspended UUTR, as shown by Hurlbert
(1975), since the UOTR will remain suspended for a relatively short
period of time before it settles to the bottom again. However, the buT
in solution could affect the phytoplankton since they can concentrate it
over 1,000 times the water concentration (Hurloert, 1975). As noted in
Section 5.6 of Appendix I, tnis may have an effect on growth morphology
and photosynthesis. Due to the snorter generation time of phytoplankton,
algal blooms could occur if the suspended DOT reduces the zooplankton
levels (Hurlbert, 1975). In general, any effect on the plankton should
only be temporary since recolonization will continually take place from
upstream of the dredging operations.

Some UbTR-contaminated material may be left along the dredged channel.
This material will affect benthic organisms recolonizing the bottom until
covered with uncontaminated sediments. This effect should be less than
that presently occurring.
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If the entire overbank area within Reach A is dredged, tne environmenv.al
iiipact would be more extensive. Removal of all trees and plants rroui
this area would result it, a large loss ot wildlife habitat. kevegetation
ana recovery would be slow due to removal ot three teet of topsoil.
There way also Le a significant increase in suspended solids in
huntsville Spring branch due to erosion in the area until such time tnat
the overbanK could oe stabilized.

Dredging of contaminated sediments will require that the water level in
Wheeler Reservoir be lowered more rapidly than is presently aone, and
that the water level be maintained a toot luwer during the following
summer if necessary, to tacilitate dredging contaminated sediments from
Indian Creek and Huntsville Spring branch. Within the Tennessee River
the reservoir's banks are relatively steep, so that lowering the level
one foot should reduce the surface area relatively little. Also, the
biota present is already adapted to changing water levels. Therefore,
the impacts of these water level manipulations should have little adverse
effects on Tennessee River biota. These water level manipulations will
affect trie backwater areas within the wheeler Nationial Wildlife Refuge
(wNWWR) to a greater extent. Since these backwaters are shallower, larger
areas will become exposed in the autumn and winter than would normally.
These "muoflats" become quickly vegetated with rushes and other
graminoics, and are the main attraction to overwintering ducks and geese.
Said water level lowering may therefore actually benefit these watertuwl
(Atkesurn, 19bO). Fisheries production in the shallow backwaters stoulu
be little-aftecteg by oropping the water level sooner ana more quickly.

I Maint•ininy tne water level a foot lower the following spring arid suniierSshould also cause little harm to fish populations, since there should be
sufficient backwater shallows for spawning to occur (Hooper, 19bU).
L.aution must be taken not to raise the water level in the spring to
bbb feet risl arid then to lower it back to b55 feet nisl. This could
result in stranding of spawning fish and nests, which would be

detrimental to fish populations. Also, for protection of bass fisheries
"productivity, the arawdown should be delayed until mid-vune, since
bedding fisn could be trapped, and nests destroyed, by falling water
levels.

bathyrnetric data (Seawell, 1980j) indicates that tne 1-foot temporary drop
will reduce the reservoir surface area by about 2,190 acres from a total
of 61,190 acres, a loss of 3.b percent. The amount of fish spawning and
nursery acreage was not determinable at this time, so an accurate
estimate of tne loss or gain in habitat was not possible. However, it it
is assumed tnat the primary habitat is six feet or less, the batityrmetric
data indicates there would be a loss of 38U acres of water less than six
feet deep. This represents a temporary loss of 2.3 percent. This loss
is considered to be insignificant if it occurs for no inore than two years
(Hooper, 198U; Lawson, 1980).

Two options are being considered tur disposal of the contaminated dredged
material. These are (1) the channel of huntsville Spring Brancn between
Miles 2.4 to 5.7, which could be employed in Alternative F; and (Z) the
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The dike and drainage channel will displace about 11.3 acres of aquatic
and wetland habitats, and 27.1 acres of uplands. The western dike and
canai will run along the edge of the floodplain, disturbing a minimal
amount of aquatic and wetland habitat. However, it will also serve as a
partial barrier to wildlife attempting to move back and forth between the
uplands and lowlands. This effect is not altogether detrimental to
wildlife, since the lowlands removed from their range is a contaminated
one, and the slope of the dike will be 3:1.

Excluding HSB from keach A (Patton Road to Uodd Road) by constructing the
western containment dike will result in lowered water levels within the
reach. Lowering will be most pronounced in areas adjacent to the
channel. The vegetation will respond by shifting to species preferring
drier situations. There are five wetland and aquatic plant communities
within the floodplain of Reach A, existing along a continuum from
relatively dry to wet. These are: the natural levee associdtion, the
floodplain association, the bottomland hardwoods association, tne
buttonbush community, and the open water areas. The levee association
may see introduced a number of upland species, such as loblolly pine,
redbud, red cedar, and smooth sumac. The floodplain association should
tend to shift from maple-ash dominants to one occupied by a wider variety
of mesic species, such as oaks, (swamp chestnut, willow, water and
cherrybark), elms (American aria winged), hackberry, black cherry, dogwood
and redbud. The bottomland hardwood association occurs in depressions
within the floodplain, and should remain relatively wet. However,
without periodic flooding from HSB overflows, water levels should be
generally lower relative to present conditions. While the wetland
species (green ash, water tupelo and red maple) should continue to
predominate, other species could also invade. These may include
sweetgum, black willow and blue beech. The buttonbush association occurs
where the water is too deep to prevent the establishment of bottomland
trees. With lower water levels, several species should be able to
colonize the shallower portions. These include water tupelo, green ash,
and red maple. The open water areas will be reduced in extent. Since
HSb floodwaters will cease, the levels of suspended clays and organic
detritus may be lowered sufficiently to allow the growth of submerged
aquatic plants in the open water areas. In general, lowered water levels
should increase aquatic plant diversity in each of the affected plant
associations, and may also increase aquatic plant-density.

Terrestrial and avian wildlife would be benefited by this change,
specifically Wood Uucks, Turkey, raccoon, opossum, deer, and squirrels.
Aquatic organisms would also benefit by removal of DDTR, and by an
increase in aquatic and wetland plant foods. These woojld incluoe otter,
muskrat, wading birds, game fish, and invertebrates. Lowering of water
levels within the containment area will create two shallow lakes; one in
the existing "loup" section at HSB Mile 5.3, the other in the large
ponded area near HSI Mile 4.5. Several smaller areas would also remain
ponded. Creation of shallow lakes has the potential to be of high value
to wildlife. After a few years of high plankton production, the ponded
areas could become vegetated with submerged and emergent macrophytes,
providing productive aquatic habitat.
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If the non-critical overbank is not covered, the current effects of DUT.
in tais system can be expected to continue. As noted by Uiionia (i9b9)
and Peterson, et al. k1971), tne UUTR will not ledch uownwa'a or very
rapidly become degraded by soil microorganisms (Clore, et al., i9i; tiasn
and WOc son, l1b/). AIso, only trdce amounts are norma'Ty7 bsuroea Dy
vegetation (Yule, et al., 1972). Hence, current impacts orn soil-awelling
organisms may continue for some years to come.

The situation would be vastly different if uutri the channel aria the
overbank were filled. All vegetation would be removed, including stumps,
in an area totaling anout bub acres of aquatic and wetland habitat. The
wetlanus within this area are che nmst contamindted portions or the Site.
Remuoval of vegetation and filling with two or three feet ot clean soil
would tiave some value as a site of resedrcn in primary plant succession,
but years would De required before the site obtained a level ot plant aria
wildlife productivity and diversity approaching trie surrounaing
etiv i roninent.

i1.b CONTAINMENT WITh WIThJli- lMSIN UIVLRSIUN

Environmental Impacts--Tasks involved witn this containment alternative
are (a) re-routing HSB through a Wihirin-basin diversion channel, and
(b) one of tnree till options: (1) filling the HSU channel aria critical
overbank in the containment area to a depth of two to three feet; (2)
filling the channel and the entire overuank in the containment area to
depths of three and two feet, respectively; ard k3) filling the
containment area with dredged spoil from Reaches b, C, aria the lower
oortiorn of A, and then covering with clay anu topsoil (this option is
discussed in Section 11.4). The impacts of re-routing HSb through the
within-nasin diversion channel have oeen discussed in Section 11.4. The
impacts of filling the Huntsville Spring Brancn channel and the overbank
area are discussed in Section 11.5.

Of further impact would ue the damage done to the uplana area in
"borrowing" clean fill for the above works. This site and its areal
extent are currently unspecified.

11.7 ALTERNATIVE A: NATURAL H.ST0RATIUN

Alternative A involves allowing the system to be naturally restoreo. Tne
major impact would De the continuing contamination of tne environment 5y
UUTk. More information on this diternative can we founa in Section 9.1
of tnis ,Appendix.

1i.b ALTEkNMTIVE b: OkLIbIiWG Mu DiSPOSAL

Alternative b is compriseo of the dredging of contaminiated sediments and
their disposal in an upland disp'sal site. Uredging uptions are to
(1) dredge the contaminated portions of huntsville Spring branch and
Indian Creek and the 290 acre overoank area, aiid (2) dredge tne above
plus miost of the remaining wet ands between dodo and Patton Roads.
uredging would require construction of an access road along the edge of
the two steams. Uisposal would occur in a temporary upland disposal site
within the drainage basin. The major items of impact are listed below.
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A comparison of etfectiveness of alternatives (excludiig any
consiaeration of biota contamination) is given in Taole 111-33.

Finally, a Key ractor is the effectiverness of an alternative in reducinU
oUTR levels in fish to below the b ppm FUA guideline. Unfortunately,
this is prouaDly the most ditticult measure of eftectiveiiess *ýo predict
with accurdcy. un the one hand one can state tnat removal or isolation
o a dnigh percentage of the UUTk in the IHSB-IC system can, in the lony
termi, only help the situation. Yet because or the nigh potential for
significant tisn corItdmination from even low residual levels of UvuTk, one
cannot easily predict how quickly positive results can oe realized
tollowiny a clean-up effort.

Scv.ral factors should be considered in attempting to juage how long it
might take for UUTk levels in fish to be reduceo to below b ppw. Thiese
irciude current contamination levels, methoa of contamination, Oe-
gradation of UUTk by natural processes, effectiveness of UUTR removal,
arid rate at which fish can excrete or break down bUTN. In Mppenoix 11,
Section 5.3, tnese factors are considered in some depth. Channel catfish
in wrneeler Reservoir downstream ot IC appear to have DDT[ concentrations
on the order of 1U ppm due to very low level contamination of either or
both sediment and water. iNear !C UuTk levels in channel cattish are
higher which may De due to higher localized sediment or water UuTk
concentrations and/or to migration of fish in and out of iC. neverthe-
less, it appears that for channel catfish bioconcentration of bUTR
produces tish concentrations in excess of 5 ppmi from extremely low
environmental concenitratiorns. Hence, it is not reasonable to expect
channel catfish UDTR levels to drop oelow 5 ppm until environmental buTk
levels are reduced Delow what currently exists in tne Tk. Presently this
level is uelow what might reasonably be expected to initially remain in
IC arid H.,b after a mitigation alternative was completed. Further, tnese
levels of UUTh in the TN water and sediment woulu still be present even
if a mitigation alternative were completed. Following the completion of
any of tne alternatives except natural restoration, it is assuwed that
the flow of uu~rl to the TN would be significantly reduced. with little
or no "fresh" UUTI entering tne river, it could be expected that existinq
concentrations would go down.

Unfortunately, no data exists regarding natural degradation rates for
UUTR under conditions similar to those found in IL and TH. Data for
breakdown rates in soils show figures ranging from less than that one
year to greater than 30 years depending on a number of conditions (see
Appendix I, Table 1-5). Under the assumption that some mitigation action
haa essentially eliminated the movement of DUTR from IC to the TK ano
that natural breakdown in an aquatic environment riignt roughly parallel
breakaown in the soil, significant reductions in ubTk miyht occur in
roughly 1-30 years.

Since tne uptake and reduction of DUTR in fish has oeen snown to occur in
significantly shorter time spans than appear to be required for natural
degradation of UUTR, it is assuned tnat the fish are dt or near equili-
brium with respect to UuTI in the environment (Macek and Korn, 197U;
iaceK et al., 1970; Jarvinen et al., 197b). Consequently, one
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would expect DDTR levels in fish to closely parallel reductions of DDTR
in the environment.

If the assumptions and conditions noted above are valid, it might take
from a relatively few to 30 or more years for PD0R levels in cnannel
catfish in the TR ', drop below the 5 ppm guideline followi•g completion
of one of the action alternatives. Further, since any of the action
alternatives will leave at least some residual afrounts of DOTR in IC
above what currently exists in the TR, the channel citfish in IC can be
expected to remain contaminated for even longer periods of time.

No difference between the action alternatives can be detailed regarding
how quickly DOTR levels in channel catfisn in IC and HSB can be reduced.

The natural restoration alternative is predicted to be ineffective in

controlling DDTR contamination of the HSB-IC-TR system. A more complete
explanation can be found in Section 9.1 of this Appendix.
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